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CENTER HARBOR TOWN OFFICE (603) 253-4561
www.centerharbornh.org

SELECTMEN’S MEETINGS
chselectmen@metrocast.net

First Wednesday of the Month — 8:00 A.M.
Other Wednesdays — 7:00 P.M.

TOWN CLERK’S HOURS
chtownclerk@metrocast.net

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday — 9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
Wednesday — 9:00 A.M. to 12 Noon and 6:30 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.

TAX COLLECTOR
chtaxcollector@metrocast.net

Wednesday — 6:30 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.

PLANNING BOARD

1° Tuesday of the Month

CONSERVATION

COMMISSION

2"! Tuesday of the Month
10:00 A.M.
ENERGY

COMMITTEE

1° Thursday of the Month

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT

chparks&rec@metrocast.net

DEDICATION

This year’s Town Report is dedicated to
all the employees of the Town of Center Harbor.
Thank you to all for your hard work and dedication to your jobs.
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TOWN OFFICERS
2011
Moderator, John P. Kimball II
Town Clerk, Sheila Mohan
Town Treasurer, Jeannie L. DeGrace
Collector of Taxes, Ellen D. Burns

Term
Term
Term
Term

Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires

in
in
in
in

2012
2013
2013
2013

Selectmen
Term Expires in 2011
Randy J. Mattson

Term Expires in 2012
Term Expires in 2013
Term Expires in 2014

Charles G. Hanson

David Hughes
Trustees of Trust Funds

Term Expires in 2012
Term Expires in 2013
Term Expires in 2014

Diane Drenkhahn

Joseph Hulkow
Kent Warner

Library Trustees
Elected by Town:

Term Expires in 2012
Term Expires in 2013
Term Expires in 2014

Bess Hanson

Karin Karagozian
Helen Heiner

Appointed by Board of Selectmen:

Sarah Heath
Josephine Morse
Kevin Desmond, Alternate

Jessie L. Foley, Alternate

Term
Term
Term
Term

Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires

in
in
in
in

2013
2013
2014
2014

Supervisors of the Check List
Bess Hanson
Frances Secord

Ingrid Smith
Town Departments
Road Agent
Chief of Police
Chief of Fire Department
Emergency Management Director

Animal Control Officer
Health Officer
Compliance Officer
Welfare Officer
Parks and Recreation Director

Term Expires in 2012
Term Expires in 2014
Term Expires in 2016

Jeffrey Haines
Mark Chase
John Schlemmer
Kenneth Ballance
Mark Chase
Kenneth Ballance
Kenneth Ballance
Robin Woodaman
Sandra Frost

Deputy Positions
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy

Town Clerk
Town Clerk
Tax Collector
Tax Collector
Tax Collector — Boats
Treasurer

Ellen Burns

Mary Richardson
Sheila Mohan

Mary Richardson
E. M. Heath, Inc.
Bess Hanson

Planning Board
Harry Viens, Chairman
Lee Mattson
Helen Heiner
Barbara Lauterbach

George C. Burns, Alternate
Samuel Brickley, Alternate
Sheila Mohan, Clerk/Alternate

Charles G. Hanson, Selectmen’s Representative

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

2014
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2012
2012

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

2013
2014
2012
2013
2012
2013
2014
2012
2012
2012

Zoning Board of Adjustment
Jean Meloney, Co-Chairman
John Foley, Co-Chairman
George Lamprey
Christopher Williams
Karen Peranelli
Palmer Smith, Alternate
Richard Hanson, Alternate
Dawn Heiderer, Alternate
Allan Hale, Jr., Alternate
Bernard Volz, Alternate

Center Harbor Memorial Park Board

Term Expires in 2012
Term Expires in 2013
Term Expires in 2014

John P. Kimball II, Treasurer
Kenneth Balance

Jessie L. Foley
Conservation Commission

Bruce Bond
Maureen Criasia
Harry Viens
JoAnn Wood
Karin Karagozian
Randy Mattson, Selectman & Alternate

“AS

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires

in
in
in
in
in
in

2013
2014
2014
2012
2012
2012

Energy Committee

Christopher Williams, Co-Chairman
Steven Caney, Co-Chairman
Chris Johnson
Bernard Volz
Harry Viens
Cassandra Bradley
David Hughes, Selectmen’s Representative
Building Advisory Committee

Robert Chance
Mary Alice Warner
Keith Fitzgerald
Jacqueline Baker
Mark Chase, Advisor

Park Committee
David Hughes, Selectmen’s Representative
Bruce Skawinski
Elizabeth Aquilla
Pamela Vaughn
Dennis Schofield
Edwin Kline
Sandra McClaskie

Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term

Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires
Expires

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

2012
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

Lakes Region Planning Commission

Maureen Criasia

Term Expires in 2013
Lakes Region Transportation Committee

Jeffrey Haines

Term Expires in 2013

TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR
TOWN MEETING
March 8, 2011

Jennifer

Ballot Clerks Barbara Lauterbach,
Hanson, Rhonda Cost, Kathleen

Helen Heiner, Sandra Condojani, Rachel Small,
Viens, Harry Viens, were sworn in and it was

announced that the time for accepting absentee ballots would be 1:00 P.M.
The March eighth, two thousand eleven Town Meeting was called to order at ten of the
clock in the morning by Moderator John Kimball II, who announced the polls to be open to act
upon Article 1.

At 1:00 P.M. the absentee ballots were accepted.
ballots were tallied.

The polls closed at 6:00 P.M. and the

Article 1-A. All town offices and school board members for the year ensuing were voted
on with the following results:
Selectman for 3 years:
David Hughes
Richard Drenkhahn

202 votes
173 votes

Library Trustee for 3 years:
Helen Heiner
Karin Karagozian
Ruth Bell

284 votes
14 votes
9 votes

Library Trustee for 2 years:
Karin Karagozian
Ruth Bell
Kent Warner
Bess Hanson
Janet Hooper

63
42
5
1
1

votes
votes
votes
vote
vote

Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years:
Kent Warner

71 votes

Keith Fitzgerald
Karin Karagozian

47 votes
2 votes

Bob Beem
John Merrill

2 votes
1 vote

Joseph Hulkow

1 vote

Robert Wichland
Everett Bennett

1 vote
1 vote

Moderator for School District for 1 year:
Lee Quimby
John Kimball
Robert Rowan

322 votes
3 votes
1 vote

Member-At-Large for 3 years:
Richard E. Hanson
Mark B. Billings

241 votes
126 votes

Member of School Board for 3 years — Resident of Sandwich:
Howard Cunningham
279 votes
Declan O’Connell
1 vote
Article 1-B. To see if the Town will vote to put the following wetland into State Prime
Wetlands Status:
Center Harbor Designated Wetland #70: The Snake River Wetlands Complex
YE See02

NO

71

At 7:40 The Town Meeting was reconvened in the Fire Station to act upon Article 2
through Article 35. The Moderator, John Kimball IJ, called the meeting to order with the Pledge
of Allegiance. Mr. Kimball welcomed all those present and announced the results of the Town
Election and the School District Election. Mr. Kimball then explained that the number of people
present exceeded the fire code. Mr. Kimball said that all non-registered voters could leave, the
meeting could be postponed to the following evening so that the Selectmen could rent tents to
accommodate the people or the bay doors could be opened and those who did not have seats
could stand outside. Liz Aquilla suggested that non-voters could go outside or into the Cary
Mead Room. The bay doors were opened and the meeting began. Mr. Kimball asked everyone
present to make sure that all of their remarks were verifiable facts and pertain specifically to the
article. Be courteous to those speaking. Act on the facts.
Article 2. It was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by Charley Hanson to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,275,000 for the construction and original equipping of a new
Police Station, including the purchase of the “McCahan” property (TML 8-34) and to authorize
the issuance of not more than $1,200,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of
the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, to

authorize the withdrawal of $75,000 from the Public Safety Facility Capital Reserve Fund
created for this purpose.
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (2/3 ballot vote
required). Charley Hanson thanked everyone for coming. We are considering the building of a
new police station on a piece of property on Route 25. Mr. Hanson gave a brief history on how
we arrived at this point. In 2002 the Town contracted with Municipal Resources Inc. to review
the police operations and management. The Report was not a facilities or a space needs report; it
did mention that additional space needs be addressed in the future. In 2006 the Town formed a
Space Needs Committee to review the space needs of all departments throughout the Town.
The Committee made a number of recommendations to address the issues for different

ers

departments but the number one space needs issue was for the police department. In 2008 the
Town formed a Building Committee that was charged with coming up with a proposal to take to
the voters for a new police facility. They toured other police facilities to learn what was needed
to perform operations, and what worked and what didn’t. The Building Committee hired an
architect and a construction manager to arrive at a plan and cost. The Committee was told to use
existing town property to save money and to provide a fully functioning police facility for
consideration by the voters. The Building Committee looked at the Town House property, the
land behind the Church, later the Town Garage, the Municipal Building, and the Brooks
property. The Committee recommended putting the police station on the Brooks property and a
portion of the Morrill Park. This proposal was taken to Town Meeting last year and failed to get
a 2/3 majority vote. Due to a close vote the Board decided to bring the proposal forward this
year. The Board continued to pursue allowing the building on a portion of Morrill Park, but
eventually decided to consider other potential sites due to increasing court costs. The Board
decided to pursue an option for property on Route 25 owned by Ann McCahan. A moderate redesign was performed to provide the most cost effective structure for the facility. At this time
Mr. Hanson deferred to Chief Chase. Chief Chase said that there have been a lot of questions
regarding why there are some of the rooms in this building. There are three populations that the
police have to deal with. There is the public, the employees/staff and the people in custody.
Those populations should not mingle with each other. When people come with concerns and
want to meet with the Chief of Police to talk about problems that are going on in their lives they
want to come in, come to a room, sit down, without being interrupted; currently they cannot do
that.
Right now there is only one room and evidence is kept under the Fire Chiefs Office.
Chief Chase said that he also needs safety for his employees and the public as well.
Administrative space is also needed.
The police are required to keep records for up to seven
years and sometimes longer; we need a place to keep those records secure.
By law, juvenile
records need to be kept and locked separately. Currently we store files three or four places in
town.

We are in a crisis, and this crisis has been ignored. When it comes to evidence, it needs to

be stored properly, and people in custody should be walked in through a separate entrance, not
where the public is. Chief Chase said that they have to store weapons for domestic violence
cases securely. Chief Chase said that the officers have made great sacrifices, and they will do
everything that they can to help you, but now we are asking you to help us with a facility to do
the job that we need to do. We will always be there for you whatever you decide, but we are
asking you to give us the tools we need to protect you. John Schoenbauer said that he is in favor.
He said that if you refer to the Frequently Asked Questions and the Chief’s presentation it really
comes down to a number of things for consideration. Mr. Schoenbauer said that there is a need
for a safe environment here in Center Harbor and there is a need for the police department to
insure that. Mr. Shoenbauer said that he has lived here since 1976 and he has had four break-ins
in that time; about ten years ago there was a murder around the corner from his house. Looking
at the Police Report for this year there were two forcible rapes. This is not Boston but it is
certainly not crime free. Mr. Schoenbauer said that if you look at the cost of the facility, the
maximum cost as indicated by the Selectmen is $1,275,000. If you translate into an annual tax
rate per thousand it is fifteen cents per thousand; on a $300,000 house it would be $45.00 a year.
According to the Department of Justice recommendations we are adequately staffed as far as
police are concerned. Mr. Schoenbauer said that he is definitely in favor of it and encouraged all
those who want a safe environment for themselves and their families to vote for it. Derek Kline
said that this vote is not about supporting the police department or supporting the Selectmen but
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this is a vote about improper development. There is no doubt that the police department needs
space. But while considering these objectives we must consider the future prosperity of our
town. Mr. Kline feels that the old way of doing things is fiscally unstable. Mr. Kline said that
the police station proposal is very attractive but this plan is to build a twentieth century structure
while we are striving to prosper in the twenty-first century. We need to take a step back and
realize the permanent reality of this proposal. Mr. Kline said that we have an opportunity to be
creative with this building that we are all in today, we can improve all town services and
construct a building for far into the future. Infrastructure improvements will be needed to make
this successful it will be a lesser cost than the cost of the residential property proposed here. Mr.
Kline feels that we can utilize green energy grants to fund energy efficiency and renewable
energy initiatives available through State and Federal governments. There is a State law that
mandates that New Hampshire become twenty-five per cent reliant on renewable energy by
2025. Mr. Kline asked those present to vote no. Kent Warner thanked those who voted for him.
Mr. Warner said that there is a high level of emotion attached to this police station issue. Mr.
Warner said that he has spoken to David Hughes and Mr. Hughes said that while we needed the
police station the options for location and planning have not received enough attention. Mr.
Warner said that anyone who has known what has been going on around here for the last six
years would realize that there have been numerous studies as to the needs and as to the building
that is being proposed. There have been two volunteer citizens committees that have studied a
number of potential sites. The one chosen over here (Morrill Park) was opposed by a vocal
group of citizens. The cost of borrowing and the cost of construction is probably as low as it will
ever be. Mr. Warner said that he is sure that we all want our police protection and services to
keep up with the growing needs of society here in Center Harbor. We need to vote “Yes” to give
the police a facility to enable them to deliver these services most effectively now and in the
future. Steve Condojani wanted to thank the Board of Selectmen for giving him the opportunity
to be on the Building Committee. The Building Committee started in 2008, there were a lot of
meetings; they toured a lot of facilities to find out what some of the good things were and what
some of the bad things in those facilities were. The Committee got fourteen proposals for
architectural work. Prices are available at the best rate that we are going to get for a long time.
People look at the design and say it is huge but we started out with a lot more, there was a lot of
cutting down on this. We had 15 meetings before anyone from the town showed up. The
Construction Management Company, Bonnett, Page and Stone is a local company from Laconia
and have guaranteed the construction cost on this project. There has been a lot of emotion in
this; we have tried to take into account your concerns. There is a new location, the building has
been downsized. There have been an awful lot of letters to the Editor; consider the source, what

is their agenda? We need to be civil and don’t make personal attacks. Mr. Condojani said that
he feels that this is a good proposal, and cost effective. Jan Hooper asked the architects if a little
more green could be incorporated into the building. Architect Gary Goudreau said that to the
point of energy efficiency we have to meet the minimum State of New Hampshire Energy Code.
We have energy efficient windows, sufficient insulation in the walls and the ceilings and the
slab. So there is no issue in the specifications relative to the energy efficiency; relative to green
technology there is a contingency to allow as the bids come in, if we realize a savings, than we
can entertain doing those things. Mr. Goudreau said that they started by setting a goal for the
project and we have cut back to address issues of cost. We will do green technology if we can
afford it. For the construction management contract the cost you see tonight is the maximum.
When the bids come back if there is savings realized that comes back to the town. It is money

a0

that could come back to the voters or be used toward issues that were mentioned tonight by Mr.
Kline. Bernie Volz said that he was on the Town Energy Committee and one of the things that
they are considering is a solar voltaic system. Mr. Volz said that the lights in the fire station and
the new fire station doors came from things that the Energy Committee did this past year. Mary
Alice Warner said that she volunteers at the jail and many of the inmates tell her that when they
are arrested they are pretty out of control. Mrs. Warner said that she feels that the police should
be safe. She wants to support the professionals and especially Mark Chase for all their good
work. Randy Mattson took this opportunity to thank Steve Condojani and the members of the
Building Committee, members of the Space Needs committee, the members of the Energy
Committee and all of the different groups who have volunteered their service to work on this
project. Many nights they were out to meetings, they traveled around and they did a lot of
research. They should be commended for their service to our community. Ms. Mattson said that
it is exciting to see so many people here and she hoped that this is a sign that in the future when
we are looking for people to service on these committees and groups some of the people here
will step forward and take their turn at community service. The result of the vote was: “No”
votes 151, “Yes” votes 138, 2 votes were illegible. The Article failed.

Article 3. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by David Hughes to authorize
the Selectmen to enter into a lease-purchase agreement in the amount of $330,000, payable over
a term of ten (10) years to purchase a 2011 fire engine for the Fire Department and to raise and
appropriate $50,000 for the down payment with $25,000 to come from the Fire Department
Engine or Rescue Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund and the remaining $25,000 from general
taxation. The first payment of $34,008 will be due in 2012. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation (2/3 ballot vote required). Scott Davis said that the proposed truck is about
$125,000 more than the last truck and wanted the Fire Chief to explain the differences.
Fire
Chief John Schlemmer said that they were proposing to buy a custom fire engine; it is a six man
cab. It will have a bigger fire pump than the existing fire truck. It will also carry about 670
gallons more water than the previous trucks that we have owned. Chief Schlemmer said that
three and a half years ago we replaced Engine 1 because it was not in service; that was a 1979
truck, now we are replacing the 1988. We have gone from 4 engines to 2 engines. The goal is to
have additional water on the one truck, and to have 2 dependable trucks, one for each side of
town. Chief Schlemmer said that in January we received a new ISO rating and everyone should
be talking to their insurance companies to get a better rate. Chief Schlemmer said that Engine 2
has a magnitude of issues. It will probably get through the inspection in March but probably
won’t pass inspection in the Fall. Chief Schlemmer said that the only tax money this year would
be the $25,000. The other $25,000 for the down payment would come from the Capital Reserve.
The first payment of approximately $33,500 would be due in 2012. As of today we have an
interest rate of 3.396%. Delivery would probably be in October or November. Gary Toczko
asked why we weren’t taking the full $50,000 out of the Capital Reserve Fund.
Chief
Schlemmer said that we could do that but he is afraid that if we deplete the Capital Reserve we
will be coming back in 4 or 5 years looking for more money. He would like to see a level
funding without any big spikes. The result of the vote was: “Yes” votes 148, “No” votes 33.
The Article carried.
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Article 4. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by Kent Warner to raise and
appropriate $713,495 to defray the Town charges for the ensuing year. ($714,114 appropriated
in 2010). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.
Article 5. It was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by Pat Mohan to raise and
appropriate $20,000 to be placed in the existing Town Buildings Repairs and Maintenance
Expendable Trust Fund for the purpose of repairing and maintaining municipally owned
buildings. ($20,000 appropriated in 2010). The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.
Article 6. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by Kent Warner to raise and
appropriate $20,000 to be placed in the existing Energy Conservation & Improvements
Expendable Trust Fund for the purpose of implementing the recommendations from the energy
audit and future evaluations as may be performed on municipally owned buildings and grounds.
($20,000 appropriated in 2010). The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.
Article 7. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by Janet Kimball to raise and
appropriate the sum of $13,176 for Phase II of updating the Town’s Master Plan. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required). Bonnie Burgess asked, “What is Phase
II of the Master Plan?” Mr. Hanson explained that the Master Plan needs to be updated every ten
years; this is to complete the Master Plan for the Town. Mr. Hanson said that a survey was sent
out, the Planning Board broke the update into two pieces and this appropriation would be to
complete the remaining chapters. The motion carried.
Article 8. It was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by Kent Warner to raise
and appropriate the sum of $500 for the purpose of supporting the Coalition Communities. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
David Schimke asked,
“What is the ‘Coalition Communities’”? Mr. Hanson explained that it represents a group of
“donor” towns. This would be to help stop bringing back “donor” towns. The motion carried.
Article 9. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by Pat Mohan to raise and
appropriate the sum of $337,272 for the maintenance of Town Highways and Bridges, including
sidewalks and dead tree removal. This appropriation to be offset with estimated $40,357 from
State Highway Block Grant Aid and the balance of $296,915 to be raised by Taxes. ($343,847
appropriated in 2010). Kathleen Hill asked if the $40,357 from the State Highway Block Aid is
money that is still in the Governor’s proposed budget because a lot of the things that the State
used to pay for is up for grabs. Ms. Hill is concerned that perhaps we will not get this money.
Mr. Hanson said that there is never a guarantee but this is the figure that the Selectmen received
in the last month. The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.

Article 10. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by Janet Kimball to raise and
appropriate the sum of $60,000 for the purpose of road surface management.
($60,000
appropriated in 2010). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.

eae

Article 11. It was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by Bernie Volz to raise
and appropriate the sum of $30,000 to be added to the Highway Department Truck or Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund previously established. ($30,000 appropriated in 2010). The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required). Kent Warner asked how much was in
the Fund now.

Ms. Mattson said that there was $90,000 as of December 31, 2010.

The motion

carried.
Article 12. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by Peter Louden to raise and
appropriate the sum of $255,844 for the operation of the Police Department.
($249,787
appropriated in 2010). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.

Article 13. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by Peter Louden to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose
of purchasing a fully equipped police cruiser. ($20,000 appropriated in 2010). The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required). The motion carried by majority vote.
Article 14. It was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by John Schlemmer to
raise and appropriate the sum of $154,137 for the maintenance of the Center Harbor Fire
Department.
($141,903 appropriated in 2010).
The vote to approve this Article was
unanimously in favor.

Article 15. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by Janet Kimball to table
Article 15 until we have the results of the vote for Article 3. The vote was unanimously in favor.
Article 16. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by John Schlemmer to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the purchase of a pump for the Fire Department. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required). The vote to approve this
Article was unanimously in favor.

Article 17. It was moved by Richard Hanson and seconded by Gregory Hime to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000 to be placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose
of purchasing Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (S.C.B.A.). ($5,000 appropriated in 2010).
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation (Majority vote require). John Schlemmer said that
three or four years ago he bought twelve SCBAs. The plan is that in probably 15 years we will
have to replace them all so if we put $5,000 away each year we should be able to replace them
without asking for more tax dollars. The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.
Article 18. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by Janet Kimball to table this
Article until we have the results of the vote for Article 2. The vote was unanimously in favor to
table this Article until the results of the vote for Article 2 are known.
Article 19. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by Richard Drenkhahn to
establish a Public Safety Detail Services Revolving Fund pursuant to RSA 31:95-h. The money
received from fees for Police Department and Fire Department outside special detail services
shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year, and shall not be considered to be part of the
Town’s general fund unreserved fund balance. The Town Treasurer shall have custody of all
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monies in the fund, and shall pay out the same only upon order of the Board of Selectmen (no
further Town Meeting approval required). These funds may be expended only for the purpose of
costs associated with providing outside special detail services by the Police Department and Fire
Department and no expenditure shall be made in such a way as to require the expenditure of
other town funds that have not been appropriated for that purpose. Gary Toczko wanted to know
more about this, why it would be coming off of the books and the accounting of it. Charley
Hanson said that this was created because we currently carry special detail line items in the
budget for police and fire, we don’t know what will come up during the year and that makes it
hard to budget for it. We have to show the expenditure as well as the revenue. This is a way to
take it out, by transferring the money, and pay directly for those detail services, without affecting
either the police or the fire. Mr. Toczko asked for an example. Mr. Hanson said that if there
was some construction work being done on the highway a police officer would go down and
instead of the pay coming through the police department budget it would go directly into this
fund and the officer would be paid directly out of that. A fire department detail would be the
same principle. The vote to approve this Article carried by a majority vote.
Article 20. It was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by Kent Warner to raise
and appropriate the sum of $54,904 for the purpose of providing ambulance service to the Town.
($54,088 appropriated in 2010). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.
Article 21. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by Gregory Hime to vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $168,207 for the disposition of Solid Waste.
($157,748
appropriated in 2010). The vote to approve this Article carried by majority vote.
Article 22. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by Pat Mohan to raise and
appropriate the sum of $83,966 for the operation of the James E. Nichols Memorial Library.
($81,721 appropriated in 2010). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.

Article 23. It was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by Kent Warner to raise
and appropriate the sum of $55,250 for Parks and Recreation. ($56,250 appropriated in 2010).
The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.
Article 24. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by Stephen Brem to raise and
appropriate the sum of $21,800 for Patriotic Purposes including Fourth of July activities.
($21,550 appropriated in 2010). The vote to approve this Article carried by a majority vote.

Article 25. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by Janet Kimball to raise and
appropriate the sum of $11,090 for the Center Harbor Town Band Concerts.
($9,200
appropriated in 2010). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.
Article 26. It was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by Gregory Hime to raise
and appropriate the sum of $25,000 for Direct Welfare. ($25,000 appropriated in 2010). The
vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.
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Article 27. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by John Schlemmer to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,200 for the support of Emergency Management.
($1,750
appropriated in 2010). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.
Article 28. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by Pat Mohan to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000 for Center Harbor’s share of the operation of the Red Hill Tower.
($1,050 appropriated in 2010). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.

Article 29. It was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by Gregory Hime to raise
and appropriate the sum of $500 for the Centre Harbor Historical Society. ($500 appropriated in
2010). The vote to approve this Article was unanimously in favor.
Article 30. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by Richard Harlow to raise
and appropriate the sum of $38,927 for the support of the following health and welfare agencies.
($38,753 appropriated in 2010):
Agency

2011 Request

2010 Appropriation

Meredith Public Health
Winnipesaukee Wellness Center

$12,872
$ 6,000

$12,201
$ 6,000

Community Action Program

$ 8,400

$ 8,400

Child & Family Services
Inter-Lakes Day Care

$ 3,500
$ 4,662

$ 3,500
$ 4,662

New Beginnings
American Red Cross
Genesis

$ 1,000
$ 492
$ 1,500

$ 1,000
$ ©6492
$ 1,500

CASA

$

500

$

500

Center Harbor Soup Kitchen

$

1

$

500

Total

$38,927

$38,753

Mary Alice Warner amended the amount of the Center Harbor Soup Kitchen from $1.00
to $500.00. Mrs. Warner explained that the Soup Kitchen is open every Tuesday night at the
Center Harbor Congregational Church. The food is provided by the churches in the area and is
free to anyone coming in. The vote to amend the amount for the Center Harbor Soup Kitchen
from $1.00 to $500.00 was unanimously in favor. The motion carried as amended.
Article 31. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by Diane Drenkhahn to raise
an appropriate the sum of $199,000 for the purchase of property located on Tax Map 8, Lot 34.
This article shall be null and void if Article 2 passes.
The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required). Pam Markley asked why we are buying the land.
Charley Hanson said this is the property that we would have put the proposed police station on
and it is still a good deal. David Hughes said that he is speaking out against this article, he does
not think that the town needs to buy this property; he thinks that there are a lot of options for the
police station. Barry Borella said that having defeated the motion to build the police station he
seconds what Mr. Hughes said. Bob Beem said he wondered if David Hughes and/or Barry

aid.

Borella could be more specific about what available parcels of land there would be in the
downtown area. Mr. Beem said that there is only one that he knows about and it would cost
more to develop it than the price of the McCahan land. That would be the one that would be
accessed from here or by the Dybros property. Mr. Beem asked them to be specific because
there are other pieces of available land in other parts of town. Mr. Beem asked if the police
station should be in the geographical center of town or in the business section of town. John
Kimball asked Mr. Beem what piece he was talking about. Randy Mattson said that she thought
Mr. Beem was speaking about the piece of property behind the Congregational Church; it is a
thin piece of land that can be accessed from the parking lot. Ms. Mattson said that the Building
Committee rejected it because a two hundred foot road would have to be put in for access, it
would put the building away from the infrastructure that is here and it would put the Police
Department in a place where it would not be visible and that was something that was mentioned
in the MRI Report that was done in 2002. That Report said that the Police Department should be
visible. It was also rejected because the distance the police would have to travel to get onto road
would be significant. Kent Warner said to David Hughes that they had discussed this and at that
time you (David Hughes) suggested that the way to do that would be to swap the land on the far
side of the Church property with the land behind the Church property. Mr. Warner said that as
one of the Church Trustees and a long time member of the Church, we use that land. Mr. Warner
said that he could not speak for the Church but he thought that the Church would have trouble
trying to use the land that Mr. Hughes proposed to swap. David Hughes said that, “Mr. Warner
has attempted to quote some of the discussions, and options, and ideas that were discussed the
other day; he took a lot of items I discussed with him out of context. Point made.” Mr. Hughes
said that the land belongs to the town; the town has decided not to build the facility at this time.
Mr. Hughes said that he thinks we should defeat this article. Pam Markley wanted to point out to
everyone that in the Building Committee Minutes on 12-18-2008, TML #9-26 was the Building
Committee’s first choice. Dennis Murphy spoke in favor of this Article. Mr. Murphy said that
no matter what the view was on Article 2, on the Police Station. This town has some long term
facility concerns and needs. Here is an opportunity to acquire a piece of land right by the village,
this kind of opportunity is probably not going to arise again in an awfully long time, it is a
favorable price and it is worth the Town acquiring it even if we sit on it for a great number of
years before we do anything with it; while we assess the overall needs for space for all of our
facility needs. Mr. Murphy feels that we will regret it if we miss this opportunity. Bob Beem
said that he agrees with Mr. Murphy. Mr. Beem also said to refer to Mrs. Markley’s reading
from the Minutes and remember at that time the Committee was only looking at Town owned
land so the first choice was the piece behind here because the Town owned it, the second choice
was the Park piece that we went through last year. Mr. Beem feels that the McCahan property is
the best piece of land in Town for anything like this; he feels that we will miss an opportunity.
Mr. Beem encouraged those present to purchase it. Mr. Beem said that at the time Mrs. Markley
is referring to this wasn’t even under consideration. The Committee was told not to put it on the
list. Danae Kline asked if all Center Harbor properties been looked at for creative solutions?
Charley Hanson said that we have town owned properties, this piece of property came up and
was an opportunity at the time, and so no other properties only town owned properties were
looked at. Bernie Volz said that even if we don’t use this property for a police station this is a
good opportunity to buy this land and even if the town sits on it for many years, this is a great
opportunity to gets some land at a very good price in the area of town. This motion was
defeated.

Rise

Article 32. It was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by David Schimke to
allow a discount of two (2) percent on taxes paid within twenty-two (22) days of issue of tax bills
by the Tax Collector. This motion carried.
Article 33. It was moved by Bonnie Burgess and seconded by Gene Burgess to direct the
Selectmen to A) Solicit bids for building a 1000 sq. ft. to 1500 sq. ft addition to the existing town
office building to meet the needs of the Police Department as outlined in the MRI report. B) To
engage a contractor on a fixed price not to exceed $350,000 to design and build the required
facilities and or addition to the Town Office Building. C) To discontinue work on any other
expansion or location for a proposed police station other than the one anticipated in this article.
By petition. The Selectmen do not recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
Bob Beem amended this Article, “To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate no funds,
and to direct the Selectmen to A) Solicit bids for building a 1000 sq. ft. to 1500 sq. ft. addition to
the existing town office building to meet the needs of the Police Department as outlined in the
MRI report. B) To engage a contractor on a fixed price not to exceed $350,000 to design and
build the required facilities and or addition to the Town Office building. C) To discontinue work
on any other expansion or location for a proposed police station other than the one anticipated in
this article.”” Dennis Schofield seconded this amendment. Bob Beem said that, “There has been
some confusion or disagreement as to whether this Article actually raises and appropriates any
money. It refers to an amount, I have been told by the people who petitioned it that they weren’t
really intending to raise money. It’s unclear, it is going to leave it open to some kind of fights or
litigation. If it is unclear it cannot be made clear to raise money, only if it is clear to raise money
can it raise it. In my years of being involved in Town government the last 35 years or so I have
never seen a money article that didn’t start with, ‘To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate blah, blah, blah. The only way to make this clear is to make it very clear that it does
not raise and appropriate any money; otherwise it is just an unclear disagreed upon article. If the
Petitioners have a different interpretation from what they told me, if they want it to raise money
could they let us know that? I think that an article should be clear and the only way this could be
clear and legal is to approve my amendment; whether you are in favor of the article or not,
however the article ends up being voted on or further amended.” The Selectmen were told that it
does talk about raising funds, if so they would have to raise those funds all in one year. Randy
Mattson said that Bob was in to talk to the Selectmen about the wording of this. This Warrant
article along with all of the Warrant Articles was sent to the Department of Revenue
Administration and their opinion was that this Article if it was considered would be a valid
article. We asked them a second time to make sure after Bob brought this question to the Board
about the fact that it doesn’t say “raise and appropriate”. The Town’s advisor at the DRA said if
this article passed they would consider that the Town had appropriated $350,000. Bernie Volz
said that he would take that to be the meaning as well because it does say design and build. If
you are going to build something you are going to pay for it. Mr. Volz said that the only
objection that he would have, and he didn’t know if it should be a separate amendment or not, is
it says contractor to design and build. Typically we do not have the same person do both the
design and building. Mr. Volz feels that we should also fix that. He thinks that should be an
amendment to the amendment. Bonnie Tower asked if Mark Chase would speak to that. Chief
Mark Chase said that as much as he appreciates the recognition that we need some space and this
would address some space concerns, he recommends not voting for this because there is no plan,
just a number with no thought or discussion on needs. Chief Chase said that he does not think
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that this is a wise way to spend money; we would be better off to come back next year with a
plan. Chris Williams said that he wanted to reinforce what Chief Chase said. He feels that it
would be a mistake to say you were going to do “X” number of square feet for “X” number of
dollars on a facility that has not had sufficient study done on it. Steve Condojani said that we
have just voted down an article because we want to look at other alternatives, this limits us to
only doing one thing and that is adding on to this building. You have been talking about looking
at other locations and doing other things. This ties our hands completely. If you really want
flexibility this should be voted down. Gene Burgess said we have had this discussion, let’s do
what the police need, let’s try to co-operate with people we will get more done. This fighting is
getting nothing done. Bob Beem said he thinks that we are getting mixed up with talking about
the article and his amendment. Right now we are only supposed to be deciding whether it says
or should say or not say whether to raise money. Randy Mattson said that she appreciates what
Gene Burgess said. You are the legislative body and you decide, and you have decided. This
needs study and we need to start over again and figure out what we are going to do that everyone
at this legislative body can agree with. This article is not the way to do it. Gary Toczko is for
the amendment if it wipes out this ridiculous article but from what the State says, it does say that
we would have to raise and appropriate $350,000, then how would your amendment be a
contradiction within the article. Mr. Toczko said that he is definitely against this article, it is
absurd. Bob Beem said that if the article is voted down he doesn’t care if the amendment is in
there or not; it doesn’t matter. But you can always vote to not raise funds if it is not clear and
somebody might challenge it you can’t decide to raise funds when it wasn’t properly warn it. To
approve this Article without the amendment is dangerous. The vote for the amendment was
unanimously in favor. David Schimke said that he wanted to simplify this. If we vote no on this
amended thing it is over and done with; if we vote yes for it we are going to perpetuate it. Steve
Brem said as amended it is a bid and a contractor will put a time limit on it. There is no money
involved, it would be just a bid. Don Thibeault said that if you vote in favor you dictate the size
and way the process will take place to create the building. Mr. Thibeault feels it would be voted
down. The motion as amended was voted down.
At this time Charley Hanson asked the Moderator to take Article 18 off the table. This
was seconded by Marty LeRoy. The Moderator reread the article. Charley Hanson amended
Article 18 to, “To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 to be
placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of design and construction of a
Public Safety Facility. This amendment was seconded by Diane Drenkhahn. Dennis Schofield
said that last year we appropriated $50,000 if $50,000 was good last year it would be good this
year. Bernie Volz seconded that. Charley Hanson withdrew his amendment and submitted a
new amendment in the amount of $50,000. Diane Drenkhahn seconded this amendment. The
amendment carried. Article 18 as amended carried.

Article 34. It was moved by Charley Hanson and seconded by Marty LeRoy that the
Scenic designation of Center Harbor Neck Road be extended to include Center Harbor Neck
Road in its entirety. Diane Drenkhahn asked, “Why?” John Kimball explained that a scenic
road designation allows the restriction of the removal of trees from right-of-ways and private
property without permission from the property owners. This motion carried.
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Article 35. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by Diane Drenkhahn to
choose agents or committees in relation to any article of the Warrant and hear reports of any
heretofore chosen. The motion carried.
At this time it was moved by Richard Drenkhahn and seconded by Charley Hanson to
take Article 15 off the table. It was moved by Randy Mattson and seconded by Pat Mohan to
raise and appropriate the sum of $1.00 to be placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the
purpose of purchasing a Fire Department engine or rescue vehicle. ($25,000 appropriated in
2010). The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required). The motion
carried.

At this time John Kimball thanked all of the elected and appointed officials for their
efforts. He also thanked the legislative body for speaking their minds and making the decisions
that will affect all of people of Center Harbor. Mr. Kimball asked everyone to pick up a copy of
the Town Report and look at all the work that has gone into it. He asked that everyone look at
the Dedication of this year’s Report to Diane Kline and Roger Kelley; both officials and hard
workers in this Town for many years.
Randy Mattson thanked Selectman Drenkhahn for his service for the last three years on
the Board of Selectmen.
Bess Hanson thanked the entire Drenkhahn family for all of the volunteer work that they
do year after year.
The Moderator dissolved the 2011 Town Meeting at 11:40 P.M.

Respectfully submitted by,

Sheila Mohan
Town Clerk
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR
TOWN WARRANT

To the inhabitants of the Town of Center Harbor in the County of Belknap in Said State,
Qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Cary H. Mead Meeting Room in Said Center Harbor on
Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March at ten of the clock in the morning until six of the clock in
the evening to act upon Article 1. You are hereby notified to meet at the Fire Station in Said
Center Harbor on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March at seven thirty of the clock in the evening
to act upon Articles 2 through 33.
ARTICLE 1-A. To choose all necessary Town and School Officers for the year ensuing.

ARTICLE 1-B. To see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment No. 1-B to the existing Town
Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board, to add Section 14. Cluster Residential
Subdivision Ordinance. This Ordinance is intended to create opportunities for environmentally
sound planning, conserve undeveloped land and high priority natural resources, preserve the
rural character of town, and provide for efficient use of land and community services to advance
the goals stated in the Master Plan. Recommended by the Planning Board.
ARTICLE 1-C. To see if the Town will vote to have two (2) sessions for the Annual Town
Meeting in this town, the first for choice of town officers elected by an official ballot and other
action required to be inserted on said official ballot and the second session, on a date set by the
Selectmen, for transaction of other business. Recommended by the Selectmen.

Article 2.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,102,124 for
renovations and additions to the Municipal Building and to authorize the issuance of not more
than $860,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
(RSA 33) and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and
to determine the rate of interest thereon; $108,000 to come from the Public Safety Facility
Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose, $126,347 to come from the unreserved fund
balance and $7,777 to come from the Land Use Change Tax Fund collected in 2011. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (2/3 ballot vote required).
Article 3.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $784,220 to defray the Town
charges for the ensuing year. ($739,970 appropriated in 2011).
(See detailed budget sheet as
presented to voters at budget hearings on 1/28/2012 & 2/8/2012)

Article 4.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $15,000 to be placed in the
existing Town Buildings Repairs and Maintenance Expendable Trust Fund for the purpose of
repairing and maintaining municipally owned buildings. ($20,000 appropriated in 2011). The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
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Article 5.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $20,000 to be placed in the
existing Energy Conservation & Improvements Expendable Trust Fund for the purpose of
implementing the recommendations from the energy audit and future evaluations as may be
performed on municipally owned buildings and grounds. ($20,000 appropriated in 2011). The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
Article 6.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for the
purpose of supporting the Coalition Communities.
The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required).
Article 7.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $331,474 for the
maintenance of Town Highways and Bridges, including sidewalks and dead tree removal. This
appropriation to be offset with estimated $34,934 from State Highway Block Aid and the balance
of the appropriation to be raised by taxes. ($337,272 appropriated in 2011).

Article 8.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000 to be
added to the Highway Department Truck or Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously
established ($30,000 appropriated in 2011). The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required).
Article 9.
To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Sand Salt Storage Shed Capital
Reserve Fund created in 2007. Said funds, with accumulated interest to date of withdrawal, are
to be transferred to the Town’s general fund. The Selectmen recommend this warrant article.
Article 10. | To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $257,695 for the
operation of the Police Department. ($255,844 appropriated in 2011).
Article 11.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be
placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of purchasing a fully equipped police
cruiser.
($20,000 appropriated in 2011).
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required).

Article 12.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $129,661 for the
maintenance of the Center Harbor Fire Department. ($127,662 appropriated in 2011).
Article 13.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 to be
placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of purchasing a Fire Department
engine or rescue vehicle with $10,525 to come from the unreserved fund balance, which
represents the proceeds of the sale of the 1988 International fire truck and the balance to be
raised through general taxation. ($1 appropriated in 2011). The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required).

Article 14.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $32,000 for the
installation of an air extraction system in the Municipal Building. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
Article 15. | To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $29,000 to extend
the hydrant system to Chase Circle, which would serve the Chase Circle, Plymouth Street and
Kelsea Avenue areas. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
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Article 16.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,000 for the
purchase of radios for the Highway Department and Fire Department.
The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
Article 17.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to be
placed in the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of purchasing Self-Contained
Breathing Apparatus (S.C.B.A.). ($5,000 appropriated in 2011). The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required).

Article 18.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for the
installation of a fire alarm panel in the Municipal Building. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required).
Article 19.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 to be placed in
the existing Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of design and construction of a Public Safety
Facility.
($50,000 appropriated in 2011).
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required).
Article 20.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $57,402 for the
purpose of providing ambulance service to the Town. ($54,904 appropriated in 2011).
Article 21. | To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $165,561 for the
disposition of Solid Waste. ($168,207 appropriated in 2011).
Article 22.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $97,766 for the
operation of the James E. Nichols Memorial Library. ($83,966 appropriated in 2011).
Article 23.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,320 for Parks
and Recreation. ($55,250 appropriated in 2011).
Article 24.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $22,750 for
Patriotic Purposes including Fourth of July activities. ($21,800 appropriated in 2011).
Article 25.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $11,810 for the
Center Harbor Town Band Concerts. ($11,090 appropriated in 2011).
Article 26.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 for
Direct Welfare. ($25,000 appropriated in 2011).

Article 27.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200 for
support of Emergency Management. ($1,200 appropriated in 2011)
Article 28. | To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,550 for Center
Harbor’s share of the operation of the Red Hill Fire Tower. ($1,050 appropriated in 2011).
Article 29.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the. sum of $1,000 for the
Centre Harbor Historical Society. ($500 appropriated in 2011).
Article 30. | To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $41,208 for the
support of the following health and welfare agencies ($39,426 appropriated in 2010):
a

2012 Request

2011 Appropriation

Visiting Nurses of Meredith/C.H.

Agency

$14,468

$12,872

Winnipesaukee Wellness Center

$ 6,000

$ 6,000

Community Action Program

$ 8,400

$ 8,400

Child & Family Services
Inter-Lakes Day Care

$ 3,500
$ 4,848

$ 3,500
$ 4,662

New Beginnings

$ 1,000

$ 1,000

American Red Cross
Genesis

$ 492
$ 1,500

$ 492
$ 1,500

CASA

$a

500

$
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Center Harbor Soup Kitchen

$

500

$

500

Total

$41,208

$39,426

Article 31. | To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of
personal property, other than money, which may be offered to the Town for any public purpose
per the provisions of RSA 31:95-e.
e
Prior to the acceptance of any such gift with a value of $5,000 or more, the Board of
Selectmen shall hold a public hearing on the proposed acceptance. For gifts with a value of less
than $5,000, a public hearing on the proposed acceptance shall be at the discretion of the Board
of Selectmen. If no public hearing is held, the Board of Selectmen shall post notice of the gift in
the agenda and shall include notice in the minutes of the Board of Selectmen’s meeting at which
such gift is discussed. The acceptance of gifts under this paragraph shall be made in public
session of any regular Board of Selectmen meeting.
e
No acceptance of any personal property under the authority of this section shall be
deemed to bind the Town to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation,
maintenance, repair or replacement of such personal property.
The authorization shall remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of Town Meeting. The
Selectmen recommend this warrant article. (Majority vote required.)
Article 32.
To see if the Town will vote to allow a discount of two (2) percent on taxes paid
within twenty-two (22) days of issue of tax bills by the Tax Collector.
Article 33.
To choose agents or committees in relation to any article of the Warrant and hear
reports of any heretofore chosen.

Randy J. Mattson

Randy fMattson

Mhem
kb

Cfely
blfbaoim—

Charles G. Hanson

Charles G. Hanson

—

David Hughes

David Hugh€s

Selectmen

Oe

PROPOSED AMOUNTS FOR 2012

GENERAL GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
ELECTIONS/REGS/VITAL STATS
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
LEGAL EXPENSES
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
PLANNING & ZONING
GENERAL GOV'T BLDGS
CEMETERIES
INSURANCE

PUBLIC SAFETY
POLICE DEPARTMENT
AMBULANCE
FIRE DEPARTMENT
CODE ENFORCEMENT
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
RED HILL FIRE TOWER

HIGHWAY STREETS & BRIDGES
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
STREET LIGHTING
ROAD SURFACE MANAGEMENT
SANITATION

$ 115,281
$ 55,060
$ 46,557
$ 42,601
$ 18,000
$ 275,712
$
2,350
$ 41,375
$
650
$ 33,000
$

630,586

$

462,308

$

505,035

$

20,568

$

40,740

$

183,646

$ 257,695
$ 57,402
$ 129,661
$ 14,800
$
1,200
$
1,550

$ 331,474
$
8,000
$
z
$ 165,561

HEALTH
HEALTH OFFICER
HEALTH AGENCIES

$

100

$

20,468

WELFARE
DIRECT RELIEF
INTERGOVERNMENTAL WELFARE

RECREATION & CULTURE
PARKS & RECREATION
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
TOWN BAND
LIBRARY
HISTORICAL SOCIETY

$
$

20,000
20,740

50,320
22,750
11,810
97,766
1,000
HF
FHF
FAFA
“oleie

CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION COMMISSION

500

$

500

$

250

$

112,483

$

17,501

$

82,000

$

80,001

$

35,000

ENERGY

250

ENERGY COMMITTEE

DEBT SERVICE
FD - 2004 INTERNATIONAL
FD - 2011 HME

26,475

34,008

PRINCIPAL - KELSEA AVE. DRAINAGE

52,000

INTEREST
KELSEA AVE. DRAINANGE
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE

17,500

WARRANT ARTICLES
COALITION COMMUNITIES
FD & HD RADIOS
EXHAUST EXTRACTION SYSTEM
FIRE ALARM PANEL
HYDRANT EXPENSION

CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
FIRE DEPARTMENT S.C.B.A.
SAFETY BUILDING
FIRE DEPARTMENT ENGINE/RESCUE
POLICE CRUISER
PW TRUCK/EQUIPMENT

EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS REPAIR/MAINT

ENERGY CONSERVTION/IMPROVEMENTS

RENOVATIONS/ADDITIONS MUNICIPAL BUILDING

500
18,000
32,000
2,500
29,000
Ai
&
Pfifif

H
HH
FAA

$ 15,000
§$ 20,000

$ 1,102,124

$ 3,272,742
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR, NH
APPROPRIATED
2011

ENCUMBERED
2010

ACTUAL
2011

ENCUMBERED
2011

REQUESTED
2012

Pre-Audit

PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE
ELECTIONS/REGS/VITAL STATS
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
LEGAL EXPENSES
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
PLANNING & ZONING
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BLDGS
CEMETERIES
INSURANCE
PUBLIC SAFETY
POLICE DEPARTMENT
AMBULANCE SERVICE
FIRE DEPARTMENT
BUILDING INSPECTION
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
RED HILL FIRE TOWER
HIGHWAY STREETS & BRIDGES
PUBLIC WORKS
STREET LIGHTS
SANITATION
ROAD SURFACE MGT
HEALTH
HEALTH OFFICER
MEREDITH PUBLIC HEALTH
WINNIPESAUKEE WELLNESS CTR
WELFARE
DIRECT ASSISTANCE
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
IL DAY CARE CENTER
CHILD/FAMILY SERVICES
RED CROSS
NEW BEGINNINGS
GENESIS
CASA
C. H. SOUP KITCHEN
CULTURAL & RECREATION
PARKS & RECREATION
LIBRARY
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
TOWN BAND
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
ENERGY
ENERGY COMMITTEE
DEBT SERVICE
LEASE/PURCHASE FIRE DEPT
KELSEA AVE. DRAINAGE (PRIN)
KELSEA AVE. DRAINAGE (INT)
TAN INTEREST
WARRANT ARTICLES
NATURAL RESOURCE INVENTORY
MASTER PLAN
PERAMBULATION

117,081
48,675
46,057
56,200
20,000
251,381
3,300
39,350
2,150
31,500
HPAHFH
PRAHA
H
HH
HHH

Den

46,147

$

55,060

58,471

$

46,557

34,362

$

42,601

19,589
249,591

$
See

18,000
oeiaZ

$

$

522

$

2,350

$

41,375

35

$

650

$

33,000

245,302

$

257,695

54,793

$

57,402

126,550

$

129,661

12,708

$

14,800

SiS

$

1,200

=
HRA
H
FAFA
HHP

$

1,550

297,168

$

331,474

7,785

$

8,000

168,922

$

165,561

9,890

49,930

OrZO.

43,403
PAPA
DH
HA
HHH
HH 32,982

255,844
54,904
127,662
16,850
1,200
1,050
fH
HPA
PAA
HH
337,272
8,000
168,207
60,000

121,396

PAPA
HH 49,930

$

60,000

$

+

500
12,872
6,000

=
12,872

$
$

100
14,468

6,000

$

6,000

16,492

$

20,000

8,400

$

8,400

4,662

$

4,848

1,000

$

1,000

492

$

492

1,000

$

1,000

1,500

$

1,500

500

$

500

FARA
APA
Hf
PRAHA
HH
HHH
FH

25,000
8,400
4,662
1,000
492
1,000
1,500
500
500

H
HF
HAHAH
HPAHAH
PAPA
PAPA 500

$

500

38,684

$

50,320

82,522

$

99,766

20,109

$

22,750

FHP
APPA
H

55,250
83,966
21,800
500
11,090

500
8,204
HP
HF
PAA

$
$

1,000
11,810

1,000

200

$

500

450

95

$

250

26,475
52,000
19,000
1

26,475

$

60,483

52,000

$

52,000

18,419

$

17,500

PARA
HH

15,965

$

1

$

13,808

FAA
HH

13,176

a5:

$
$
$

4,500
14,290
800

DIGITAL MAPS
COALITION COMMUNITIES
FIRE ENGINE
FIRE DEPARTMENT PUMP
FD & HD RADIOS
EXHAUST EXTRACTION
FIRE ALARM PANEL
HYDRANT EXTENSION
RENO/ADDITIONS MUNICIPAL BLDG
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
FIRE DEPT S.C.B.A.
PUBLIC SAFETY BLDG
FIRE DEPT TRUCK/RESCUE
POLICE CRUISER
PW TRUCKS & EQUIPMENT
EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS REPAIRS
& MAINTENANCE
ENERGY CONSERVATION
& IMPROVEMENTS

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS
LESS

AMOUNT
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
AMOUNT
AMOUNT

$
$
$
$

2,500

500
330,000
5,000

$
$
$
$

2,500
500
330,000
4,950

$
$

500
i

$
18,000
$
32,000
$
2,500
$
29,000
$ 1,102,124
$
$
$
$
$

5,000
50,000
1
20,000
30,000

$
$
$
$
$

5,000
50,000
1
20,000
30,000

$
$
$
$

25,000
20,000
30,000

$

20,000

$

20,000

$

15,000

$

20,000

$

20,000

$

20,000

$

2,474,318

FROM FIRE TRUCK LEASE/PURCHASE
FROM LONG TERM BOND
FROM UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE
FROM CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
FROM LAND USE CHANGE TAX
FROM STATE HIGHWAY AID
FROM SALE OF 1988 FIRE TRUCK
ESTIMATED REVENUES

$

81,910

$2,384,519
$

$

$

60,000

1

$ 3,272,242

280,000
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXES
(EXCLUSIVE OF SCHOOL AND COUNTY)

5,000

860,000
126,347
108,000
reea
34,934
10,525
320,934

$ 1,803,725
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ESTIMATED
REVENUE
2011

ACTUAL
REVENUE
2011

ESTIMATED
REVENUE
2012

(pre audit)
SOURCES OF REVENUE
TAXES
YIELD TAXES
BOAT
INTEREST

S$ 1,000
S$ 10,000
S$ 8,000

S

i355

S

10,369

S

16,360

S 175,000
Sau? LOO
S$ 10,000

S

186,094

S$ 1,000
S$ 10,000
S$ 10,000

LICENSES PERMITS & FEES
MOTOR VEHICLE
BUILDING PERMITS

S

10,025

S

24,589

S 30,000
$940,357

S

48,974

S

39,277

S$ 20,000
S
1,000

S

20,189

S

1,907

Sa 900
S$ 10,000

S

Paths
i

S

13,679

FD ENGINE CRF

S

25,000

CONTRIBUTION

S

7,288

S

9,489

S

1,900

$

419,448

OTHER PERMITS/FEES

S 175,000
S$ 9,000
S$ 15,000

STATE
REVENUE SHARING
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT

CHARGES FOR SERVICES
INCOME FROM DEPTS
SALES

S$ 30,000
S 34,934

S$ 18,000
S
1,000

MISCELLANEOUS
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS
REIMBURSEMENTS

GRANTS

Sa,

000

INSURANCE CLAIMS

TOTAL REVENUES & CREDITS

$ 319,357

27.

S39e2,000
S$ 10,000

S

5,000

$ 320,934

SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION

VALUE OF LAND ONLY:
CURRENT USE
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENT

S
633,707
$ 301,011,070
S
8,247,700
S$
9,630

TOTAL TAXABLE LAND

$ 309,902,107

VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONLY:
RESIDENTIAL
MANUFACTURED HOUSING
COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION EASEMENT

S 150,941,657
§
1,733,000
S$ 10,867,500
S
19,675

TOTAL TAXABLE BUILDINGS

S 163,561,832

PUBLIC UTILITIES

Se

BLIND EXEMPTIONS

S

15,000

ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS
TOTALLY & PERMANENTLY DISABLED EXEMPTION

S
S

75,000
997,200

S$

1,087,200

TOTAL EXEMPTIONS

NEW VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE IS COMPUTED

273,442

S 473,650,181

NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS APPLYING FOR BLIND EXEMPTION

1 @ $15,000

NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS APPLYING FOR AN ELDERLY EXEMPTION
NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS APPLYING FOR A TOTAL & PERMANENT EX

2 @ $15,000
1 @ $45,000
1 @ $997,200

CURRENT USE REPORT FOR 2011 - TOTAL NUMBER OF ACRES EXEMPTED
NUMBER OF ACRES
FARM LAND
FOREST LAND
DISCRETIONARY PRESERVATION
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
OR A

361.56
3730
135

NUMBER OF ACRES EXEMPTED UNDER CURRENT USE
NUMBER OF ACRES TAKEN OUT OF CURRENT USE
NUMBER OF ACRES RECEIVING 20% REC. ADJUSTMENT
NUMBER OF PARCELS HAVING A CURRENT USE ASSESSMENT
CONSERVATION EASEMENT ASSESSMENT
pe

4,092.91
2:1
426.18
134

STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS

AND
TAXES ASSESSED FOR 2011
APPROPRIATIONS
(per NH DRA MS-2)

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
ELECTIONS/REGS/VITAL STATS
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
LEGAL EXPENSES
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
PLANNING & ZONING
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BLDGS
CEMETERIES
INSURANCE
POLICE DEPARTMENT
AMBULANCE
FIRE DEPARTMENT
CODE ENFORCEMENT
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
RED HILL TOWER
PUBLIC WORKS
STREET LIGHTING
ROAD SURFACE MANAGEMENT
SANITATION
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HEALTH AGENCIES
WELFARE
INTERGOVERNMENTAL WELFARE
PARKS & RECREATION
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
TOWN BAND
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
LIBRARY
CONSERVATION
ENERGY
DEBT SERVICE - LEASE/PURCHASE
DEBT SERVICE - KELSEA DRAINAGE
INTEREST ON KELSEA DRAINAGE
INTEREST ON TAN
CRF - PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING
CRF - FD ENGINE OR RESCUE VEHICLE
CRF - FD S.C.B.A.
CRF - PW TRUCK/EQUIPEMENT
CRF - POLICE CRUISER
ETF - MUNICIPAL BLGDS REP/MAINT
ETF - ENERGY CONSERVATION/IMPROV.
COALITION COMMUNITIES
MASTER PLAN
FD PUMP
FIRE TRUCK ($330,000 APPROPRIATED
$280,000 LEASE/PRUCHASE)

Smria7,.031
S$ 48,675
S$ 46,057
$
56,200
Sa. 20,000
§ 251,381
S
3,300
§
39,350
$
2,150
§
31,500
S 255,844
S$ 54,904
S$ 127,662
$
16,850
S
1,150
S
1,050
Sas 7272
S
8,000
$
60,000
$ 168,207
S
500
Sees. S72
§
25,000
§
20,554
$
55,250
§
21,800
§
11,090
S
500
S$
83,966
S
1,000
S
450
Sar 26 475
$
52,000
$
19,000
S$
1
§
50,000
S
1
.
5,000
$
30,000
$
20,000
$
20,000
$
20,000
$
500
S$
13,176
$
5,000
$
50,000

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

$ 2,196,768
-29-

SOURCES OF REVENUE
USED TO OFFSET 2011 PROPERTY TAXES

(per NH DRA MS-4)
YIELD TAX

1,800

BOAT TAX

10,200
13,000
175,000

INTEREST ON PROPERTY TAXES

MOTOR VEHICLE

6,000
19,000
48,974

BUILDING PERMITS
LICENSES, OTHER PERMITS, FEES

SHARED REVENUE

BO 277
16,500
1,030

HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS

SALES

3,500
15,000

INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS
REIMBURSEMENTS

FROM FD ENGINE CRF

Yr
YY
YY
Y
YY
YY

SUB-TOTAL
FROM UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE
TOTAL

25,000

See

74251

$

172,000

S

546,281

S 2,196,768
S 546,281
S 151,984

TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS
LESS: REVENUES
ADD: OVERLAY (RSA 76:6)

S 1,802,471

NET TOWN APPROPRIATIONS

STATE SCHOOL ASSESSMENT

$ 1,802,471
S 1,721,883
S 567,458
$ 1,054,274

TOTAL PROPERTY TAX COMMITMENT

$ 5,146,086

LOCAL SCHOOL ASSESSMENT
COUNTY TAX ASSESSMENT

TAX RATE:
TOWN

Si

SCHOOL
COUNTY
STATE SCHOOL

5
WA3i64
Sable
Somers
S
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STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
(pre audit)
ASSETS:
FUNDS IN CUSTODY OF TREASURER
OPERATING

S 1,625,370.91

LAND USE CHANGE TAX

S

15,104.41

CONSERVATION

S

129,078.35

S

9,064.83

FUND

PARKS & RECREATION

REVOLVING FUND

SPECIAL DETAIL REVOLVING FUNDS

S

FUNDS IN CUSTODY OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS

Osos

S

410,914.68

S

99,280.87

TOTAL UNCOLLECTED TAXES

S

267,168.23

TOTAL ASSETS

Se? 557604 |

UNREDEEMED TAXES

LEVY OF 2010

S

46,305.14

LEVY OF 2009

S

Shep eam es a

LEVY OF 2008

S

10,672.03

LEVY OF 2007

S

3,963.42

LEVY OF 2006

S

3,078.97

TOTAL UNREDEEMED

UNCOLLECTED TAXES
LEVY OF 2011 PROPERTY

S

266,934.13

LEVY OF 2011 YIELD TAX

S

180.10

LEVY OF 2011 EXCAVATION TAX

S

54.00

LIABILITIES

SCHOOL DISTRICT

S 1,306,157.00

DUE TO MISCELLANEOUS FUNDS

S

22,637.14

LEASE/PURCHASE:

2004 INT'L FIRE TRUCK

S

52,950.00

2011 HME FIRE TRUCK

S

305,000.00

KELSEA AVE. CONSTRUCTION

S

242,075.00

RESERVE FOR ENCUMBERANCES

S

60,000.00

TOTAL LIABILITIES

S 1,988,819.14

FUND BALANCE
12/31/2011 FUND BALANCE

S

568,798.27

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

BF.

O95LOL.aL

on0-

SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 2011

Municipal Building and Land
Furniture and Equipment

$ 1,382,000
$

75,000

Library, Land and Building
Furniture and Equipment

$

985,300

$

60,000

Police Department
Equipment

$

145,000

Fire Department
Equipment

$

985,000

Town Garage, Tennis and Softball Fields

$

507,900

Highway Department
Equipment

$

385,000

$

48,000

Parks and Recreation

Equipment
All Other Property
Town Dump (closed)
Old Town House, Land and Building
Furniture
Old Center Harbor School House
Coe Land
Berry Swamp Land
Hawkins Land
Hanks Land (between Main St. & Route 25)

95,800
180,700
150
275,400
600
1,400
46,200
330,400

Lot on Routes 25 & 25B
Lot on Cross Road
Morrill Memorial Park
Town Pound
Cersosimo Lumber Co.

235,000
14,400
150,000
2,900
70,300

Brooks (3 Chase Circle)

ee
See
See)
Sey
ated
Gey
Aeey
Sey
Sze
GED
WSR)
“eek
eed
sey

172,800

Town Beaches

Winnipesaukee
Squam

$ 1,225,800
$

605,700

Winona

$

130,500

TOTAL
3 =

$ 8,111,250

TOWN CLERK’S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2011

REGIS;
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011

VEHICLE PERMITS
DECALS AND TITLES
DOG LICENSES
MARRIAGE LICENSES-TOWN
MARRIAGE LICENSES-STATE
UCCS/LIENS
DUMP STICKER FEES
COLLECTED WITH REGISTRATIONS
TOTAU-RECEIPTS

$186,094.00
bee),
2 11-00
$
688.00
$
77.00
$
433.00
$
495.00
$

1,789.00

$194,787.00

SUBMITTED BY,

SHEILA MOHAN
TOWN CLERK

-34-

TOWN

OF CENTER HARBOR

NOW Account
Money Market (Portfolio)

#XXXX1014
#XXXX0497

Money Market (LUCT)
Park & Recreation Account

#XXXX0492
#XxXxx6578

Treasurers Report 2011

(unaudited)

$14,296.77
$1,477,466.25
$4,734.41
$18,457.03

Balance as of January 1,2011

$1,514,954.46

Receipts
Tax Collector
Current Use
Town Clerk
Town Office
Park & Recreation

$5,082,017.04
$10,370.00

$194,787.00
$332,045.72
$18,588.00

NOW Interest
Current Use Interest

Portfolio Interest
Park & Recreation
Special Detail - Police
Special Detail - Fire
Park & Rec Reimburse to Gen. Fund
Interest Earned
TAN's
James Nichols Library

Disbursements

$47.41

$-

Accounts Payable Checks
Payroll Checks
Payroll Direct Deposits
Park & Rec - Basketball Court Fence
Park & Rec - Transfer to Gen Fund
Checks Outstanding

$2,058.29
$24.58
$0.11
$0.02

28004.78
$2,130.41
$2,200,000.00

$8,003.57
Total

$7,875,946.52

Total

$7,739,725.70

$7,192,310.62

$70,932.11
$464,739.46
$10,550.00
$17,454.78
$16,261.27

Balance December 31, 2011

Balance Held As Follows:

$1,651,175.28

NOW Checking Account
Portfolio Deposit in Transit
Portfolio Account
LUCT Account
Park & Recreation
Special Detail - Police Dept
Special Detail - Fire Dept.

$24,281.27

$5,770.40
$1,595,319.24
$15,104.41

$9,064.83
$1,535.11
100.02
Total

TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR

$1,651,175.28

2011 Conservation Commission Fund Account

Balance January 1, 2011

$128,638.43

Interest Earned

$439.92

Total Income

$439.92
$-

Total Disbursements

Total Funds Held at December 31, 2011

$129,078.35

Respectfully submitted by Jeannie L. DeGrace, Treasurer

335.

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF CENTER HARBOR, NH YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2011

2011

2010

UNCOLLECTED TAXES
BEGINNING OF YEAR:
Property Taxes
Land Use Change
Yield Tax

=

265,867.50

265,867.50

$

47.68

47.68

$

5,152,051.91

TAXES COMMITTED THIS YEAR:
Property Taxes

Credit Memo
Land Use Change
Yield Taxes
Overpaid Taxes
Interest - Late Tax
Excavation Tax
Other Charges
Costs before lien
TOTAL DEBITS

10,370.00
2,923.22
3,419.28
187.85
WY
WY
YY 310.00

iss
10,483.92

S

5,169,262.26

276,410.85

S$
S
S
S

4,796,701.04
10,370.00
2,743.12
133.85

223,405.93

S

91,606.94

S
S

256.00
54.00

S

411.63

$

266,934.13

REMITTED TO TREASURER
DURING FISCAL YEAR
Property Taxes
Land Use Change
Yield Taxes
Interest
Conversion to Lien
Discounts Allowed:
Cost not Liened
Excavation Tax
Other Charges

Abatements Made:
Credit Bal. Previous Year
Property Taxes
Yield Taxes
Land Use Change

47.68
9,902:92
YY
YY42,848.32
206.00

Interest

UNCOLLECTED TAXES
END OF YEAR:
Converted to Lien
Property Taxes
Land Use Change
Yield Taxes
Property Tax Credit
Excavation Tax

YY

TOTAL CREDITS

$

180.10
182.55
54.00
5,169,262.26

-36-

$

276,410.85

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
PRIOR LEVIES
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF CENTER HARBOR, NH YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2011

DR.

2010

Unredeemed Liens

2009

2008

2007

2006

35261551

10672.03

3963.42

3078.97

Balance at beginning
of Fiscal Year
Liens Executed during

Fiscal year

S 46,305.14

Interest & Costs

Coll. After Lien Execution
Refund
TOTAL DEBITS

S
S

1,189.53
100.46

S 47,595.13

S

3,566.53

S$ 2,255.29

S 38,827.84

S$ 12,927.32

S 20,978.30

S

6,134.07

“S 3,644.53

S

2,255.29

S 1,548.05

S$ 3,963.42

S 4627.02

CR
Remitted to Treasurer:
Redemptions

Int./Costs After

S

Lien Execution

S$ 22,213.13

S 2,200.00

1,189.53

Abatements of

Unredeemed Taxes

S

1,312.98

Liens Deeded to

Municipality
Unredeemed Liens

Balance at End of Year

TOTAL CREDITS

S 24,192.47

4S 12,892.03

S$ 4,537.96

S$ 3,963.42

.$.2,427.02

S 47,595.13

S$ 38,827.84

$ 12,927.32

$ 3,963.42

S$ 4,627.02

Respectfully submitted,
Ellen Burns
Tax Collector

cos

DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS

2011
Payments

2010
Encumbered
(paid in 2011)

GENERAL GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVE
SELECTMEN SALARIES

S$

18,000

SECRETARY

S

44,430

OFFICE PERSONNEL

$

13,004

TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

S
S

3,095
i120

COMPUTER SUPPORT/SERVICE

S

d1659

PRINTING & ADVERTISING

S

5,462

DUES & MEMBERSHIPS

S

4,147

CONFERENCE & MEETINGS

S

345

POSTAGE & SUPPLIES

$

8,200

MISCELLANEOUS

S

430

BANK FEES & CHARGEBACKS

S

420

GIFT BASKETS/DONATIONS

S

209

OFFICE EQUIPMENT

S

10,875

EMPLOYEE BACKGROUND CHECK

S

:
$37121°596

ELECTIONS/REGS/VITAL STATS
MODERATOR
ELECTION WAGES

S
$

200
696

TOWN CLERK
ADVERTISING & PRINTING

S44
S

510
697

MEALS

S

44
S

46,147

S

58,471

S

34,362

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
BOOKKEEPER
TREASURER

S
S

18,105
4,000

DEPUTY TREASURER

S

500

TAX COLLECTOR
TAX COLLECTOR EXPENSES
AUDITORS

S
S
=

12,500
2,374
9,000

ABATEMENTS

S

8,472

REFUNDS

S$

3,520

REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
APPRAISAL SERVICES
REVALUATION

S$
S$

7,437
20,825

MAPS - CARTOGRAPHICS
Sicha

S
S

6,100
-

Seat

LEGAL EXPENSES

LEGAL EXPENSES

§

19,589
S$

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE
FICA
RETIREMENT
UNEMPLOYMENT
WORKER'S COMP

19,589

S$ 146,181
S
8,607
§
40,416
$
32,886
S
1,852
S$ 19,649
§ 249,591

PLANNING & ZONING
PLANNING BOARD EXPENSES
PROFESSIONAL FEES
PLANNING BOARD SUPPLIES
ZONING BOARD EXPENSES

S
S
S
S

GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
CUSTODIAL SERVICES
ELECTRICITY
OIL
SEWER SERVICE
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE
SUPPLIES
TOWN GARDENS
DOG POUND FEES

S
$
SP
S
S
S
S
S

CEMETERIES
MAINTENANCE
RESTORATION

S
$

INSURANCE
TOWN PACKAGE

S

111
1,229
72
110
S

1,522

S$

43,403

S

35

Se

2082

7,880
10,807
ri1,621
1,701
7,445
579
770
2,600

35
7

32,982

TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT

$ 607,498

PUBLIC SAFETY
POLICE DEPARTMENT
WAGES
ON CALL
PART TIME
OVERTIME

§
S
S
§
eye

162,698
3,956
7,327
13,851

ENFORCEMENT GRANTS
SPECIAL DETAIL
SUPPORT
CONTRACT PROSECUTER
INVESTIGATIONS
TELEPHONE
CRUISER MAINTENANCE
RADIO MAINTENANCE
DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS
TRAINING
WITNESS FEES
COMPUTER EXPENSE
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OIL, TIRES, LUBE
GASOLINE
UNIFORMS
EQUIPMENT
RADIO LEASE
MISCELLANEOUS
PUBLIC RELATIONS

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S$
S
S
S
S
S

AMBULANCE
AMBULANCE SERVICE

S$

4,211
55
5,612
6,957
951
3,145
2,812
373
1,194
4,191
3
4,883
1,576
1,898
11,606
2,469
3,315
1,896
326
-

S$ 27,886
136
$
9 46,102
1,150
9
1,410
9
9384
$
798
$
7,821
$
8,098
9
820
9
Sie2i250
2,927
$
749
9
91
$
176
$
119
$
4,089
$
1,166
9
300
°
9,032
$
3,426
$
1.972
$

FIREFIGHTER HAZMAT
FIREFIGHTER WAGES
FIRE INSPECTIONS
SPECIAL DETAIL
FOREST FIRES
TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS

TRAINING
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
POSTAGE
AUXILIARY SUPPLY FUND
VEHICLE FUEL - GAS
VEHICLE FUEL - DIESEL
HARDWARE SUPPLIES
HYDRANT EQUIP/MAINTENANCE
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
RADIOS
HOSE
-40-

245,302

§

54,793

54,793

FIRE DEPARTMENT
FIRE CHIEF WAGES

§

COMPUTER UPGRADE
S.C.B.A.
NEW EQUIPMENT
FIREFIGHTERS EVALUATIONS

S
S
S
S

600
55
3,296
1,091
§ 126,550

COMPLIANCE OFFICER
BUILDING INSPECTIONS
TELEPHONE
MILEAGE
EQUIPMENT

§
S
S
S

10,922
520
996
270
$t91s12;708

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
DISASTER RESPONSE
OFFICE SUPPLIES

S
S

283
230
S

513

TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY

$ 439,866

HIGHWAYS STREETS & BRIDGES
PUBLIC WORKS
WAGES
WAGES OVERTIME
SUB-CONTRACT
TELEPHONE
TREES
SIDEWALKS
ELECTRICITY
HEAT
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
GENERAL MAINTENANCE
SIGN MAINTENANCE
TRAINING
UNIFORMS
SAND & GRAVEL
SALT
CULVERTS
COLD PATCH & BITUMINOUS
GAS, OIL, GREASE
BUILDING MAINTENANCE
DOCK/FOUNTAIN MAINTENANCE
ROAD REPAIRS
NEW EQUIPMENT
MEDICAL TESTING

S$ 146,187
§
16,422
SS pala
S
840
$
S
787 § 1,960
S
3,417
S
5,630
§
31,003
S
276
S
1,003
S
6
S
1,950
S
4,921
S$ 23,837
S
4,868
S
3,182
S92 1:019
S
54 §
690
S
360
S
zit
GSA7.240
S
300
S
99
$80287.2758 5 19,890
ale

>. 6297,168

ROADS

S 49,930

ROAD SURFACE MANAGEMENT

STREET LIGHTING

7,785

STREET LIGHTS

>
TOTAL HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES

7,785
$

354,883

$

168,922

$

18,872

$

37,046

SANITATION

969
3,265
3,150
161,538
YY
i

HOUSEHOLD HAZ WASTE
TRASH PICK UP
SUB-CONTRACT
TRANSFER STATION
TOTAL SANITATION
HEALTH
HEALTH OFFICER
MEREDITH PUBLIC HEALTH

Y/-

WINNIPESAUKEE WELLNESS CTR
TOTAL HEALTH
WELFARE

16,492
8,400
3,500
4,662
1,000
492
1,500
500
500

DIRECT RELIEF
CAP
CHILD & FAMILY SERVICES
IL DAY CARE CENTER
NEW BEGINNINGS
AMERICAN RED CROSS
GENESIS
CASA
CENTER HARBOR SOUP KITCHEN
TOTAL WELFARE
CULTURAL & RECREATION
PARKS & RECREATION
WAGES

8,817

LIFEGUARDS

8,148

BOAT LAUNCH

9,183
1,429

TELEPHONE
BAND CONCERTS

2,900
1,106
1,446

ELECTRICITY
PORTABLES
PRINTING & ADVERTISING

895
dal

BATH HOUSE MAINTENANCE
TENNIS & REC. FIELD MAINTENANCE

869
1,472

BEACH PARK MAINTENANCE

YY
UW
UY
TrnnnHnhnnhWnY

4.

SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT
PLAYGROUND IMPROVEMENTS
MISCELLANEOUS

S
S
S
S

495
Z
1,500
353
S$

38,684

LIBRARY
WAGES
TELEPHONE
MILEAGE
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
BOOKS/PERIODICALS
ELECTRICITY
REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE
LANDSCAPING
COMPUTER MAINT CONTRACT
COPIER MAINT CONTRACT
DEVELOPMENT/TRAINING
SPECIAL PROJECTS FROM GIFTS
PROGRAM PROJECTS
SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS
FURNINSINGS & EQUIPMENT

§
S
S
S
§
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
$
S

55,412
1,385
157
12,858
1,958
5,104
2
495
275
331
540
1,920
:
2,087
S7982,522

PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
SPECIAL DETAIL - FIREWORKS
FOOTRACE
SUPPLIES
TEE SHIRTS & TROPHIES
FIREWORKS

S
S
S
S
§

770
150
875
3,564
14,750
Sa9e20109

BAND CONCERTS
BAND DIRECTOR STIPEND
TOWN BAND MEMBERS FEE
MUSIC PURCHASE & MATERIALS
SUPPLIES/POSTAGE/COPIES

S
S
S
S

3,150
4,854
200
:
Saaees,

HISTORICAL SOCIETY

S

204

500
S

500

TOTAL CULTURAL & RECREATION

§ 150,019

CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
TOTAL CONSERVATION

S

200
S

AS.

200

§$

200

ENERGY

af

ENERGY COMMITTEE

the

LE

TOTAL ENERGY
WARRANT ARTICLES
FIRE TRUCK
COALITION DONATION

Saei3/176
Sm 200

MASTER PLAN
DIGITAL MAPPING

4,950

FIRE DEPT PUMP
VY
VY
YY
|

31,082

S

15,676

$

TOTAL WARRANT ARTICLES

46,758

CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
FD S.C.B.A.
PUBLIC SAFETY FACILITY
FD ENGINE OR RESCUE VEHICLE
PD CRUISER
LOADER/BACKHOE

NYY
rn

105,001

TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS EXPENDITURES

$
$
9

PUBLIC SAFETY FACILITY
POLICE CRUISER
FIRE TRUCK

70,698

TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS EXPENDITURES

EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
MUNICIPAL BLDS REPAIR/MAINT

20,000
20,000

ENERGY CONSERVATION/IMPROVE.

40,000

TOTAL EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURES
MUNICIPAL BLDS REPAIR/MAINT

29,987

ENERGY CONSERVATION/IMPROVE.
TOTAL EFT EXPENDITURES

29,917

PARKS & RECREATION REVOLVING FUND

14,372

TOTAL P&R REVOLVING FUND

14,372

DEBT SERVICE
PRINCIPAL
KELSEA AVE DRAINAGE

52,000

KELSEA AVE DRAINAGE

18,419

INTEREST

-44-

LEASE/PURCHASE
2004 INTERNATIONAL FIRE TRUCK

S

PRINCIPAL

$ 2,200,000

INTEREST ON TAN

S

26,475

TAN

Re ycTo}s)

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE

$ 2,312,859

COUNTY
COUNTY TAX

S

567,458

INTER-LAKES SCHOOL DISTRICT

$92)7537262

DOG LICENSE FEES

S

210

MARRIAGE LICENSES

:
S

395
281

$

567,458

SCHOOL

$ 2,753,262

STATE

VITAL RECORDS
TOTAL STATE

$

886

$ 7,718,612

-45-

CEMETERIES
2011

TOWN WIDE
Jeffrey Haines
Jay Haines
Richard Vappi

COE
Jay Haines
Richard Vappi

HUCKINS
Jeffrey Haines
Jay Haines
Richard Vappi

STURTEVANT
Jay Haines
Richard Vappi

DAVIS
Jay Haines
Richard Vappi

CHMP
Jeffrey Haines
Jay Haines
Richard Vappi

$170.64
$679.28
$713.80
$1563.72

$84.91
$60.20
$145.11

$28.44
$24.26
$25.80
$78.50

$36.39
$25.80
$62.19

$48.52
$34.40
$82.92

$99.54
$460.94
$387.00
$947.48
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JAMES E. NICHOLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
ANNUAL TREASURER REPORT

$0.00

BALANCE ON HAND JANUARY 1, 2011

RECEIPTS

NICHOLS TRUST
BOOK SALES/DONATIONS
GIFTS
TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR
COPIER
MISC.

$3,241.57
$335.99
$1,828.18
$79,466.00
$580.15

TOTAL RECEIPTS

$85,451.89

EXPENSES

SALARIES
FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT
REPAIRS/MAINTENANCE
SUPPLIES
ELECTRICITY
TELEPHONE
TRAVEL
COLLECTION DEV./BOOK SALES
BOOKS & PERIODICALS
LANDSCAPING
SPECIAL PROJECTS FROM GIFTS
PROF.DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING
PROGRAM PROJECTS
MISC.
COMP.SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE CONTRACT
COPIER MAINTENANCE CONTRACT

$55,411.65
$2,087.16
$5,103.63
$1,919.94
$1,958.11
$1,384.93
$157.30
$858.09
$12,000.00

TOTAL EXPENSES

$82,521.81

$540.00
$331.00

$495.00
$275.00

$2,930.08

TO GENERAL FUND
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James E. Nichols Memorial Library
Librarian’s Report
Community Use of the Library- In 2011, the library recorded 12,758 circulations, a good
record considering competition from eBooks, Netflix, cable TV and the internet. A total of 583
Center Harbor residents borrowed materials from the library, a use rate of 53%, compared to a
state-wide average of 28%. Youth borrowing, low for the year, was strong during the summer
(255 circulations/month). The following chart details this year’s borrowing:
Adult
Youth
Audio-Visual

Inter-library
Other
Total Circulation

Circulation, 2011

Services for Patrons- During the year, there were 7,407 recorded visits to the Library and 89
new library cards issued. The six-day weekly service schedule remains popular with residents.
The library staff responded to 205 requests for reference help, book advisory, and assistance with
electronic resources. We borrowed 270 materials from other libraries for Center Harbor
residents. In partnership with Altrusa of Meredith, we delivered 205 books to homebound
patrons. In November, we offered a Tech Tuesday program to teach patrons about computers and
online resources. We provided passes to the Squam Lakes Science Center, Shaker Village, the
Currier Museum of Art, and the Wright Museum. Our web page and our column in the Meredith
News kept patrons up-to-date on library news.
Innovative Programs- Our membership in the NH Downloadable Books Consortium provided
patrons access to the State Library’s large collection of eBooks and audios. Patrons downloaded
101 copies in 2011. With the Scrooge and Marley Coop, the library offered online language
lessons through Mango. The library provided access to the State Library’s online reference
databases, Consumer Reports Online, and MedlinePlus. For 2012, we will join Ancestry, which
will help patrons trace family histories and build genealogies.

Collection Growth- The library added 830 new materials to the collection in 2011. These items
circulated 4,714 times in 2011; the use rate of new materials was 99%. Of these items, 364 new
items circulated 5 times or more; 58 circulated 15 times or more. The Library held 15,330 titles
at the end of 2011.
Staff removed 537 dated, damaged or infrequently used items from the

collection. Audio cassette tapes are being phased out of the collection, with a core of popular and
classic titles being retained.
Adjusted Total Volumes
New holdings
Titles Removed
Net Chan

Total Volumes, 2010
Plus Net Additions
Total Volumes, 2011
Collection Growth, 2011
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Computer Services and Internet Access- Staff logged 1360 workstations uses and 471 wifi
users in 2011; additionnal users accessed the wifi from the library grounds and street. Use
statistics and patron comments show that the present three public workstations and our wifi link
currently meet the access needs of the community and are suited to the space available. This
popular service is being impacted, however, by wear and tear on these machines. In use since
2006, they need repairs more frequently (10 service calls in 2011) and their processing speed (a
fixed feature) is below standard. After thorough research, the Trustees decided that replacements
are necessary to provide the level of access that residents need. Since the library’s current
ciruclation software is outdated and no longer supported by its manufacturer, it was also decided
that the library needed new software along with new hardware. The Atrium software by Book
Systems was chosen as it is more suitable to public library use, offers easier browsing for patrons
and provides more efficient functionality for the staff. Therefore, the cost of the new comptuer
system has been added to the 2012 town budget.
Building and Grounds- In April, a much needed renovation of the library’s public restroom
facility was completed. Joe Price did the tile work; Smitty’s of Moultonboro did the plumbing.
Rowan Electric installed electric power strips on the oak study tables in the front reading room
and meeting room to accommodate users with mobile devices. Wifi access was improved by the
addition of a second router. Radiator covers were installed in several locations for increased
safety and an improved look. Jeff Haines and his crew replaced the walk way along the side of
the library to the main entrance. To keep the rear exit clear during the winter, they put a heat
tape and matt on the back steps.

Staff and Trustees- The Library staff maintains its six-day per week schedule with one FT
PT staff. The staff selects materials, prepare copies for circulation, update the catalog,
patrons, process interlibrary loans, manage local history files, conduct programs and
displays in addition to circulating materials. Librarian Jon Kinnaman attended trainings

and 2
assist
create
at the

NH State Library, sat on the Town’s Joint Loss Management Committee, and served as DVD
Chair of the Scrooge and Marley Coop. Library Assistant Linda Belisle helped with collection
maintenance, inter-library loan, references and book displays. Library aide Kim Anderson works
for 10 hours a week during the summer months and 2 hours a week the rest of the year. The

Library Board of Trustees deserves special thanks for the many hours of service given to Nichols
Library. This year, they completed a revision of the policy manual, saw to building maintenance
issues, and, as always, provided support to the librarian and staff.
Friends and Donors- Among the friends who contributed to the well being of the Library this
year were the town selectmen, Jeff Haines and Bob Beem for maintenance help; the Center
Harbor Historical Society for sharing town history resources; Altrusa volunteers for book
deliveries; and Meredith Village Savings Bank for the Sqaum Lakes Science Center pass. We
thank the many friends of the library who donated materials and made gifts to our general fund.
Finally, we thank the people of Center Harbor for their interest in and support of this historic
library.
Jon Kinnaman, Librarian

50.

2011 AUDIT

The Town of Center Harbor is under contract with Grzelak & Co. to be audited in 2012.

audit will be available in the Town Office upon completion.
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The

2011 Center Harbor Planning Board Report

The ongoing economic uncertainty continued to be reflected in the low level of subdivision activity
before the Planning Board during 2011. Only two subdivisions were approved, and less than 58 building

permits were reviewed for the entire year. Notable activity included:
e

Approval of Prime Wetlands status for Snake River, which was put forth on the 2011 ballot and

e

Approval of a site plan for Susan and Douglas Hurst at 8 Coe Hill Road to convert the existing

e

Approval of rescission of an existing Boundary Line Adjustment, and subsequent approval of a

approved at Town Meeting.
barn to a dwelling unit.

new Boundary Line between the Paul Maggi Trust and Thomas and Sandra McClaskie.
e

Approval with conditions of a 4 lot subdivision for Bruce Gavarny which is currently undergoing
appeal to ZBA.

e

Review of a Subdivision application by Kathleen Mulcahy and Shirley Smith which is currently on
hold at their request.

e

Approval of a site plan for a canine boarding kennel and daycare facility submitted by Michael

e

Approval of a Boundary Line Adjustment between Andrew Burke and Pamela Markley.

e

Approval of a 4 lot subdivision for ADSC Real Estate LLC which also resulted in a significant

e

Approval of a plan to place utility poles on Center Harbor Neck Road to provide power to a

e

Approval of a Boundary Line Adjustment between Damon et al and Robert Valpey and Alice

and Cynthia Ingalls located at 89 Daniel Webster Highway.

upgrade to the fire pond located at the Waukewan golf course.
previously approved 8 lot subdivision.

Valpey Revocable Trusts.
In addition to the usual activity the Planning Board continued work on updating the Master Plan adding
Chapters on Energy, Natural Resources, and Historical & Cultural Resources. The Implementation

Chapter will be completed in January and the report will then be published on the Town’s website.
A land use ordinance permitting conservation focused cluster subdivisions was developed and will be
put forth on the ballot this year for vote at Town Meeting. This ordinance would enable developers to

shrink the construction site footprint and dedicate more acreage to permanent open space when
developing their site plan. If approved, it will ensure that future development in Center Harbor will help
maintain the rural look and feel of the town.

Respectfully submitted,
Harry Viens, Chair
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Center Harbor Conservation Commission
The

Center

Commission

Harbor

Conservation

Commission

experienced

drafted a warrant article for the 2011 Town

an

active

year

in 2011.

The

Meeting designed to protect the

Center Harbor side of Snake River wetlands between Lake Winona and Lake Waukewan. The

Prime Wetlands designation was approved by a large majority of the town’s voters. This pristine

wetlands complex is home to a number of protected species and acts as an important filter for
the water flowing into Lake Waukewan.

Mirror efforts by the Waukewan Watershed Advisory

Committee and the New Hampton Conservation Commission on the New Hampton side of the
wetlands will protect this critical waterway for the future.
The CHCC continued to work with naturalist Rick Van De Poll to complete the Natural Resource

Inventory chapter including mapping for inclusion into the town’s Master Plan. The NRI is a
major component of the town’s resident‘s desire to protect the rural nature of the town, to
control and direct future development within the town. We are hopeful that the NRI project
will be completed before the end of 2011.
The CHCC has been involved in discussions with other conservation organizations and a number
of local residents and land owners to explore the possibility of establishing a large tract of land
on the west side of Center Harbor for conservation. This project, if successful, will be a multiple
year effort, but with significant conservation implications for the town.
The CHCC

has recently become

aware

of a serious shift within the New

Hampshire

state

government which has resulted in a reduction of commitment to environmental protection.
Most significant was the gutting of the Comprehensive Shoreland Protection Act which among

other protections, closely regulated the taking of healthy trees in close proximity to lakes and
ponds. This shift has made it more likely that healthy stands of trees may be taken within 50’ of
lakes and ponds which in turn will have a negative impact on water quality. The relaxing of

environmental protection laws and rules at the state level has made it imperative that local
municipalities step into the vacuum and establish town ordinances to replace the diminished
State

regulations.

Towards

this end,

CHCC

will be

proposing

ordinances for the voters to consider on the 2012 Town Warrant.

new

town

environmental

We encourage the voters to

support the CHCC in our efforts to protect the rural nature of the town.
As usual, the CHCC continues to seek new volunteers for the Commission.

If you are curious

about the activities of the Conservation Commission, you are invited to attend any one of our
meetings as a guest to determine if you might be interested in joining. We usually meet once

per month on the second Tuesday at 10 AM. The minutes of our meetings are on-line at the
Town’s web page.

Eats

Annual Report
Center Harbor Fire Department
2011
In 2011, the Center Harbor Fire Department (CHFD) responded to 411 incidents including fires,
medical emergencies, motor vehicle accidents, hazardous material incidents and service calls. This is a

small increase [18 calls] over 2010. Calls during the summer were up dramatically with July and
August again reaching all time highs, 59 and 51 respectively. While this was a busy year, the CHFD
was able to accomplish many initiatives to improve the performance of the department as well as
increase safety in Center Harbor.
Fire Calls (Fire, Rescue, Mutual Aide, etc.)

121

Medical Aid
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Service Calls

PAs
31
47

The CHFD is currently comprised of 26 paid on-call employees. These are members who respond to
calls by way of a tone pager from Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid. The CHFD also has a Boy Scout
Explorer youth program that is a joint initiative to recruit new members with the Towns of Meredith,
Moultonborough, and Sandwich. This program gets younger people involved today with hopes of them
becoming regular members in the future. CHFD members train regularly in fire, medical and
hazardous material emergencies. 24 of our members are nationally certified firefighters. CHFD has 15
Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs).

Over the last several years, a goal of the Fire Department has been to reduce the cost of fire insurance
for residents and businesses. This can only be accomplished by testing and certification by the
Insurance Services Office, also known as ISO. ISO looks at everything from the dispatch center,
response times, training and education, staffing, fire fighting equipment, automatic aid, mutual aid and
capability to flow the necessary water to fight fires within our jurisdiction. As of 01/01/11 a new rating
of 5/8 was achieved. What this adds up to is a reduction in fire insurance costs by as much as 40% to
50% in the village area and an average for the homeowners in the outlying areas of 15% to 25% per
year. I encourage you to contact your insurance company.
CHFD currently has two Class A fire engines, E2, a 2004 truck that carries 1000 gallons of water and
has a pump capable of pumping 1250 gallons of water per minute and our newest vehicle, El a 2011
engine with 1650 gallons of water and 2000 gallon per minute pump These engines are also able to
pump water from any of Center Harbor’s 23 hydrants, cisterns and accessible lakes and ponds. Having
two engines is part of the long range plan of reorganizing equipment and operating with fewer fire
engines. By replacing engines before they need to be refurbished, when they are 15-20 years old will
save the Town money and will give us dependable equipment.

In addition to the two fire engines, the CHFD has Rescue 1, which is a medium duty rescue truck that
has a high-pressure fire pump and 300 gallons of water and foam. This unit is equipped with the
medical equipment needed to respond to medical emergencies, including cardiac monitoring. It also
carries rescue equipment for motor vehicle accidents including the “Jaws of Life”, a portable generator
and pumps. It also serves as our forestry unit carrying basic forestry equipment as well as ice and water
rescue equipment, such as an ice sled and several cold water immersion suits. We have backcountry
mountain rescue equipment as well.
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Rescue 2, which is a light/medium duty rescue truck, has state of the art medical equipment that can
handle advanced medical emergencies, such as cardiac problems. We can transmit 12 lead ECGs to
LRGH or Concord Hospital’s ERs and communicate with the ER doctors on what treatment is required
for the patient. This truck can be used as a rehabilitation unit on incidents where firefighters and
citizens can be kept warm or cool as needed and advanced medical care can be provided. It can also be
used in the event that we need to move elderly or disabled citizens to the Fire Station to shelter them.
The rescue truck can be utilized as a command post on any Fire/EMS/Mass Casualty or storm related
incident. On motor vehicle accidents patients can be moved into this unit for assessment, treatment and
preparation for transport. In the event that there are multiple patients or contract ambulances are not
available for other reasons, this unit can be used as an ambulance to transport patients to a hospital.
Due to the fact Center Harbor is a lake community, the CHFD has two boats available to go to any lake
or pond as needed. Boat 1 is equipped with a high-pressure fire pump that is removable and can be
used from a dock or from the boat. It has basic medical gear and a floating-basket stretcher for carrying
patients in the boat. Boat 2 was a smaller Zodiac-type inflatable boat that could go anywhere in
shallow water and small ponds, however it failed structurally in July and was put out of service and
destroyed. A replacement is planned for summer 2012.
In addition to emergency calls we also provide assistance to Police, Highway, and Parks and
Recreation departments, as well as assisting homeowners and businesses with alarm systems, smoke
detectors and carbon monoxide detectors. We inspect businesses for fire safety and egress. We issue
permits for camp fires, brush piles, heating systems and places of assembly permits and others.

Places of assembly permitting is something that I want to update you on as many businesses and
residents don’t realize that an assembly permit is needed for large tents that are put up for weddings
and other large events. These tents must be flame proofed and inspected by State law and regulation.
The tent companies all have the information that we need to assist you with your event. Simply call the
FD business phone and request the inspection. There is no cost and we may do them on short notice (1
or 2 days).What we look for is two marked exits, one at each end of the tent. If the tent is used at night,
it should be lighted and have a battery backup with emergency lights in the event of a power failure. If
the tent is closed in with sides, a CO and smoke detector are required. If temporary heaters or cooking
facilities are used, a fire extinguisher is needed. Finally the number of people allowed under the tent
depends on whether you are using tables with chairs or just chairs. If you have any questions please
call the station at 253-4451. We are there to help you have a safe and memorable event.
I wish to thank all the members of the CHFD who faithfully leave work and family to respond to
emergency calls. It is getting harder every year to recruit and retain members. If you or someone you
know is interested in a part time job with great personal rewards please contact me. Thanks to the
Selectmen for their support, and especially the citizens, taxpayers and visitors whose support makes
our jobs easier and rewarding. If you have any questions about the Center Harbor Fire Department,
please feel free to contact us at 253-4451 or email at chfdS5@metrocast.net.
John P. Schlemmer, Chief
Center Harbor Fire Department

bes.

Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands, work collaboratively to

reduce the risk and frequency of wildland fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, please contact your local Forest Fire Warden or
Fire Department to determine if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit is
required for all outside burning, unless the ground is completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental
Services also prohibits the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire department or DES at 603271-1370 or www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe open burning requires diligence and responsibility. Help us to protect New
Hampshire’s forest resources. For more information please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or online at
www.nhdfl.org.

Both in terms of the number of fires, as well as the number of acres burned, this past fire season was the smallest since records have been

kept. Extensive rainfall virtually all season long kept the fire danger down. When fires did start they were kept very small. The largest
fire for the season was only 5.4 acres which occurred in Littleton on May 2nd 2011. There was however a small window of high fire
danger in the northern third of the state during July when little rainfall was recorded. During this time there were a number of lightning
started fires which are fairly unusual in New Hampshire. As has been the case over the last few years, state budget constraints have
limited the staffing of our statewide system of 16 fire lookout towers to Class III or higher fire danger days. Despite the reduction in the
number of days staffed, our fire lookouts are credited with keeping most fires small and saving several structures due to their quick and
accurate spotting capabilities. The towers fire spotting was supplemented by contracted aircraft and the NH Civil Air Patrol when the fire
danger was especially high. Many homes in New Hampshire are located in the wildland urban interface, which is the area where homes
and flammable wildland fuels intermix.

Several of the fires during the 2011 season threatened structures, a constant reminder that forest

fires burn more than just trees. Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to their home. Precautions
include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green space around your home free of
flammable materials. Additional information and homeowner recommendations are available at www.firewise.org. Please help Smokey
Bear, your local fire department, and the state’s Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!

2011 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of November 2011)
(figures do not include fires under the jurisdiction of the White Mountain National Forest)
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Total

Fires

Total Acres

Arson

oy,

2011

125

42

Debris
Campfire
Children
Smoking
Railroad
Equipment
Lightning

63
10
)
9
1
l
3

2010
2009
2008
2007

360
334
455
437

145
173
1s
212

Misc.*

29 (*Misc.: power lines, fireworks, electric fences, etc.)
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRE
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Center Harbor Police Department
2011 Annual Report

2011 was a very busy year for your Police Department. The overall calls for service rose to 2761 from 2014 in
2010. We have seen an increase in certain crimes such as burglaries and a decrease in others such as sexual assaults.
While burglary is categorized as a property crime and not a crime against persons, if you have been a victim, you will
probably feel differently. We had two occasions in the past year where a home owner caught the person in their home.
Although we have seen significant increases in burglaries and thefts, |am proud to report that we have solved several of
these crimes.
One investigation by the Center Harbor Police Department led to the arrest of a person responsible for multiple
crimes in multiple jurisdictions. Another investigation led to the recovery of stolen property here in Center Harbor from
a felony committed in another town. It is also my belief that the patrol tactics which we have employed have prevented
many crimes. There are communities in our area that had more burglaries in a week then we had ina year. Let there be
no mistake that is because we were patrolling the residential areas and were highly visible. Unfortunately we will never
know how many crimes were prevented due to increased police presence.
On the crimes that we did solve, the one thing that has been consistent with the person(s) involved was that
they were addicted to prescription medications.
During one interview we learned how the person would target the
elderly believing they would have medications in their homes. These crimes are not due to a downward economy but by
people feeding an addiction problem. It is hard for most people to believe that someone could get so desperate that
they would cut the copper pipes out of a home to buy pills. Although most of the addictions we have been seeing are
with prescription medications, we have also recovered syringes along the side of the road and in previous years at our
beaches. During prosecution of offenders we have been strong advocates that treatment be a part of the dispositions.
If we do not address the root problems the behavior will just continue.

In other statistical information we had a decrease in arrests from the previous year. In 2011, 51 individuals were
taken into custody. While our DWI arrests more than doubled, we had no arrests of any minors in possession of alcohol.
This shows me that while the younger people are getting the message the adults are not. The police department also
investigated 36 motor vehicle accidents and made 1153 motor vehicle stops. We served 10 domestic violence petitions
which required the seizure of multiple firearms and ammunition. Some of the other incidents investigated include 1
sexual assault, 9 physical assaults, 14 burglaries, 38 thefts, 8 suicide attempts, 6 drug investigations, and 3 untimely

deaths. A sampling of other calls for service include: 69 motor vehicle complaints, 68 alarm activations, 64 citizen
assists, 56 suspicious incidents, 47 dog complaints, 43 right to know requests, 24 pistol permit requests, 20 harassment
complaints, 19 domestic disturbances, 12 sexual offender registrations and 1 fugitive from justice apprehension. Also
during the course of patrol the police department has conducted 4455 security checks on either local business or
residential properties.
In 2011 the Police Department applied for and received five grants. Three of the grants provided 100%
reimbursement for additional enforcement patrols. The fourth grant paid for 50% of a cruiser camera, and the fifth

provided $1000.00 for training.
As your Police Chief, | had the honor of serving as the President of the Belknap County Chief of Police
Association. | can tell you that the law enforcement leaders in our area are committed to their communities and
working together. Those who commit crimes do not care about jurisdictional lines.
| would like to remind people if you are going out of town and would like your property checked, or if you are
elderly and live alone and would like us to check on you, please contact us. All the members of your Police Department
would like to thank you for your overwhelming support. It has been a pleasure serving you.

Respectfully submitted,
Chief Mark C. Chase
ay

CENTER HARBOR ENERGY COMMITTEE
2011 Annual Report

Now in its fourth full year of service to the town, the Center Harbor Energy Committee is
pleased to report the following accomplishments in 2011:
e

Completed all Energy Committee actions necessary to replace the Fire Station’s
aging garage doors with architecturally compatible units that significantly
improve energy efficiency and file the application for a NHEC rebate.

e

Initiated and discussed various projects to improve energy efficiency of the
Municipal Building and improve lighting quality and efficiency in the Cary Mead
Room. These projects are currently on hold pending the outcome of proposed
renovations and additions to the Municipal Building.
The Energy Committee will assist the Selectmen and Building Advisory
Committee to assure that the renovations and additions are prudently energy
efficient.

e

Provided an Energy Chapter for the Town’s Master Plan that was accomplished
with the assistance of Eric Senecal of the Lakes Region Planning Commission and
Planning Board.

e

Completed an Energy Considerations handout available at the Town Offices that
provides various informative considerations and resources for those considering
new construction projects or renovations.

e

Concluded that a Fuel Cooperative specifically for Town residents did not make
sense.

e

Distributed information regarding various energy fairs/workshops to those on the
Energy Committee’s email list and on its website, http://www.realitychec.org.

The Energy Committee has requested that Town Meeting approve $20,000 (flat funding)
for the Trust Fund in 2012.
The Energy Committee meets every 1 Thursday of the month at 7:00 PM in the Cary
Mead Meeting Room. Agenda and minutes are on the Town’s website,
http://www.centerharbornh.org. Town residents are encouraged to attend meetings,
especially if they have energy-related questions or suggestions.

Respectfully submitted, Bernard Volz, Chair

= p=

Center Harbor Town Band)
The summer of 2011 brought great successes with the Center Harbor Town Band. This year’s great
accomplishments were due to the following:
1. Increased size of the band
A) Because of the larger numbers an “extension” had to be added to the bandstand in
order to accommodate the band members. The extension had not been used for years
and was necessary for this year’s concerts. Thank you to Jeff Haines and his crew
for the set up and installation of the extension!
B) Ten more new instrumentalists signed up this year bringing the roster numbers up.
We have had an increase of new band members for the past five years.
2. A better selection of concert repertoire
A) Due to the increase in the music purchasing line item.
B) Increased band members meant that we could play larger more varied musical works
requiring bigger ensembles.

3. Larger attendance numbers
A) This summer many of the concert attendees were from out of town and from other
countries!

Canada, Russia, Poland, Germany and France were but some of the

countries which were represented by visitors.
B) Audience numbers increased dramatically in part due to great weather! Our final
concert numbered close to four hundred people (including fourteen dogs!).
4. Better quality of musicians to work with.
A) News of an exciting town band program has brought higher caliber players.
B) Musicians are being challenged and are therefore more committed with the band
program.
5. Outstanding help and support from the Town Selectmen, Jeff Haines and especially from the
Town Office: most notably Robin Woodaman for help with printing, collating & organizing.

Six concerts were scheduled including a 4" of July Parade, with three rehearsals for a total of ten group
practice/performances. The first public presentation was the 4" of July Parade. This year due to the
combination of the great weather and increased numbers, we overflowed on the float: Our parade
participation number was 24! Thanks again to Charlie & Jen Hanson for providing their tractor trailer.
The six concerts were held on the following dates:
July 8 “My Country Tis of Thee” Americana music, marches, Armed Forces Salute etc...
July 15 “Music from the Movies” Television and Movie’s best tunes and themes.
July 22 “American Composers” Compositions from American Composers and Musicians.
July 29 Concert was cancelled due to terrible rainy weather & band member cancellations.
August 5 “Those Were the Good ‘Ol Days” Love songs, “good ol’ days”’ selections!
August 12 “Summer Favorites” Music of John Williams, Broadway Songs and popular tunes!
I have greatly enjoyed bringing wonderful music and entertainment to the town of Center Harbor and |
look forward to another great year with the Center Harbor Town Band!

Respectfully submitted,

Calas Martinez,
Center Harbor 2011 Town Band Director
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A Center Harbor

Town

Band

2012
Summer

Wednesday,

Band

Concert Series Schedule

July 4° | 4° of July Parade

Friday, July 6
Friday, July 13
Friday, July 20
Friday, July 27
Friday, August 3
Friday, August 10

1S
2"?
3™
4"
5
6'"

Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band

Concert
Concert
Concert
Concert
Concert
Concert

2:00pm - 1:30pm call
6:00pm
6:00pm
6:00pm
6:00pm
6:00pm
6:00pm

Reh.
Reh.
Reh.
Reh.
Reh.
Reh.

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

Show
Show
Show
Show
Show
Show

All rehearsals will take place at the Town Fire Station
Across the street from the bandstand
All performances will take place at the Bandstand
In the event of inclement weather concerts will be held in the Fire Station.

The band dresses in White top and Black bottoms.

Contact
Carlos Martinez — Band Director
(603) 785-2921 cell
TempiDiEscargot@qmail.com
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Centre Harbor Historical Society

The society is very thankful, as always, for the support which the town of
Center Harbor gives to us every year. This year was noted as our fortieth
anniversary. There are six of the original organizing members that are still
living. Five of the six still retain membership in the society. We now have
140 members and they are from several areas of the United States.
We have established a website to inform our members and all those interested

of the activities that are available to the public.

We also make our monthly

programs available to all through our website www.chhistory.com

This year we began gathering information on the 23 burial sites in the
township. A map will be generated and locations will be indicated by longitude
and latitude values. Each grave location will list persons interred, indicating
date of birth and death where that data is available. A book may be
published if required. This project could take several years to assemble and
will be kept available and current yearly.
This year we suggested to our members that because we were a 501c charity

they may support our society and use that donation as a tax deduction. This
year we have been thankful for several donations from this source.
The society is looking forward to the future by using the electronic tools that
are being continuingly made available and hope to make it easier for you to
participate in our organization no matter where you reside.

preserving the past and forming the future.

Seth Ira Stearns, President
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Come join us in

Report to the People of District One
Ray Burton, Executive Councilor, District One

The Governor and Council have had a busy year since being sworn in to office on
January 6, 2011. We meet approximately every two weeks to dispose of official
business brought to us from the Governor’s Office and the Departments of NH State
Government.
The Governors Advisory Commission in Intermodal Transportation (GACIT) submitted
our recommendations for the 10 year transportation plans for air, rail, highway and
other public transportation to Governor Lynch on December 15, 2011. The Governor
will review it and submit his recommendations to the NH House and Senate by
January 15, 2012. It is now up to the NH House and Senate Committees to come to
conclusions by July 12, 2012 on what our roads, bridges, airports, rail systems, and
public transportation will be for the next ten years. Find your local state Senator and
Representative by going to www.gencourt.state.nh.us/house/members/wml.aspx.
Another valuable resource is your local library and town/city clerks. Speak up and let
them know what you believe should be done to maintain and improve our public
transportation!

Hurricane Irene caused millions of dollars worth of damage to not only town and state
road systems, but also caused major river/stream bank erosion. One of the best
sources for FEMA and related matters is Chris Pope, Emergency Manager Director, at
NH Dept. of Safety. His direct line is 545-5842. NH DOT and NH Environmental
Services, Depts. of Safety and local town/city agencies coupled with private
construction companies deserve lots of credit for putting back together roads and
bridges for safe and timely travel.
A very important function and duty of the Governor and Executive Council is to find
citizens to volunteer on the dozens of State Boards and Commissions. If you are
interested please send your letter of interest and resume to Jennifer Kuzma,
Governor's office 107 North Main Street, Concord, NH 03301 tel 603-271-212.

2012 is an election year. The NH Secretary of State has a very valuable political
calendar with all appropriate dates for filing for office, financial reports, and election
dates plus much more. Call NH Secretary of State at 271-3242 or my office for a copy
or go to: www.sos.nh.gov/polcal2012-13forweb.pdf.
District Health Councils offer a lively forum to discuss health issues- federal, state and
local. If you would like to serve on one of the three District Health Councils in Council
District One please send me your name and contact information.
My office has NH Constitutions, official tourist maps, and other information.
I always enjoy speaking and participating in local events.

I am at the service of this District.

It is an honor to hear from you!
Ray Burton

Pre

LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
103 Main Street, Suite #3
Meredith, NH 03253
tel (603) 279-8171
fax (603) 279-0200
www.lakesrpc.org

FOR TOWN ANNUAL REPORTS
CENTER HARBOR
LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
2010 — 2011 (FY11)
The Lakes Region continues to grow and evolve. As our economy and world change, so does the work we are engaged in.
The Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC) is an organization established according to state law to provide area
communities and the region with the capacity to respond to and shape the pressures of change in a purposeful way. With a
service area covering over 1,200 square miles in Belknap, Carroll, Grafton and Merrimack Counties, the LRPC provides a wide
range of planning services to member municipalities. The Commission offers direct and support services including technical
assistance, geographic information systems, transportation planning, land use, environmental planning, hazard planning and
economic development. Local, state, and federal resources primarily fund the LRPC.
We also maintain a regular dialogue
with state agencies as a resource for the entire Lakes Region. Our overall goal is to provide support, knowledge, and
leadership to the governments, businesses, and citizens of the Lakes Region.

Some of the services provided in the past fiscal year are as follows:

LOCAL SERVICES:
e

Prepared a draft energy chapter for use in the town’s Master Plan and provided energy information relative to public
safety buildings to local officials.

e

Awarded funding from the NH Department of Environmental Services to prepare a subwatershed management plan
for Center Harbor Bay.

e

Worked with consultants and UNH
inventory.

e

Provided board of selectmen with requested historic population and age of housing stock data from 1970 to present.

e

Continued to provide Circuit Rider planning services to the town, as needed.

e

Responded daily to requests for land use, transportation, environmental, and other information and guidance.

e

Prepared master plans, hazard mitigation plans, capital improvement programs, local emergency operations plans,

to finalize results of the town’s Road Safety Management System (RSMS)

zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations, and related services for several communities.

e

Maintained circuit rider planning services for municipalities interested in assistance with development proposals.

e

Provided copies of the NH Planning and Land Use Regulations to the town at considerable savings.

EDUCATION

e

Organized and hosted three public Municipal Law Lectures, in cooperation with the NH Local Government Center:
1) Cell Towers: Managing the Approval Process to Protect Municipal Interests and Comply with Federal Law; 2)
Conflict of Interest, Disqualification and the Local Land Use Board Decision-Making Process; 3) Administrative
Decisions in Planning and Zoning: How They’re Made, How They’re Appealed.

e

Hosted a Housing Diversity Workshop on May 5 in Laconia that addressed the value of locally diverse housing stock
and complemented the findings published in the Lakes Region Housing Needs Assessment: June 2010.
ALEXANDRIA « ALTON « ANDOVER « ASHLAND « BARNSTEAD «BELMONT * BRIDGEWATER « BRISTOL * CENTER HARBOR * DANBURY
EFFINGHAM « FRANKLIN « FREEDOM « GILFORD *« GILMANTON « HEBRON « HILL * HOLDERNESS « LACONIA * MEREDITH * MOULTONBOROGH
NEW HAMPTON « NORTHFIELD « OSSIPEE * SANBORNTON * SANDWICH « TAMWORTH « TILTON * TUFTONBORO + WOLFEBORO
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e

Attended 2011 Telecommunications Summit and the NH Best Management Practices planning meeting to begin
formulating next steps and working with Regional Stakeholder Groups.

e

Represented the region at the Local Energy Solutions Conference, hosted by Clean Air-Cool Planet and the Local
Energy Committee Working Group, in Concord. The energy Technical Assistance Program (ETAP) was officially
launched at the conference.

REGIONAL SERVICES

e

Contributed to the preparation of the award winning Innovative Land Use (ILU) Guidance resource document and
ILU Mapper.

e

Released the 2011 Development Trends Report, which shows residential, commercial, and industrial permit activity
on an annual basis.

e

LRPC received the 2011 Planning Project of the Year Award from the NH Planners Association for the development
and launch of the Winnipesaukee Gateway (WinniGateway). WinniGateway is the culmination of efforts that led to
the successful completion of the first phase of the Lake Winnipesaukee Watershed Management Plan, which
continues with the Center Harbor Bay subwatershed management plan.

e

Prepared testimony on behalf of the NH Association of Regional Commissions (NHARC) in support of effective
criteria in the Comprehensive Shoreland Protection Act (CSPA).

e

Met with the New Economy Subcommittee to strategize potential options to enhance local broadband opportunities.
Completed a satellite dish survey throughout the Lakes Region.

e

Provided a summaty of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Community Facilities Grant program available to
eligible communities in the Lakes Region.

e

Modified and improved Community Facility maps for the regional towns and posted them to LRPC’s website.

e

Hosted a statewide meeting of the Regional Planning Commission (RPC)/Homeland Security and Emergency
Management (HSEM) staff to discuss the process for Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) updates, Local Emergency
Operations Plan (LEOP) updates, and other project issues.

e

Hosted an Annual Meeting that featured Mary Collins, Author of American Idle: A Journey Through Our Sedentary Culture.
Awarded local personages and organizations for their contributions to the Lakes Region.

e

Convened six Commission meetings and facilitated discussion on: The NH Legislature’s Groundwater Commission:
The Role of Municipalities in Regulating Groundwater Withdrawals; Public Exchange on Ground Water; Brownfields
and How the Lakes Region Brownfields Program can Facilitate Community Redevelopment in the Lakes Region; The
Federal Perspective; NH State Brownfields Program; The Lakes Region Brownfields Program; Draft Region 3
Coordinated Transit Plan; The Northern Pass; The Energy Technical Assistance and Planning (ETAP) Program:
Helping NH Communities Save Energy and Money; Economic Outlook for the U.S., New Hampshire and the
Region; Current Regional Development Challenges and Opportunities; Everything You Need to Know About State
and Federal Highway Aid Programs; Lakes Region 2011 Transportation Improvement Program (TTP).

e

Collaborated with the eight other regional planning commissions to finalize an application to the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development on a proposed NH Sustainable Communities Initiative.

e

Represented the region on the NH Association of Regional Planning Commissions.

e

§=©Maintain and host LRPC’s website, www.lakesrpc.org, which features extensive information for local officials and the

general public.
e

An online survey developed by the NH Division of Historical Resources
Commissioners as part of a statewide effort to assess needed services.
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(DHR)

was

distributed

to LRPC

HOUSEHOLD

HAZARDOUS WASTE

Continue to represent the region at meetings of the Lakes Region Household Hazardous Product Facility to explore
the ways and means the facility may encourage other communities to participate.

Continue to organize and coordinate two annual Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) collections a year, involving 24
member communities.

Requested proposals from vendors for collection, hauling, and disposal services.

Received funding from the NH Department of Environmental Services (DES) to publish copies of the Alternative to
Household Hazardous Waste brochure.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Continue to coordinate with area economic development groups including Belknap County Economic Development
Council (BCEDC), Grafton County Economic Development Council (BCEDC), Franklin Business and Industrial
Development Corporation (FBDIC), and the Wentworth Economic Development Council (WEDCO) in pursuit of
workforce development and wealth creation opportunities for the region.
Submitted a proposal to the U.S. Economic Development Administration to update the Lakes Region Comprehensive
Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and to explore the level of regional interest to create an economic
development district.
Worked with regional energy leaders to facilitate a meeting of the Lakes Region Energy Alliance to build capacity to
identify economic development opportunities related to energy.
Convened meetings of the Lakes Region Comprehensive Economic
regarding broadband, workforce development, and entrepreneurship.

Development Strategy (CEDS) Committee

Completed an expanded service area map for the Lakes Region United Way training activities and website posting
showing communities served.
Continue to oversee the Lakes Region Brownfield’s Program, which has identified and prioritized several sites in the
region that need environmental assessments as a condition of redevelopment opportunities. Hired an environmental
consulting firm to conduct several Phase 1 and Phase 2 assessments, some of which have led to community inspired
clean-up grants from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Submitted an application to EPA for
additional assessment funding to aid local economic development and revitalization efforts.
Continue to provide program management and guidance for the Lakes Region Brownfields program.
TRANSPORTATION

Convened several meetings of the LRPC Transportation Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to enhance local
involvement in the regional transportation planning and project development

Submitted the Lakes Region Transportation Improvement Program to the NH Department of Transportation
(NHDOT) for consideration in the state’s Ten Year Plan. Projects were developed through the Lakes Region TAC
and approved by the LRPC Commissioners.
Conducted over 150 traffic and turning movement counts around the region.

Submitted an application to the New Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT) to develop a Scenic
Byway around Lake Winnipesaukee.
Initiated the development of a Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan for the Region.

Supported efforts of the Carroll County Regional Coordinating Council (RCC) to provide transportation services for
those most in need, including encouraging expansion of the services being provided by the Community Action
Program’s Blue Loon.
Reviewed and commented on the Mid-State RCC grant application to the NH Department of Transportation
(NHDOT) to support the expanded volunteer driver programs for match support submitted to the United Way
programs. Provided letters of support to continue to provide assistance to the Mid-State RCC and Transport Central.
ns.

Lakes Region Household Hazardous Waste Collection
2011 Annual Report

The 2011 Lakes Region Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) Collections were conducted in
a safe and efficient manner on July 30, 2011 and August 6, 2011 at eight different locations.

The event was coordinated by the Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC). 1,690
households participated in this annual collection; overall this represents 4.5% of the
households in the twenty-four Lakes Region communities that participated in this year’s
HHW Collection. The percentage of households participating from individual communities
ranged from less than 2% to more than 13%.
Nearly 17,000 gallons of HHW and more than 40,000 feet of fluorescent bulbs as well as

more than 2,000 compact fluorescent bulbs (CFLs) were disposed of properly. Oil-based
paint products continue to comprise more than half our costs of disposal. Residents are

encouraged to use latex paint when possible, for it is not considered a hazardous material in
New Hampshire and any residue can be dried out and disposed of in the household trash.
One third of those attending this year’s collections had never attended an HHW collection in

New Hampshire. Many volunteers and municipal staff assisted in publicizing and staffing the
collection sites; their efforts are greatly appreciated. This year we distributed 1,500 handy

Flipbooks with tips and recipes for Alternatives to Household Hazardous Waste.
The estimated cost for this collection which helps protect our region’s water quality was

$2.13 per Lakes Region household. The appropriation for each community participating in
the 2012 collection will remain the same as this past year. The next Household Hazardous

Waste Collections will be held July 28, 2012 and August 4, 2012. All residents and property
ownets in participating communities are encouraged to take this opportunity to safely
dispose of your household hazardous products. For more information, check with your local
coordinator or LRPC (www.lakesrpc.org/services_hhw.asp) for details.
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CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES, LAKES REGION OFFICE
Child and Family Services welcomes the opportunity to report to the residents of Center
Harbor on the services we provided to the community in the past year. Town support is
critical to our being able to offer a wide range of services to children and their families
without regard to income, especially in this past year when we faced significant cuts in
services funded by the State of NH, or reimbursed through Medicaid as well as
increased demand for our services. We strive to make all of the agency’s services
affordable and accessible to families in need and were able to meet the challenges.
Your support helped us maintain our sliding fee scale to very low income families.
Funding provided by the Town supports a range of services, making it possible for us to
provide needed services to those least able to afford them. In the current economic
climate, more individuals and families are struggling to keep afloat. Challenged by
unemployment or working more than one low-paying job, being uninsured or
underinsured, and facing higher levels of stress due to short finances, leads to
emotional stress. This combination of unrelenting pressure and limited resources can
lead to a cycle of coping difficulties, emotional outbursts or withdrawal, and chronic
relationship conflicts that can interfere with positive decision-making, healthy actions
and parenting.

In 2011 we provided substance abuse assessment, intervention and treatment for two
adolescents, family counseling for three families benefiting eleven family members,
intensive home based services for four families and with support from the Annette
Schmitt Fund, children’s enrichment activities for six children (sports equipment,
summer camp enrollment, club dues).
We continue to count on your help to be able to offer a full range of quality, professional
services to children and their families who otherwise could not afford them because they
lack insurance or are underinsured. More families served by the Agency fell below the
federal poverty level in 2011. 90% of our client families (versus 83% the previous year)
are impoverished. CFS has the most accessible and balanced fee policy of any similar
agency in the state. This is made possible by grants, such as those we receive from
Center Harbor and enables us to serve the most needy, vulnerable families without
regard to income. Town support also makes it possible for us to secure a range of other
charitable and public dollars that require local matching funds.

Child and Family Services is New Hampshire's oldest charitable social service
organization. We have been serving New Hampshire children and families for 162
years. We are pleased to serve residents through offices at 95 Water Street, Laconia,
841 Central Street, Franklin or through our Concord or Manchester offices and Camp

Spaulding, in Penacook. For further information about any of these services please call
(800) 640-6486 or visit our website at www.cfsnh.org.
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VISITING NURSES OF MEREDITH AND CENTER HARBOR

Visiting Nurses of Meredith and Center Harbor, (formerly Meredith Public Health Nursing Association),
is your local non-profit home care/visiting nurse agency serving Meredith and Center Harbor. Our
highly skilled, licensed, and professional staff provides nursing, rehabilitation therapies, speech therapy,
personal care assistance, homemaker, and senior companion services within the home.

Founded in

1923, VNMCH is a Medicare/Medicaid certified and licensed agency. We were inspected by the state
of New Hampshire and Medicare services on November 7th, 8th, and 9"" of 2010 and were found to be
deficiency free and in compliance with all state and federal regulations. Be sure to visit our website,
www.vnmch.org, to help you address and answer questions about your present or future home health care
needs.

Remaining a small community-based visiting nurse agency is important to us. A part of our mission is
that we will provide home care services to Center Harbor residents based on their need, not their ability
to pay. Center Harbor’s community support each year enables us to continue to meet that mission. The
present economic environment has led to more residents going without health insurance coverage, yet
still in need of home health care services. VNMCH is the only home care agency that provides free
home care services to Center Harbor. We are also the only agency dedicated only to Meredith and
Center Harbor. We of course continue to take Medicare, Medicaid, all private insurances, and
donations. The Board of Directors is continually working on fundraising projects to help alleviate costs.
VNMCH provides a free Blood Pressure clinic in the Carey Mead room on the first Monday of each
month from 11 am to noon. Our annual seasonal flu clinics are held at our main office, the Carey Mead
room, and several area businesses in addition to being sure our homebound clients receive them.
VNMCH also continues to be an active member of the local Emergency Preparedness Council, working
to keep Center Harbor prepared for any public health threats and also to keep abreast of current public
health concerns.

Our Board of Directors includes our community members: President Phyllis Hamblet, Vice-President
Thomas Pryor, Secretary Edward Touhey, Treasurer Robert Davis, Asst Treasurer Frances Secord,
Richard Harlow, Robert Andrews MD, Carolyn Schoenbauer, Chuck Thorndike, James Wallace, and
Linda Lee.

VNMCH provided 559 visits and services to Center Harbor residents in 2011. Of those, 92 were
nursing, 99 were rehabilitation therapies, 1 medical social worker, 193 for personal care and 100 were
blood pressure and flu clinics in Center Harbor at the Carey Mead room.

We moved into our permanent home at 186 Waukewan St., Meredith, in the spring of 2011. We provide
walk-in services daily from 9 am to 10 am and 1 pm to 2 pm at our Meredith office. Services include
blood pressure checks, some blood tests including PT/INR testing for Coumadin levels, and simple
wound care. We do cholesterol checks by appointment. We ask for small donations for some of these
services, but blood pressure is always free. In-office services are for those Center Harbor residents who

are not homebound but require some limited skilled nursing care. One of the goals of the new building
is to improve safe access to our office for our daily office hours, along with our home care services.
Please stop by and visit our new space anytime. The office is open from 8 am to 4 pm daily, Monday
through Friday.
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Memorial gifts were received in memory of: John & Rebecca Anderson, Barbara Bennett, Marjorie
Bernard, Honore Bonner, Amy Brown, Donard Carr, Lewis Clark, June Corrigan, Joan Ekstrom, Joanne
Enright, Mary Patten Hawley Fancher, Stuart & Winifred Gray, Caro Hatch, Jane Kiah, Norman Martin,

Marilyn McGowan, Emily Montgomery, Hazel Murphy, Jayne Ruel, Peter Ruel, Carole St Jacques,
Gary Van Durbin.
As your locally based visiting nurses, all of us at Visiting Nurses of Meredith and Center Harbor are
grateful to the residents of Center Harbor for their ongoing and strong support of this home care agency
and its mission to this town.
Sincerely,

Cheryl Gonzalo, RN BSN
Executive Director
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2 Maitland Street

American

603-225-6697

Red Cross

Concord, NH 03301

800-464-6692
FAX: 603-228-7171
www.nhredcross.org

Submission for

CENTER

HARBOR ANNUAL

REPORT

from

AMERICAN RED CROSS-New Hampshire Region
01/31/2012
The American Red Cross staff and volunteers provide support and relief after a disaster;
emergency preparedness training; courses in health and safety; blood drives; volunteer and
youth leadership opportunities; and aid to military families.

All Red Cross assistance is free to disaster victims. The Red Cross is a non-profit organization
that receives no annual federal funding.
In fiscal year 2011*, the American Red Cross was active throughout the state of New
Hampshire.
Disaster Services:

Red Cross-trained volunteers make up the New Hampshire Disaster Action Teams, which
responds to disasters in Center Harbor and towns throughout the state. This disaster action
team is a group of volunteers who are specially trained to provide disaster relief and
emotional comfort. They are available to respond at any time of day or night to disasters in
their communities and surrounding towns.
Fortunately there were no home fires or other local disasters last year in Center Harbor that
required Red Cross assistance. Red Cross disaster volunteers throughout New Hampshire
worked with 171 disaster cases, helping a total of 757 people; that is an average of more
than three disasters a week. Most local disasters were residential fires.

Medical Careers Training:
Because of the training and/or testing through the Red Cross LNA training program in New
Hampshire, 454 Licensed Nurse Assistants and 104 Phlebotomists (those who draw
blood) entered the healthcare field last year. One Center Harbor resident became a Red
Cross certified LNA.
Health and Safety Classes:
The Red Cross focuses on safety and prevention through our many training courses, such
as Adult, Infant, and Child CPR, AED training, First Aid, water safety, disaster training, first
responder, and Babysitter’s Skills. In all, we impart hope and confidence along with skill and
knowledge. Throughout New Hampshire, there were 4,548 Health and Safety classes that
trained 33,561 enrollees.

* Fiscal Year 2010: July 1, 2010 — June 30, 2011

Continued >

7/0

Biomedical Services:
Last year, there were 1,348 blood drives in NH area that collected 67,265 units of life-

saving blood, with two blood drives in Center Harbor collecting 121 units of blood. NH
hospitals depend on the American Red Cross for their blood supplies.
Submitted by

Stephanie Couturier
Chief Development Officer
American Red Cross-NH Region
1-800-464-6692
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SUMMARY OF SERVICES 2011
PROVIDED TO
CENTER HARBOR RESIDENTS
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COUNTIES, INC.
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

UNITS OF SERVICE

VALUE

HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS

COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD
PROGRAM is a nutrition program that offers
participants free nutritious foods to supplement
their daily diet. The program serves children under
six years of age, women during pregnancy and up
to 12 months after the birth of their baby. *(An
individual may not be enrolled in both the WIC
Program and CSFP but a family may have
members on both programs.)

STATS NOT AVAILABLE

CONGREGATE MEALS All elders are
welcome to our congregate meal sites/
Senior Centers for nutritious hot meals,
social/recreational activities and special events.
Value $6.89 per meal.

MEALS--344

PERSONS--15

$

MEALS-ON-WHEELS provides the delivery of
nutritionally balanced hot meals to homebound
elderly or adult residents five days per week.
Value $7.02 per meal.

MEALS--1562

PERSONS--3

$ 10,965.24

TRANSPORTATION provides regularly
scheduled demand response to and from towns in
Belknap and Merrimack Counties to medical and
professional facilities, shopping centers, and
congregate meal sites. Value $11.93 per ridership.

RIDES--30

PEOPLE--2

$

EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES provide up to
five days of food for people facing temporary
food crisis. Value $5.00 per meal.

MEALS--4380

PERSONS--292

$ 21,900.00

FUEL ASSISTANCE is available to income
eligible households to help with energy costs
during the prime heating season. Priority is given
to the elderly and disabled. The average benefit
for the 2010-11 program was $759.00.

APPLICATIONS--30

PERSONS--70

$ 24,465.00

ELECTRIC ASSISTANCE program is a statewide
program funded by all electric rate payers which
provides a specific tier of discount from 7% to 70%
on electic bills for income eligible households.

HOUSEHOLDS--20

WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN provides
specific food to supplement daily diet of pregnant or nursing women as well as children under
five. Participants receive medical/nutritional
screening, counseling and education. Value
includes value of vouchers and clinical services.

STATS NOT AVAILABLE
FAMILY PLANNING provides confidential,

comprehensive gynecological care, including
complete medical examinations, breast exams,
Pap smears, pregnancy testing, birth control and
counseling.

STATS NOT AVAILABLE

Te

2,370.16

357.90

$ 17,477.36

SUMMARY OF SERVICES 2011
PROVIDED TO
CENTER HARBOR RESIDENTS
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
BELKNAP-MERRIMACK COUNTIES, INC.
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

UNITS OF SERVICE

HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS

WEATHERIZATION improves the energy
efficiency of income eligible households.
Supplemental program also includes furnace
replacement,water heater replacement and
roof repair. Funds from utility energy efficiency
programs are leveraged with program funds to
complete weatherization projects. Value includes
average material and labor.

HOMES--1

PERSONS--1

4,577.28

SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM provides income eligible
seniors with meaningful training and employment
experiences within community based non-profit
agencies. Seniors are paid for twenty hours of
work weekly until appropriate unsubsidized
employment is found.

HOURS--993

PERSONS--1

7,199.00

VISITEES--3
COMPANIONS--1

HOURS--61

SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM provides
friendly visiting and respite services for homebound elderly. Income eligible seniors (60+)
serve as companions. Value to companions
includes mileage and weekly stipend. Value to
visitees is comparable to similar private sector
services.

VALUE

387.00
89,698.94

INFORMATION AND REFERRAL--CAP provides
utility, landlord/tenant, legal and health counseling as well as referrals for housing, transportation
and other life concerns. These support/advocacy
services are not tracked.
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ING Beginnings
W ‘ithoutE\/ jolence and AI buse

Domestic Violence Support Line:

1.866.644.3574

Sexual Violence Support Line:

1.800.277.5570

REPORT OF NEW BEGINNINGS
On behalf of New Beginnings — Without Violence and Abuse, I would like to thank the citizens
of the Town of Center Harbor for their continued support. Your 2011 allocation, of $1,000,00

has enabled us to continue to provide 24-hour crisis intervention, long term support and
assistance, and outreach and education, to people whose lives have been affected by domestic and
sexual violence and stalking in all of Belknap County.
Our organization operates a full-time shelter with a food pantry; staffs a 24-hour crisis line;
provides 24-hour advocacy at hospitals and police stations; provides court and social service
advocacy; and offers non-judgmental support and advocacy on a one-to-one basis as well as in
peer support groups. New Beginnings has programming for children and teens who have
witnessed and experienced violence, including resiliency-based programs. Though we serve a
small county, the need for services is great. We had advocates in Belknap County courts each
working day of this budget year. In the fiscal year 2010-2011 we provided services to 22 victims
who live in Center Harbor. The 22 victims produced 145 service contacts resulting in 138 units
of services. Some of these services were provided by our volunteers, who donated 21,898 service
hours.
New Beginnings also plays a significant role in the greater community. We run outreach
activities and offer education programs to businesses, clubs and groups. We also facilitate ageappropriate prevention programs for students in kindergarten through college, including topics
such as conflict resolution, bullying, healthy relationships, and dating and sexual violence. We
participate in many committees and commissions, including the Belknap County Family Violence
Prevention Council, a task force made up of community members and professionals initiated by
the Governor’s Commission to take a stand against domestic and sexual violence in our county,
and the Belknap County Sexual Assault Resource team.
We are | of 14 members of the NH Coalition Against Domestic and Sexual Violence, promoting
statewide networking and resource sharing among domestic violence and sexual assault
programs. The coalition is the evaluating body and administrator of state and federal contracts
that provide some funding for member programs.
Sincerely,
Kathy Keller

Kathy Keller
Executive Director
New Beginnings — Without Violence and Abuse

P.O. Box 622, Laconia, N.H. 03247-0622
www.newbeginningsnh.org

603.528.6511

email: help@newbeginningsnh.org
ye
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Inter-Lakes Day Care Center
In the fall of 2011, Inter-Lakes Day Care Center celebrated its 40™ anniversary with
balloons and cake. Having served thousands of children and two generations of families,
the board and staff of I-LDCC believe that high quality child care is important to lifelong
learning and has a lasting impact on later success in life. Thank you to the Town of
Center Harbor for their wholehearted support in this endeavor!
Inter-Lakes Day Care Center and Nursery School is a non-profit, licensed, tax-exempt
community child care and education agency, incorporated in 1971, that provides
exceptional and affordable, early care and education to a diverse group of children from
six weeks through twelve years of age. Inter-Lakes Day Care Center promotes child
development and family support for working parents through comprehensive infant,
toddler, preschool, and school age developmentally appropriate curriculum, engaging
children in activities that develop language and literacy through interactions, experiences,
and relationships with peers and teachers, beginning at birth. I-LDCC has always had a
deep concern for the well-being of the whole child while providing a stress-free, stable
environment. The State of New Hampshire recognizes I-LDCC as a Strengthening
Families Center and a Licensed Plus Center.
Inter-Lakes Day Care Center is open on a year-round basis at two sites from 6:30 AM to
5:30 PM, making it possible for parents to maintain employment. The Center offers a
full range of services including morning preschool programs, full and part-time child
care, summer and vacation enrichment camps, and USDA approved healthy meals and
snacks. The professional staff of Certified and Credentialed teachers strives to foster in
each child a sense of security, continuity, trust, autonomy, initiative and pride. Through
the federal Child Care and Development Block Grant Act and the State of New
Hampshire, tuition based on family size and income is available for parents who are
employed, in training, pursuing a degree or certificate, on job search or temporarily
disabled.

Again, many, many thanks to the Town of Center Harbor.

“9fay

Winnipesaukee Wellness Center

December 201 1

Dear Residents of the Town of Center Harbor:

The Winnipesaukee Wellness Center members thank you for your continued support of
the Center in 2011. As you may know, the Winnipesaukee Wellness Center is a
medically supervised program that is a self-supporting department of Lakes Region
General Hospital. Its mission is to promote health responsibility, to provide a safe,
comfortable site to exercise, to provide ongoing support and encouragement of healthy
lifestyle habits and to promote active lifestyles. The Center has been at the 78 Whittier
Highway location in Moultonborough for two years now and the site is working out well
for our clients. An Advisory Committee consisting of members, interested community
members, and LRGH management team meet monthly and oversee the Center’s
operations.
The Center depends on
member fees affordable
cent of the membership
available to them at the

the support from surrounding towns and fundraisers to keep the
for members of the community. During the past year, sixteen per
are residents of Center Harbor and benefit from the services
Center. The members range in age from 42-94.

The Center is open three days per week on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 6am to
4pm. The program is not just an exercise program as the members benefit from the
oversight and experience of a Registered Nurse who helps design an individualized
exercise program to meet their needs. The members also benefit from the social aspect of
the center and often attend luncheons or go to coffee after exercise which is an important
aspect of many members’ lives. The monthly fee for the program is $50.00 per person
and $80.00 per couple. Financial assistance is available to those who qualify.
We invite you to come and see the Center in action during the regular hours of operation
or call 253-1839 for information.
Sincerely,
The Winnipesaukee Wellness Center Advisory Committee

-76-
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January 4, 2012

To the Residents of Center Harbor:
Thank you for supporting Genesis Behavioral Health and contributing to the health
and wellness of our community!
The appropriation we received from the Town of Center Harbor’s 2011 budget helped us
support the cost of providing emergency mental health care to the residents of your town.
During Fiscal Year 2011 (July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011), a total of 16 Center Harbor
residents came to Genesis Behavioral Health seeking behavioral health care. The age
breakdown is as follows:
Age Range
Ages 1-17
Ages 18 — 59
Age 60 and over

Number of Patients
+
TA
l

We provided Emergency Services to 3 Center Harbor residents in Fiscal Year 2011.

The mission of Genesis Behavioral Health is to provide direct services that enhance the
emotional and mental health of our communities. We work with children, families, adults and

older adults to help them recover from mental illness. Improving one’s mental health
benefits the individual as well as the community in which they live.
Genesis Behavioral Health provides a variety of medically necessary services that help
people with mental illness increase their participation in the community. Mental health
treatment helps people foster fulfilling, strong relationships, maintain stable employment and
contribute to the good of the community. We work with your police and fire departments, as
well as local hospitals, to provide Emergency Services 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to any
resident of Center Harbor experiencing a mental health crisis, regardless of their ability to
pay.

Community matters
essential component
Services program.
3,270 individuals in

in community mental health. Support from the Town of Belmont is an
of our funding and is critical to the sustainability of the Emergency
Genesis Behavioral Health improved the health and quality of life for
our region in Fiscal Year 2011. On behalf of all of them, we thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret M. Pritchard, Executive Director
111 Church Street - Laconia, NH 03246 - Tel 603-524-1100 - Fax 603-528-0760 - www.genesisbh.org

is

Center Harbor, Meredith and Moultonborough

Community Caregivers
PO Box 78, Center Harbor, NH 03226
(603) 253-9275
www.chmmcommunitycaregivers.org

OUR MISSION CONTINUES
CHMM Community Caregivers was established 14 years ago as an outreach program of the Center
Harbor Congregational Church, and in 2004 became a separate nonprofit organization with an office
located in Harbor Square at 60 Whittier Highway in Moultonborough. Community Caregivers’
volunteers provide assistance to residents of Center Harbor, Meredith, and Moultonborough.
The mission of Center Harbor, Meredith, and Moultonborough Community Caregivers, Inc., a
nonprofit volunteer organization, is to provide supportive services and information for our
neighbors to assist them in their daily lives. Services include: transportation for medical and
personal appointments, friendly visits and phone calls, respite for family caregivers, and office
support as well as information and resource referrals.
Neighbors using our services tell us that our volunteers make a significant impact on their daily lives.
Many of our neighbors are elderly and our volunteers help them to remain independent. Community
Caregivers’ services are available to lend a helping hand to individuals and families of all ages who
are experiencing the need for our services.

Volunteers tell us that this is the most rewarding volunteer work that they have done. Recruitment is
ongoing and volunteer education programs are held several timesa year. At the 2011 Spirit of NH
Awards program, Volunteer NH recognized CHMM Community Caregivers for our outstanding
contributions to volunteerism and community service by awarding us the state's Outstanding
Champion Award in the nonprofit category. Please consider joining us in making a difference in our
community.

We do not charge for services, receive no government funding, and rely solely on charitable giving.
The ability of CHMM Community Caregivers to help our neighbors depends upon our Annual Appeal
letter campaign, donations, grants, and fundraising events.
2011

in review:

e 63 new neighbors registered
e 1187 services provided

e 41,000 + miles driven
e 3,800 volunteer hours recorded
Catherine Turgeon, Executive Director
CHMM Community Caregivers, Inc.

cturgeon.caregivers@gmail.com
Office: 253-9275
To request services: 253-9100

Center Harbor, Meredith and Moultonborough Community Caregivers, a volunteer organization,
provides supportive services and information for our neighbors to assist them in their daily lives.
Sri tee
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Town of Center Harbor

NOTICE
If you own real estate lots that were involuntarily
merged by municipal action, you may be able to have
those lots restored to their pre-merger status.
Your property may qualify if two or more lots were merged for
zoning, assessing, or taxation purposes and the merger occurred:
e During your ownership, without your consent; or
e Prior to your ownership, if no previous owner consented to
the merger.
To restore your property to pre-merger status, you must make a

written request to the Board of Selectmen no later than December
Sh) 01.63

Once restored your properties will once again become separate
lots. However, they must still conform to applicable land use
ordinances. Restoration does not cure non-conformity.
This notice must be:

e

Posted continuously in a public place from January 1, 2012 until December 31,
2016, and
e Published in the 2011 through 2015 Annual Report.
Read the full statute at RSA 674:39-aa Restoration of Involuntarily Merged Lots.
Town of Center Harbor, Board of Selectman

my =

December 29, 2011

Notes
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REAL ESTATE

ASSESSMENTS

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES

assesse)

ASSESSED|ASSESSED|
TOTAL
LAND
BUILDING |ASSESSED

LOCATION

[212-010-000-0000 [117 KEEWAYDINROAD
17
KEEWAYDINREALTYTRUST
|
$1,654,100] $461,000] _$2,115,100]
[212-019-000-0000_[141FORBESROAD
S31
FORBES ROADREALTYTRUST
|
$1,657,800] $356,700] $2,014,500)
206-002-000-0000 [611 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
[611 CENTER HARBOR NECK RD NOMINEE TRUST | $1,383,700] _ $591,100] _$1,974,800)
}208-028-000-0000 [493 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
ACKLEY, ETHEL
|
$1,157,500] $67,600] $1,225,100)
[216-012-000-0000 [166 FOLLETTROAD
ADAMS, RICHARDT& JEFFREYS
|
$97,000] _ $179,600] _ $276,600
102-023-000-0000__[S3PLYMOUTH STREET
ADAMS, STEVENM
$85,800]
$122,700] $208,500)
[224-012-000-0000 [20 HAWKINSPOND ROAD
CJADAMS,BURDETTES& CYNTHIA
|
$97,300] _ $166,600] _ $263,900)
[226-014-000-0000__ [47 BARTLETTHILLROAD
CADSC REALESTATELLC
|S
$129,700] $33,300] _ $163,000]
221-050-000-0000_[24TUFTSLANE
AHMADI, ARASH ROYAL&MICHELLENAI
|
$83,600] $242,800] _ $326,400]
226-007-000-0000 [127 WAUKEWANROAD
CALLEN, BRIAN,
$91,800]
$0] $91,800
221-021-000-0000__ [30 FAIRWAY HEIGHTSROAD
CALLEN, CHARLES BRADFORD & SUSANANN __|_ $212,700] __ $302,500] __ $515,200)
1102-040-000-0000_ [BEANROAD
CALLEN, RONALD J & CUTLER, KALLEY
|S $71,500]
$087,500
1102-008-000-0000__[60CHASECIRCLE
CALLEN, WILLIAM& BOYLE,LYNNE
|
$115,700] __$181,200] __$296,900)
227-020-000-0000__[27RIDGEBERRYLANE
CALTAVESTA,JOELR&HELENR
|S
$99,000] __$229,700] __ $328,700)
[208-056-000-0000__ [OFFANTHONROAD
CAMBROSEBROS,INC
CT
83,500]
$0] $3,500
1208-057-000-0000[ANTHONROAD
TC
CAMBROSELOGGINGCOINC
|
881,300]
$0] $81,300
1105-002-000-0000 [461 WAUKEWANROAD
CT
CAMIRALIAN, DONALDT_
$337,500] $162,900] _ $500,400)
221-033-000-0000 [43 BEAVERSIDEDRIVE —JAMRICH, JOHNF&NANCYQ
|
$100,600]
$0]__—$:100,600)
1220-045-000-0000__[73COLLEGEROAD
CJANDERSEN, RONALDH&SUSANJ
|
$158,700] $232,600] _ $391,300]
$2,546,200
1104-019-000-0026__ [WAUKEWANROAD_
SANDERSON, STEVES BETH
TSO]
$11,200] $11,200)
217-011-000-0000__ [92 BUTTERFIELDROAD
CIANSORG, MICHAEL & PATRICIAMN _|_
$284,300] _ $349,900] _ $634,200
$271,200]
_ $422,700)
[219-004-000-0000 [221 COEHILLROAD
TT
AQUILLA, THOMAST&ELIZABETHM
|
$159,331] $458,800] $618,131)
226-050-000-0000__ [227 WAUKEWANROAD
ARCHAMBAULT, GEQE & TATYANAV
|
$86,700] __ $130,500] _ $217,200
}226-049-000-0000__ [215 WAUKEWANROAD
SC
JARCHAMBAULT,GEORGEE
|
864,100] $30,600] __ $94,700
1102-057-000-0000_[42PLYMOUTHSTREET —CARTISANHOUSELLC
$240,000] $161,500] $401,500
[214-040-000-0000 [34 OVERLOOKDRIVE
TT
JASHEY, JOHNJ& THIBEAU, SUEC TRUSTS
|___— $9,900] __ $202,700] _ $294,600)
1102-060-000-0004 [12E MAINSTREET,CONDO #4
JASQUAMREALESTATELLC
|
$20,400] $72,700] __— $93,100)
1102-060-000-0005 _|12EMAINSTREET,CONDO #5
[ASQUAMREALESTATELLC
|
$20,400] $50,100] $70,500)
$90,100
1102-060-000-0007__|12F MAINSTREET,CONDO #7
JASQUAMREALESTATELLC
|
$12,000] $45,600] _ $57,600)
1102-060-000-0013 [12D MAINSTREET,CONDO#13_
JASQUAMREALESTATELLC
|S
$74,400] $160,500] _ $234,900)
[208-002-000-0000__[CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
[AUDUBON SOCIETYOFNH
|
$59,036]
$0] $59,036
1216-024-000-0000 [184 COEHILLROAD
CJAVRUTINE,ANTHONY & SHARON
|
$136,900] $235,800] _ $372,700)
209-022-000-0000__|HIGHHAITHROAD_
BABAR REALTY AND DEVELOPEMENT, LLC
| $5,300]
$0]__—$5,300)
226-076-000-0000___ [276 WAUKEWANROAD
IBAGGALEY,DANIELG_
$126,600] $221,800] _ $348,400)
1102-059-000-0000__|34PLYMOUTH STREET
CBAILEYPARKPROPERTIESLLC
|
$346,500] $414,500] _ $761,000]
216-018-000-0000__ [116 FOLLETTROAD
CBALLANCE, KENNETH
$93,800]
$175,500] _ $269,300)
203-001-000-0000_ [HIGHHAITHROAD_ OT
IBANDTEL,KARLE
$680,100]
$43,800] _ $723,900)
203-002-000-0000_ [HIGH HAITHROAD_
TT
BANDTEL,KARLE
852,261,100]
$0] $2,261,100
1102-029-000-0000__[82DANEROAD_
TT
IBANKOSH, KATHERINEE
|
$54,600] $1,500] $56,100)
1103-004-000-0000_ [WHITTIERHIGHWAY_
BARE, MARYLAMPREYETAL
|
$122,500] $2,000] __ $124,500
103-024-000-0000
[218-003-000-0000 [132 WHITTIERHIGHWAY_CIBARKER
1990 TRUST, JILDAB
|
$992,740] $281,600] $1,274,340)
1225-012-000-0000__[363PIPERHILLROAD
CIBASCOM, JAMES &ANGELLA
$133,918] $143,600] _$277,518]
205-010-000-0000__ [90OWL'SHEADROAD
BEAL, ALEXANDERETAL
$1,469,200] _ $137,300] $1,606,500
}205-003-000-0000 [27 OWL'SHEADROAD_
BEAL, MARGARETETAL
st
«$1,715,700] $298,600] $2,014,300
209-019-000-0000
1222-022-000-0000__[30ELLIOTROAD
I
BEAUDIN, NOELLE K& ROBINSON, THOSS ___|_$103,000] __ $161,100] __$264,100
}206-003-000-0000_|625 CENTER HARBOR NECKROAD_[BECKETT, GAIL P REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST __|_$1,394,200] _$79,700|_$1,473,900]
215-035-000-0000___|19FORBESROAD
CBEEM,ROBTC& CYNTHIA
|
$87,919] $179,100] $267,019]
214-001-000-0000___|HOLDERNESSLINE
BEI
HOMESTEAD REVTRUSTOF 2009
| $3,300]
S0|_—*$3,300
}222-026-000-0000__[HOLDERNESSLINE
BEI
HOMESTEAD REVTRUSTOF 2009
| $3,660]
$0]_—«$:3,660)
$74,800] $159,400]
221-018-000-0000__ [11 FAIRWAY HEIGHTSROAD
BELL,RUTH
$146,400]
$249,800] _ $396,200]
1215-012-000-0000__ |COLLEGEROAD
TC
CSBENNETT,ELLENFD
$850]
SO]
$850
215-013-000-0000___|{102COLLEGEROAD
BENNETT, ELLENFD
$189,147] $100,400] __$289,547
215-016-000-0000_ [103,111 COLLEGEROAD
TT
CBENNETT,ELLENFD
|
$199,630] $311,300] $510,930)
1215-017-000-0000.. 2 |DANE ROAD 50 ssi Devs Sats ik |BENNETT Te ELLEN: Be00sec
| ee
| [S|
ee tes
}220-012-000-0000__[110KEYSERROAD
CIBENNETT,EVERETT&LAURAG
|
$94,900] $222,400] __ $317,300)
}211-007-000-0000___|26GARDENWALLLANE
BENOIT, GREGORY &CAROLE
|
$122,700] $165,700] _ $288,400)
211-009-000-0000___ [16 GARDEN WALLLANE
BENOIT, PETER& KAREN
$125,400] $186,100] __$311, 500)
}226-081-000-0000__ [15 WOODRIDGEROAD
TC
IBERGHORN,JRGERARDF & JACQUELINE
|__ $151,500] $312,000] _ $463,500
}229-004-000-0000__—|157 PRESTONROAD
CBERKLEY,FORESTC
$126,700] $119,800] _ $246,500)
}223-007-000-0000__|918WINONAROAD
OO
CIBERRYMAN,PETERI
$199,300]
$66,500] _ $265,800)
}226-066-000-0000__|SKYWATCHRD_CIBERTHOLET,
RAYMONDAJR&KIMA
|
$237,100]
$0] __—$.237, 100)
220-009-000-0000
220-005-000-0000__[13TUTTLEROAD
TT
CBIGELOW,RCINC
$126,271]
$189,900] _ $316,171]
1105-008-000-0000__ [495 WAUKEWAN ROAD
CBILLIN, CAROLEAREVOCABLETRUST
|
$505,800] _ $362,100] __ $867,900)
}227-015-000-0000__|OFFROUTE3
TT
CSBIRD, KENTJRTRUST
|
817,900] ___—$0]__—$:17, 900)
1101-009-000-0000__|SSTURTEVANTBEACHROAD
BISHOP 1997 REVOCABLETRUST
|
$167,500] _— $96,900] __$264,400)
102-067-000-0000__—[20LAKESTREET —CBISSONNETTE,
JAMES &ELIZABETH
|
$575,300] $48,000] __$123,300)
208-010-000-0000
104-005-000-0000__[BROOKSIDELANE
BLAIR, DONALDP&JOHNA
852,000]
$0] $52,000
104-011-000-0000__[38BROOKSIDELANE
BLAIR, DONALDP&JOHNA
$213,800] $51,100] _ $264,900)
105-001-000-0000
-86-

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
M&L

101-007-000-0000

LOCATION

LAND

104-014-000-0000
[208-003-000-0000 CENTER HARBOR NECKROAD ______ [BORELLA,BARRYT
214-043-000-0000

~~~‘

|
|

s6a7ool

BUILDING

|ASSESSED

sol $64,709]

$1,350,900] $163,300] $1,514,200
$1,224,200| so} _$1,224.200
__s9.775[ so $9,775

212-039-000-0000 |NEWMAN ROAD
215-001-000-0000 [DANE ROAD

|BRASHARES, LEWISO&EDITHN
|BRASHARES, LEWISO&EDITHN

218-004-000-0000
F104-019-000-0003_|WAUKEWAN ROAD
104-019-000-0001_|WAUKEWAN
ROAD
226-059-000-0000

$1,319,300
|BREITHAUPT, DANIELLE. __~~~-|
$0 $6700 $6,700
|BREITHAUPT,
DOUGLAS________|
so] $7,800} $7,800]

221-010-000-0000|WOODRIDGEROAD_—=s—=S—SCSBROWN,
JEFFREYS EMARLENES
| $159,100] $0] $159,100
101-008-000-0000
102-051-000-0000
F104-019-000-0041___|WAUKEWAN ROAD
|BURNS,ED& RONNIE —~———S—SCS ~——~S=«SO| $5,200) $5,200]
102-015-000-0000
226-010-000-0000
207-006-000-0000
$1,410,700] $195,700] $1,606,400
213-002-000-0000
104-019-000-0024 |WAUKEWAN ROAD
CALLAHAN,
&HOLLY—SSSSSCSCSCS*~dCSCSC*CS*«CSOY~—_—=«RG
JAKE
BOO]__—_—86,800
[229-005-000-0000___|PRESTONROAD
CALLAHAN, JOHNH &HOLLYA
|
876400] $0] _$76,400
'105-009-000-0000
__|WAUKEWAN ROAD
§251,400| $375,500
221-027-000-0000
102-075-000-0000
[219-005-000-0000__|COEHILLROAD___|CAMPBELL,LEONARD&NAN————S*d
SSCS 708 ——=«S]_—$1,704
221-052-000-0000
/102-902-000-00B2_|BOATHOUSESSSSCSCSCSC*CNTWEELLFAMILYTRUST
___——S—Sd?~SSSC«$O| $17,300] $11,300]
[104-019-000-0002__ |WAUKEWAN ROAD
|CARNES, RICHARD& KATHY ———s—=CSCSC~‘idSC“‘C;SC‘#SOWCC*#SOW’CSOC*C*C‘*SO
[104-019-000-0034__|WAUKEWAN ROAD
|CARNEY,RICK& CAROLS
$0| $7,200] $7,200]
/104-019-000-0039_|WAUKEWAN ROAD
SCART
KEN MAUREEN
—————~dY~SSCSCS~«SO| $8,200] $8,200)
[208-014-000-0000___|SQUAMLAKE ___———=—SCSCARTY, JAMES 1995 LIVING TRUST _____—+| __$7,175| $0] __$7,175]
[208-013-000-0000___|OFF MOUSE ROAD
|CARTY, JAMES PJRLIVING TRUST
| $436,379] $0] $436,379]
[208-015-000-0000__|MOUSE ROAD
|CARTY, JAMES PJRLIVING TRUST
| $499,400] $0] $499,400]
[211-011-000-0000__|314, 318 DANE ROAD
[212-051-000-0000___|NEWMAN ROAD
|CARTY, JAMES PJRLIVING TRUST
| $106,800] ____$0| _$106,800]
[212-052-000-0000__ |NEWMAN ROAD
|CARTY, JAMES PJRLIVING TRUST_____| $107,100] $0] _$107,100
102-072-000-0000
[208-038-000-0000__ |CENTER HARBOR NECKRD ___|CENTERHARBORNECKRD
REALTY
| $72,100] _____—‘$0|__$72,100
$985,300
[102-003-000-0000___ |PLYMOUTH STREET
|CENTERHARBOR, TOWNOF
|
$150,000] $0] _$150,000
102-061-000-0000___|MAIN
STREET
|CENTERHARBOR, TOWNOF_
|
$235,000[ $0] _$295,000
102-076-000-0000
205-001-000-0000___|HIGHHAITH
ROAD
|CENTERHARBOR, TOWNOF
|
$605,700] $0] $605,700]
[211-022-000-0000___|DANEROAD
———=S~SSSSSSSCSCSCENTEER
HARBOR, TOWNOF
|
$14,400] $0] __$14,400
214-027-000-0000
Ak

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
M&L

LOCATION

LAND

BUILDING

|ASSESSED

[215-003-000-0000_ [DANEROAD
TT
CICENTERHARBOR,TOWNOF
$2,900]
$0|___—$:2, 900
[215-011-000-0000__[COLLEGEROAD
CT
CICENTERHARBOR,TOWNOF
|
$4,400]
$01,400}
[220-004-000-0000_ |KEYSERROAD
(CENTER HARBOR, TOWNOF
|
$95,800]
$0] _—$.95,800
[220-036-000-0000 [175 DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY
[CENTER HARBOR, TOWNOF
|
$97,400] $83,300] _ $180,700
[221-017-000-0000 |OFFROUTE3
TT
CICENTER HARBOR, TOWNOF
$600]
S0]__—$:600
[222-027-000-0000_|PIPERHILLROAD
CENTER HARBOR,TOWNOF
$70,300]
$0|_—$ 70,300
[225-009-000-0000_|PIPERHILLROAD ICENTERHARBOR,TOWNOF
$73,200]
$0|_—$73,200)
[230-005-000-0000_|WINONAROAD
(CENTER HARBOR,TOWNOF
|
$130,500]
$0|_— $10,500)
[211-010-000-0000__|30NEWMANROAD[CERUTTIFAMILYTRUSTAGREEMENT
|
$132,200] $434,700] _ $566,900)
[218-010-000-0000__|49 WHITTIERHIGHWAY_
CHASE, TREVOR&DANA
$122,598] $226,500] _ $349,098)
[201-005-000-0000__|SMALLDUCKISLAND
ST
ICHEEVER, HOLLY
852,000]
$0]___ $52,000
[201-006-000-0000_[DUCKISLANDSS
ICHEEVER, HOLLY,
$208,700]
$0]_—$:208, 700
104-019-000-0020_ |WAUKEWAN ROAD
SICHIASSON, FRANK& DENISE
|
SO]
$4,500] __—$4,500
$733,000] $1,943,400
[223-003-000-0000 900 WINONAROAD
CHUTE, JEANNE
8567,800] $118,800] _ $680,600]
[214-010-000-0000 [351 DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY
[CHVIRUK,EDWARDJ
$87,900]
$64,900] _ $152,800)
[208-005-000-0000__|265 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
CLAPP, CHRISTAG
$164,300] $130,700] _ $295,000]
[208-024-000-0000_[33APRILLANE OT
CCLARKE,ROBERTA
$1,667,900] $844,400] $2,512,300]
104-019-000-0004_ [WAUKEWANROAD
CLINCH, DOUG &CHERYL
TSO
85,200] __ $5,200
/101-036-000-0000__|226HIGHHAITHROAD_
SC [COGGSWELL FAMILYNOMINEE TRUST
[|_$83,200] $200,200] _$283,400]
[216-007-000-0000 [22 BUTTERFIELDROAD
COKER, CHERYLA & SEITZINGER, KIMBERLY K___|__ $133,900] __ $366,400] _ $500,300]
[221-004-000-0000 [83 WAUKEWANROAD
SC
COLBATH,ERICR&SPENCER,KIMG
|
$120,200] $116,700 _ $236,900]
104-012-000-0000___|26 MAYO SHORESLANE
COLEMAN, CAROLINEM
$373,800] _ $66,500] _ $440,300)
1102-060-000-0014 [18 MAINSTREET, CONDO #14
COLLINSBROOKLLC
$110,600] $481,400] _ $592,000
[230-012-000-0000__|644WINONAROAD_
COLLINS, KATHLEEN REVTRUSTOF 2009
| $137,200] _—$58,400| _$195,600]
[208-037-000-0000 [300 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
[CONCANNON, WILLIAMP
$156,700] $215,600] _ $372,300)
[208-048-000-0000__[12COVEROAD
TC
CONDOJANI, STANLEYS&SANDRAE
|__$172,900] _ $296,000] _ $468,900]
[223-009-000-0000 [975 WINONAROAD_
(CONVERSE ETAL,RUDOLPH
|S
$97,400] __ $117,000] _ $214,400
[223-010-000-0000__[WINONAROAD
CS
CONVERSEETAL,RUDOLPH
$76,500]
$0|___—$ 76,500)
[223-011-000-0000__ |WINONAROAD
CONVERSE, RUDOLPHK&BETTYW
$139,300] ——$0|_—$139,300)
104-007-000-0000 [32 BROOKSIDELANE
[CONWAY JR, JAMES & LINDA
|
$331,600] _ $68,200] _ $399,800)
[207-005-000-0000 [527 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD [COOASHAUKEECLUBINC
$1,654,200]
_ $121,400] _$1,775,600
[226-011-000-0000 tN,|PIPER HILISROAD SiiimminmeE fc” S58 at COOKSIOUN Sammiemr pre
eek
$200] wee $0] ee $200)
[225-017-000-0000 (iit, PIPER HILISROAD su saanan ent een aiyivse COOK ROHN Seams 25
Weis $306)
S30) ss $396)
COOK, JOHN
Laine $641] Gale iow $0)enmeee $641)
COOK, JOHN
1102-025-000-0000__|61
PLYMOUTH STREET
COOK, ROBERTW
$159,200] $242,700)
$1,026,359
1201-002-000-0000 [LONG ISLAND SQUAMLAKE
(COOLIDGE,PETERJ
|
C8497]
SOSA
[201-003-000-0000__|60, 70LONG ISLAND
(COOLIDGE,ROBERT_
CTC $840,674] $149,300] _ $789,974
102-014-000-0000_|21CHASECIRCLE
SC
COPPO, ROBERT& MARILYN
$107,700] _ $143,000] _ $250,700)
[226-087-000-0000 __ |WOODRIDGEROAD
COPPOLA, BRUNOL&SHARONL
|
$143,400]
$0] $143,400)
[230-003-000-0000 [601 WINONAROAD
COREY, SHERYL
|
$110,000] _ $208,000] _ $318,000
[227-006-000-0000 [42 DANIELWEBSTERHWY
SS
[CORSO, RICHARDF&KATHRYNM
|
$75,200] __ $138,200] _ $213,400]
[214-023-000-0000 [426 DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY
ss
[COST,RHONDAJ
$81,300] _ $96,900] _ $178,200
[220-046-000-0000__|81COLLEGEROAD
SC
[COUDERT, EARL BARTON 2006REVTRUST __|_—_—‘$149,000] _ $86,200] _ $235,200)
105-019-000-0000_ [CAMPROAD
COURTNEY, WENDYK
|
«86,900] ___—$0]__—$.6,900
[221-016-000-0003_ 1SEAGLERIDGEROADUNIT3
COX, ELIZABETHG TRUST
$160,000] _ $195,000] _ $355,000]
[209-001-000-0000__[CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
CRAIG, DAVIDJTRUST_
8582]
_—858|
}209-002-000-0000__[CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
(CRAIG, DAVID TRUST
857,450]
$3,600] _—$11,050)
1209-003-000-0000___ [CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
CRAIG, DAVIDJTRUST
$599]
$0]
$599
[209-004-000-0000___[CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
(CRAIG, DAVID TRUST
8478]
SO]
8478
[209-005-000-0000__|CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
CRAIG, DAVIDJTRUST_—
C8678]
S]C«8G 7B
1209-006-000-0000___[CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
(CRAIG, DAVIDJTRUST
TC
8GBG]S0]_8BG
[209-007-000-0000___[CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
(CRAIG, DAVIDJTRUST_
868]
SO]
868
1209-008-000-0000___[CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
CRAIG, DAVIDJTRUST
8697]
SOS 97
101-031-000-0000
[212-022-000-0000__|153FORBESROAD_
TT
CCREDITSHELTERTRUST
$1,468,500]
_ $98,000] $1,566,500
1214-036-000-0000 [27 OVERLOOK DRIVE
|CRETEAU,LYNNEMREVTRUST
|
$83,600] _ $113,800] _ $197,400]
1226-012-000-0000__ [157 WAUKEWANROAD_ OT
CRICKETTRUST
$162,700]
$304,400] _ $467,100)
1101-024-000-0000___[53BAYDRIVE
TC
|CROWE, GLORIANN 2000 TRUST
|
$869,000] _ $91,500] _ $960,500)
1101-025-000-0000__[BAYDRIVE
TC
|CROWE, GLORIANN 2000TRUST
$13,400]
$0]__—$13,400
1102-017-000-0000__|38CHASECIRCLE
TC
|CUTTER, DAVID & SHONE, JACQUELINE
| _—$90,300] __$122,600] _ $212,900
[208-025-000-0000___|447 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
DAHL, ROBERT&LESLIE
$2,191,474] $1,279,600] $3,471,074]
[212-002-000-0000__|224COLLEGEROAD
CC
(DAMONETAL
$51,669,785] $455,300] $2,125,085
215-019-000-0000_ |JDANEROAD
TC
JDAMONETAL
$1,508,128] __ $20,400] $1,528,528
[218-002-000-0000__|WHITTIERHIGHWAY_
CC JDANE EDWARD &ARABELLA
|
$5,115]
S085, 115
218-009-000-0000__[WHITTIERHIGHWAY_
DANE, EDWARD &ARABELLA
|
$14,500]
$0] $14,500)
[218-005-000-0000__|WHITTIERHIGHWAY
CC JDANERETILERNESTBJR
|
89,741]
$089,741
216-020-000-0000__[88FOLLETTROAD
TT
CJDANE TTRUST,EDWARD
$98,294]
$173,200] _ $271,494
[216-021-000-0000__ [COEHILLROAD
TC
JDANETTRUST,EDWARD
CC
$61,382] $1,100] $62,482]
217-001-000-0000__[2, 200NEMILEISLAND
SS
JDANETRUST,EDWARD
$484,391]
$63,500] $547,891
$2,975]
$0] __—*$:2,975 |
1217-005-000-0000___ [140 WHITTIERHIGHWAY
SC
IDANETRUST,EDWARD
$1,316,450] _ $484,600] $1,801,050
[211-004-000-0000 [DANEROAD
(DANE TRUST, HERBERTPRATT
|
$51,129]
$0] $51,129)
[216-022-000-0000_[COEHILLROAD
DANE, ARABELLA
$113,900] ____—$0]_$113,900
$1,107,875]
$211,200] $1,319,075
-88-

ie eR
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eg
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LAND

BUILDING

|ASSESSED

216-001-000-0000_ =|[COEHILLROAD—————“‘(;W.CN‘DANEYEBREALESTATETRUST
—s—_ “$ss———CisdT:«CCé$9,598] ~~ SO] $9,598
211-012-000-0000__[308DANEROAD——
——“‘CS*~C~C~C~C~C~C~CCCCCC[DANE,EDW NATHAN
—“‘“CSC*CSCSCSCSCSCSCSCSCC#S$ 105,763] $218,900] $324,663
211-013-000-0000
Betee002 000-0000 Ser FOLEE 1 1ROAD 80) 05 Go) ah a
pct DANE) EDWARD Ns)
3
ghee fe $8775) ~ > $0). x. » $9,775
241-025-000-0000_.
|DANEROAD 5)
ee JOANE, EDWARDTRUST. =
82,976]
$0] = $2,978
217-006-000-0000
$1,378,663
226-037-000-0000__ [94BARTLETTHILLROAD —————C—~—‘C [DANFORTH BARBARALCC~C—‘iLCSC(CS*=C«dSA,ZOO]
~— $91,200] $182,400)
226-089-000-0000
102-033-000-0000
'214-006-000-0000 _[329DANIELWEBSTERHIGHWAY—C—C‘SAAVIS,
DONALDS.
—“‘“CS;™SC;C*C*C‘SYCC#SG 2,700] — $65,200] $127,900
214-005-000-0000
102-053-000-0000
'226-073-000-0000__|[52PIPERHILLROAD—————“‘CSCC~C[DELLAVEGAACIROETAL—“‘SSC#dC:«CC#S
148,800] ~— $208,100] —_$356,900]
222-011-000-0000_ _|[159MCCRILLISHILLROAD———‘“C;CC[DEGRRACE,
JEANNIE & DAVID
—CsdT(C $88,364] $163,100] $251,461
1205-017-000-0000__[384HIGHHAITHROAD—————C—C—~—CSCIDELLENBAUGGH,
GEOFFREY & JOANNA
|
$1,398,700] $270,400] $1,669,100
205-018-000-0000. |HIGHHAITHROAD ———C—“‘SSC#*dNDELLENBAUGH
INC
C“(‘SCtédrL:COWC‘C#S7,639{ ~-—s$O|_—S$7,639)
217-009-000-0000__— |69BUTTERFIELDROAD——— ——“‘*‘“CSC*CSCSCSCSC DELUCA, MEROPEEDAYOSSCCC*d|;:«~SCSs«$3:15,500]
— $234,600] $550,100)
'224-015-000-0000__[759WINONAROAD—————“‘CSSCS(DEMME,
STEPHANIE ——i‘(;!
Cd
S$ 71,500] ~— $88,700] $160,200)
1101-039-000-0000__ |SINGINGEAGLEROAD.—“‘CSC#C#W‘NTTON,
DAVID. SHARPLES
i“ (s—“‘(CSCCOC(*#d:*COCéS4GWOH ~—C SO] $46,700)
1103-008-000-0000 _|22LAKEVIEWLANDINGLANE ——“‘(SWCC(DESANTIS,SCOTT —
—“‘C;SWC(C#@d:«CG$4,212,400/'- $1,323,900] $2,536,300)
103-009-000-0000___
[LAKEVIEWLANDINGLANE
——————~—“‘CS™COC#*‘@ESSANTIS, SCOTT —— (—( —“‘(C;CSCC~CYT~Cé$50,100{_—~—
SO] $50,100]
1102-056-000-0000_ |44PLYMOUTHSTREET—s——
CSC~—~—‘—CSCIDESSQUZA, KATHLEEN
C—“‘SCOC#C«SCC#S 73,800 ~— $270,000] _—'$343,800)
1103-007-000-0000_ [DEWPOINTLANE
_—s—“—‘(CC™CC[/DEWDDRROPFFARMSLLC
ti‘ ;C“‘CSLCé‘C$W SQ]CCCOSQ]SCCCéS
220-04 1-000-0000
229-002-000-0000__[29PRESTONROAD——
—~—“‘CSSC*C#SIDIONNNE, ROBERTP&LIANNEC
sd]
$128,306] ~—$172,500] $300,806)
1103-038-000-0000__|20COEHILLROAD
—— ——“‘(W.CCCCCC(DODGE,CHRISTOPERBCi(‘(;wCC‘“‘(’S’NCC#CCC#SS89,700] ~—$233,800] —_—'$323,500)
eee
0. DONQmEmNKEEWAYOIN ROAD Sie » jules ge RAS Jo & |DOG'COVE CORFE 8 Py
met
$Ofe
$0} oe $0)
1103-005-000-0000 [270 WHITTIERHIGHWAY.———C—~—~—C—CSCSCSC
[DOLE JOAN
w—“‘CSOS*S*s*S*S*C~C~C~C~C~C~C~C~C~C~C~C~COYF CSS555,60O] — $236,400] $792,000
214-044-000-0000
105-010-000-0000
221-016-000-0001___ |16EAGLERIDGEROADUNIT1 —s————CS(DOOYLE,WMJ&MARYJ
ss
CC~C“‘iL:CSC#S 160,000 — $176,200] $336,200
208-033-000-0000
|CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
—————SS—SCIDRRENKHAHNN,RICHARDG&DIANEC
dT Ss $29,800] ~~
SO] $29,800
208-058-000-0000
225-010-000-0000__(|287,295PIPERHILLROAD —s——C—“C;C[DUMAIS,STEVENR—“‘CSC#*drL:CSC¥“C#+S 147,713 $556,200] $703,913
1224-023-000-0000___[702WINONAROAD ———————C—~—~—“‘CSCWDUNSCCOMBE,ARTHUR@&ALTHEA
sd] Ss$278,800] — $60,000] $338,800)
222-029-000-0000___|MCCRILLISHILLROAD
——“—;C™CC [DUPONT
i—“(’CCC“(‘(*&SC;s‘C(@N®:sS“(SS4:4,«8:2GHP————
GENE PP
SO] $11,828
212-034-000-0000_ _[36KLINEROAD—— —“‘C;SC*™CSCSCSC[DUPUIS,LUKE&ELLIOTT,ANNS
sd] SS $143,400] $516,100] $659,500)
220-016-000-0000. = |7OKEYSERRD— w—S—“*;C*~SC*C—C~C—C—C—C—CCCCC[DURREN, DAVIDRR& DONNA
Cd: CS «$99,500] — $81,300] — $180,800
214-021-000-0000
1220-035-000-0000 [167 DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY———SC(DUREN,EVERETTM&NANCYM
ss]
$101,200] $238,900] $340,100)
DUREN, JEFFREY
DUSSAULT, JOSEPH P & JACALYN K
1103-013-000-0000_ = [DEWPOINTLANE
——“‘(WC(DUYMAZLAR,EROL
i‘ wCC*C‘“‘($RS’NTCOCC#CSSBWGOO}~—— $sCSS] $508,600)
1103-015-000-0000_ |24DEWPOINTLANE ———“‘SSCCCCCC(DUYMAZLAR, JANEEREVTRUSTOF 2008
| $1,159,000] $712,300] $1,871,300
1103-012-000-0000 |WHITTIERHIGHWAY—“—~—CS~s~SCSCSCSCSCSCO[DUYMACZLAR,
MEHMET.
—“‘(s:~*‘“‘CSC#*CL:SCOC*C#C#SS8G47:OO}«~=— $44,900] $131,600)
1103-014-000-0000_ = |DEWPOINTLANE ——C—C—C—C—CCC™CC[DUYMAZLAR,MEHMETH
—(
—~“‘CSC#d:«SC#+SSS}QO,GOOOQ] ~—— SO] $501,600)
226-032-000-0000__[11PINEKNOLLDRIVE
————C—C([DWYEER, BEVERLYY—“(wsts~—“‘CSC*C*C*C*C*sdCL:C*C‘éS Gz“
$35,600] — $122,400)
224-018-000-0000__|WINONAROAD
_——
C—“‘(.CCCC(OWYER,EDWARD
i“ (e—“‘COCOC*C*C*dCYL:CW™C#idS732«869°—Ciws“(:CSC $73,869)
1224-025-000-0000_|710WINONAROAD—
C—~—~—“‘CO#*(DWYERXCEDWARD—i(wsC—“‘CONCOC*C#dCL:SC¥C#«S 290,938] ~— $117,600] — $408,538)
1102-063-000-0000_[326WHITTIERHIGHWAY—C—~—CSCSE.M.HEATHUING
TC“ C~C“‘CSNSCOC#C#C‘#dCL:C#:S#«S125;,200/~— $152,300] $277,500)
1104-018-000-0000 [451 WAUKEWANROAD_————C—C—~—C“C‘(SCCCC(EARL,GEORGE—“‘“‘(‘(‘(‘CSWCCCCCCCC*:~Cé«$496;200/
882,775] $578,975)
1104-019-000-0000 [446 WAUKEWANROAD _———C—C—C—~—“‘SC(EARZL,GEORGE—“‘“‘(‘(‘(‘(‘(‘(‘(‘(CS™CCC@*:«C
«$381 851] $232,775] $614,126
Bat-une 000-0016 mE IWAUKEWAN ROAD Sabine |) Shag [EARL GEORGE Ny fe ee
eee
$0} ee 2 $0] ee $0
Been
zaae IWVALUIKEWAN ROADS Miwa Us 5
| |EARLSGEORGE AS oo ee
Le
SOL).
$0f
$0
1220-040-000-0000_|WAUKEWANROAD
ssi“ wC™~—“‘CS™SC [EARL,GEORGE—“‘(‘C‘(C;C;WCOCO*OC#C#C#C(‘“#RY’NUN:WSLEC<N$C#$#UN SSG, GOKD—»-»-—s«$0}—S ‘$9,600
229-003-000-0000_ = |PRESTONROAD— w—“‘SCSCSCSCSCSCN EARL, GEORGETF&MARYLL
COL
$162,300] ~~
$0] $162,300)
1101-018-000-0000__[14WESTBAYCIRCLE
———C——.____|EAST STREETASSOCLTDPARTERSHIP—s|_ $723,800] — $77,800] _ $801,600)
EISAMAN, CLARENCE & NANCY
ELBAUM, MARC S & CHRISTINE A
ELCOCK, JAMES L & KATHLEEN J
$908,000
ELCOCK, WALTER E
ELLIOT, PEGGY P REV TRUST
|
$122,500]
ss $0] ~—-$122,500)
ELMORE, WILLIAM C ET AL
EPSTEIN, JASON A
212-047-000-0000_ =|NEWMANROAD——~—“‘(®WCCCCOCOC(ERGREALTYTRUST.
i“ (C—“‘C;™COC*C*C*@YL:CSC‘é«SBN4OT—s— =$s— SO] $82,200)
212-049-000-0000 =|NEWMANROAD——~—“‘(®$NCSCCOCCCCCCOC(ERGREALTYTRUST
OC“
C~“‘CNSCOC#C#C#C#C:C#OWSC#CSSA06,700|”_—s $0] =~ $106,700]
ERICKSON, RICHARD & BARBARA
ERVING, CATHERINE A & ERIC D
ESPE, ESTELLE ET AL
FAGEN, LESTER J & TRUDY S
FAIRBANKS, WM J & PRISCILLA J
FANCHER, FRANKLIN & MARY

FARRINGTON TRUST, ROBERT & SYLVIA
FEELY REV TRUST, MURIEL A
FEELY REV TRUST, MURIEL A

205-012-000-0000__|

$223,700

$359,400

$70,600
IFETTING, MARKR&SMITH,GEORGIAD
| S$94,000]
$0]
$94,000

-89-

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
M&L

LOCATION

1221-003-000-0000__|69 WAUKEWAN ROAD

FIELDS, RICHARD JR

LAND

BUILDING

|ASSESSED

$154,300] $252,700] _ $407,000]
$1,222,800
1102-047-000-0000___|9KELLEYCOURT
FISHER, VIRGINIAL,
857,800]
$130,300] $188,100
[217-004-000-0000__|160 WHITTIERHIGHWAY_
FISKE REALTY TRUST
$1,285,700] $276,500] $1,562,200
[219-008-000-0000__|FOLLETTROAD_CFITZGERALDINVESTMENTSLLC
|
86,624]
$0]
$6,624
[220-006-000-0000__|113TUTTLEROAD
FITZGERALD INVESTMENTSLLC_
|
$334,135] $596,500] $930,635]
[216-006-000-0000__|28 BUTTERFIELDROAD
I
FITZMORRIS, CHRISTOPHER & QUINNEY, TONI__|_$143,700] __ $357,900] _ $501,600
1221-016-000-0007__|42FOXRIDGEROAD
FLYNN, JANEMREVOCABLETRUST
|
$160,000] _$225,900] _ $385,900]
214-013-000-0000__|250COLLEGEROAD_CFOLEY,
JOHNMA&VJESSIEL
$86,200] $243,000] _ $329,200
209-012-000-0000__(|215BEANROAD
TC
JFORTGANG-PAQUETTE TRUST
$96,000] $128,600] $224,600
/103-003-000-0000__|WHITTIERHIGHWAY
CC IFOSTERFAMREVTRUST
$147,500]
$1,800] _ $149,300]
[225-013-000-0000_ [389 PIPERHILLROAD
CC
FOSTERFAMREVTRUST
$114,388] $235,000] $349,388
1101-017-000-0000__|18WESTBAYCIRCLE
TC
FOWLERREALTYTRUST
$664,400] $102,300] $766,700)
[222-024-000-0000__|271 MCCRILLISHILLROAD
FRAMPTON, CHARLES & DONNA
$95,100] $146,400] $241,500
[224-003-000-0000__|47 FOGG HILLROAD
FRAZIER, MICHAEL P&DARLENEP
|
$100,300] _ $183,400] _ $283,700)
1211-028-000-0000__(|129BEANROAD OT
CFREETO,JANETGAIL
$85,000]
$20,500] $105,500]
1104-019-000-0038___ |WAUKEWANROAD
CC
FRONDORF, JIM&JOAN
SO
$8,600] $8,800
1225-002-000-0000___ [143 PIPERHILLROAD
FROST, DAVIDWTRUST
$191,900] $287,300] $479,200
$126,000]
$0] $126,000)
1224-020-000-0000__|64BWINONAROAD
FURLONG, LISAB
$178,500]
$29,700] $208,200]
1214-008-000-0000_|341 DANIEL WEBSTER HIGHWAY _IGAISSER, JAMESR_
$66,100]
$63,000] $129,100
HIGH HAITH ROAD
IGALYEAN, TINSLEYA&SHERIJ
|
$19,500]
$0] $19,500)
1220-044-000-0000__|J65COLLEGEROAD_CIGARDEN,
SALLYLREVTRUST
|
$152,600] $202,300] _ $354,900]
}208-045-000-0000__|64COVEROAD_CGARFIELD,
DIANE & PETER 1994 TRUSTS
| $1,184,400] _ $592,000] $1,776,400]
1224-032-000-0000_|820WINONAROAD
GARLAND, WILMA& ROLAND
|
$352,800] __ $81,100] _ $433,900]
103-037-000-0000__|24COEHILLROAD
CC
IGARON, ABRAHAM K & HUGHES, MIRANDAM __|_$100,300] __$263,400] _ $363,700
1205-019-000-0000__|306 HIGHHAITHROAD_
CT
IGARRICK, GREGORYK JRETAL
|
$1,258,000] _ $131,700] $1,389,700]
}215-023-000-0000__|542DANEROAD
CGAUFBERG, SLAVAV
$1,037,600] _ $100,500] $1,138,100
WINONA ROAD
IGAVARNY,
$98,000]
BRUCEA
$0]_—$ 98,000
1224-034-000-0000__|803, 805 WINONAROAD_CIGAVARNY,
BRUCEA
$95,238]
$303,100] $398,338]
103-006-000-0000__|262 WHITTIERHIGHWAY_
CC IGAYNOR, JOSEPH J 2003TRUST
$555,400] $175,800] _ $731,200
211-024-000-0000___|DANEROAD_
GAYNOR, JOSEPH J 2003TRUST
$75,200]
$0] $:75,200
103-034-000-0000__ |COEHILLROAD
GEORGE, HELEND
$167,400]
$0] $167,400
1216-030-000-0000___ |COEHILLROAD OO
CGEORGE,HELEND
$94,100]
$0} $94,100
103-020-000-0000__|205 WHITTIERHIGHWAY__CIGEORGE,PAULE
$439,000]
$110,700] _ $249,700]
$234,548
1217-007-000-0000__|WHITTIERHIGHWAY__
TT
CIGEORGE,PAULE&HELEND
|
$208,546] $1,700] _ $210,246}
205-009-000-0000
_|138 OWL'S HEAD ROAD
1216-008-000-0000___|163COEHILLROAD
GERI, MADELEINE MARIEREVTRUST
|__— $135,000] _ $196,800] _ $331,800
1101-013-000-0000___|28WESTBAYCIRCLE
CGERTZ,
DWIGHT &WELLS, VIRGINIA
|
$635,400] $84,900] __$720,300
208-035-000-0000__|COVEROAD
GERTZ, DWIGHTLE& WELLES, VIRGINAC
|
$13,300]
$0] $13,300
1208-008-000-0000__|291 CENTERHARBORNECKROAD___GIBB,BARBARABTRUST
|
$137,200] $184,400] _ $321,600)
1220-033-000-0000__|137 DANIEL WEBSTER HIGHWAY
GILLIS, MARYANN & DONALD J.
|
$92,300] $118,400] _ $210,700)
1226-024-000-0000__|10 WHISPERING WIND DRIVE
GILMAN, LOISAREVTRUST
$219,200] $327,200] _ $546,400)
}215-037-000-0000___|10KLINEROAD IGODIN,RONALD&ELAINEB
|
$93,000]
$0]___—«$.93,000
1221-016-00-0000 [EAGLE RIDGE RD)
GOLF COURSES ss
a
at 50) os SO)
RESO)
1105-003-000-0000__|465, 467 WAUKEWANROAD
|GOODNOWNH TRUST
$351,000] $53,600] _ $404,600)
1212-042-000-0000___|NEWMANROAD
GORDON REALTY TRUST, ELLEN
|
$1,222,200]
$0] $1,222,200]
[212-044-000-0000___|215NEWMANROAD
GORDON REALTY TRUST,ELLEN
|
$1,510,200] __$16,400] $1,526,600
212-041-000-0000___|NEWMANROAD
TC
IGORDON REALTY TRUST, MELVIN,
$1,215,000]
$0] $1,215,000)
1212-043-000-0000___|NEWMANROAD
GORDON REALTY TRUST, MELVIN,
$1,485,000] _$11,400] $1,496,400
1212-045-000-0000___ |NEWMANROAD_
GORDON, ELLENREALTYTRUST
|
$88,700]
$0]__—$88,700
}208-001-000-0000__|267,275NEWMANROAD_IGORDON,
MELVIN& ELLEN
$3,451,900] $1,362,100] $4,814,000)
$647|_ $0] 8647
}208-022-000-0000__|CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
SS [GORDON,ROY&MYRA
88,574]
$8,600] $17,174
}208-023-000-0000_|23APRILLANE
GORDON, ROY&MYRA
$1,658,928] $226,900] $1,885,828
225-015-000-0000
$91,300] $126,200|__ $217,500]
}204-001-000-0000__|172 HIGH HAITHROAD_
TT
CIGRANBERG,RICHARDP_
$151,200] _ $109,500] _ $260,700
1226-022-000-0000__|11 WHISPERING WINDDRIVE
GRAPES, DAVIDR&JOANA
$187,200] $234,200] $421,400
}207-001-000-0000__|GREATISLAND
TT
CIGREATISLANDREALTYTRUST
$19,581]
$0] $19,581
225-024-000-0000
221-029-000-0000
$382,300] $587,800
}224-010-000-0000__|42 HAWKINSPONDROAD_CIGRIFFIN,
WILLIAMJ&VIRGINIAM
|
$86,800] _ $191,600] _$278,400
1223-002-000-0000__|850WINONAROAD
GRIFFITH, WILLIAM& PATRICIA
$273,400] _ $159,900] _ $433,300
1208-044-000-0000__ |COVEROAD
GROSS, PETER& GARFIELD, DIANE
|
$1,800]
$0]$ 1,800
}216-016-000-0000__[FOLLETTROAD_
CT
CIGUARDINO,PETERE
$70,500] ____—$0]__—$ 70,500
}226-045-000-0000__|36 BARTLETTHILLROAD
GUARINO, JAY& KAREN
$91,100]
$54,400] $145,500)
101-029-000-0000
$140,900] $220,400
}203-006-000-0000_|467 HIGH HAITHROAD_
TT
CIGURNEY,GEORGE
$763,500] _ $335,400] $1,098,900)
}203-004-000-0000__|469HIGHHAITHROAD
GURNEY, PETERLIVING TRUST
$2,792,000] _ $73,800] $2,865,800
1212-025-000-0000__|169FORBESROAD
HAAS, THOSWA&MELINDAA
$4,658,700] _ $338,400] $1,997,100)
1225-022-000-0000_|292 PIPERHILLROAD
HAINES, JEFFREY C & BROWN, KIMMYA
|
$91,200] __ $151,600] __ $242,800)
221-007-000-0000
221-042-000-0000__ |MEADOWDRIVE
HALE
FAMILY TRUST
$107,400]
$0]_—$:107, 400)
73 BEAVERSIDE DRIVE
221-031-000-0000__|BEAVERSIDE DRIVE
HALE, ALLANC SR2004REVTRUST
|
SO]
SO]
}221-036-000-0000_[BEAVERSIDE DRIVE
HALE, ALLANC SR2004REVTRUST
|
$101,000] ___—$0]_—$:101, 000
-90-

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES

a
M&L

a

226-086-000-0000_

2

LOCATION

221-037-000-0000_ =|MEADOWDRIVE
226-093-000-0000

ss

——i—‘“‘CSCOC‘*CHAAXCLL

|WOODRIDGEROAD

Gr Fe

BUILDING

ALLANNCSRRZOOAREVTTRUST

tt

|ASSESSED

TCSHTCC“(CSO]STCC8
$2,103,300

i w—“‘(‘SSC*C#SHACLYCMELVYNNDJRRETAL
i“ wC™C~—“‘(LSOC#C#C(U;SSO!:*OC*#C‘#SSY™Ctsi‘(‘S#T™SCCC#éSOY

214-020-000-0000
211-017-000-0000
215-009-000-0000
1102-903-000-00B3_ [BOATHOUSE, WHARF ROAD
f105-020-000-0000_ qCAMP'ROAD
208-050-000-0000
209-017-000-0000

=

—CCC~C~*C“*‘CHAAXM@BLIN, ROGERRE— w—“‘C;™C*;*C*C*C*dCLSCONC#C#C#C#C(C#SOY;:*COC‘«S89,800]~——
$89,800)

——“‘COC#¥

281-0294)00-0000 wn IDANE'ROAD iia
216-027-000-0000

ae)

HAMMOND, BEVERLY

—ts—“‘CSC*dL:CSC#S27,300(~——(

eorw{HANSONFAMILY TRUST "=

$0]

$27,300

$91,700] _$203,100{

$294,800)

$2,632)

SOl

$86,000] $160,100]

212-036-000-0000

$2,692
$246,100}

$98,100]
$0} =~ $98,100]

220-017-000-0000
225-005-000-0000
223-020-000-0000
1101-032-000-0000_|HIGHHAITHROAD—
C™—~—~—“‘“SCSCSCC [HAWKINS REBECCAR—~—“‘C‘CS*S*~*~*~*~*~*~C~C~C~C~*sYYCSC‘SQWY’«SF——s*~—*—=*éSOYCCs«$:770,100)
226-051-000-0000_ |WAUKEWANROAD
—C—~“‘SCCNCNCC#C#HAAYSi WWESLEY&JANANM
ss
CC“‘(;SCSL«SCSC#S$G2,300] ~——s $0] $62,300)

212-033-000-0000__|KLINEROAD—s— <s——“(;‘;™*s*~*s*C~C~C—C~C~C—C~C—C—CCCHEINERRFAMAREVVRUST—“‘(‘‘’™COC*dCL:CS~C‘é#W,1’_—C—“‘“‘C #$OY#:*~C«$96~,100)
224-026-000-0000
206-008-000-0000
102-018-000-0000

[CENTERHARBORNECKROAD

———C—~—C‘SHERRRINGTONN,
JOANR—“‘CSC‘*dCL:CS$4,«646+i2OOO—~——“
$0] $1,646,200

1205-022-000-0000
205-023-000-0000

|CENTERHARBORNECKROAD ——CSSCS(HXILLTOPPARTNERS
ss
—“‘“CS;O™SC*;*;*;*C*drSCO#*C#‘éSAA«YCC“‘CS#«SYSOCOC#S
11,1833
[CENTERHARBORNECKROAD—————SS—CS—CSHXILLTOP-PARTNERSHIPLP
tt (s~*~“‘C*LSCOC*éSA«QAYLCOCOC*C“‘éCSOY!:*SOOCO$42,791

221-008-000-0000
223-005-000-0000
223-001-000-0000
1224-009-000-0000

|HAWKINSPONDROAD——‘“*CSCSCSCSCSC(HOLLON
PHILIP IVAVILLL —
—C—“‘CSSCOC*NSCC#SS72,000(”~——C C$
$72,000)

224-004-000-0000'*

[PIPER HILLROAD “c=

101-033-000-0000
104-019-000-0011_

|WAUKEWANROAD.

05e

JHOPKINS, SHARONL)

~~‘

C(HOWARD,ROBTD

pf

$18,421]

$0] $18,421

i“ w™~“—~‘“CSs*s*C~S~*~s~C~*~C—C—C—C~sY:CSC“‘CNCSC#*C#SSOY”COCC‘«SSG‘O|’
~——$56,700

220-007-01-0000_ =|KEYSERROAD—
wC—~“‘®TNNNCOCOCOC#(HUEY«,ALFREDM&BARBARAP
ss
Ctsi*dT:CC“‘éSY:COOC‘“‘(‘O‘SY!”SCOC‘CSC«CS:OO‘
213-007-000-0000

220-039-000-0000
104-019-000-0009__|WAUKEWANROAD

$1,014,100]

st

C“‘’CNCCOCIMHURLEY,DAN

a Be

CSO

$157,800] $1,171,900

$5,000]

$5,000

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
TOTAL
M&L

24-033-000-0000
26-039-000-0000

206-001-000-0000

= ie)2) > = (2) =

|

>z

BUILDING

|ASSESSED

$222,30
$112,20 o|S

@
ie]

$243,30
$205,00

$1,364,900]
__$130,600] _$1,495,500
$55,400]$73,700]
__$129,100

1101-026-000-0000_[HIGHHAITHROAD
SC
ARDINE, JOHNF & DADDARIO, DIANEM
| $140,200]
$0] $140,200)

222-017-000-0000___ ELLIOTT ROAD
222-016-000-0000__|ELLIOTTROAD

1104-019-000-0014 __ |WAUKEWANROAD
1104-019-000-0029__ |WAUKEWANROAD

8
TT

S JEWELL, BRAD & GINA RS
CEWELL, BRADG&GINAR

$82,300]
882,500]

JOHNSON, RON& NANCY
JOHNSON, RONALD &NANCY

$0]
$0]

$82,300)
$82,500

$3,500]
$3,500
8
$7,000] __$7,000)
$225,100]
$0] $225,100

1226-043-000-0000__|[BARTLETTHILLROAD
JORDAN, THOMAS & MATTHEW
|
$63,100]
$0] $63,100

221-053-000-0000__|DANIEL WEBSTER HIGHWAY

IKEEWAYDINESTATES ASSOCIATION

|

SO]

SO]
$128,800] $263,200]

101-007-000-0000__|WESTBAYCIRCLE
CKIMBALLISLANDTRUST
$833,100]
$0] $33,100
1101-019-000-0000__|WESTBAYCIRCLE
ss
CKIMBALLISLANDTRUST
$329,000]
$0] __—$:329,000)

1212-031-000-0000__|KLINEROAD
1212-032-000-0000__|KLINEROAD
215-036-000-0000__|KLINEROAD

KLINE,
KLINE,
KLINE,

EDWIND& DIANE
EDWIND& DIANE
EDWIND&DIANEK

81159]
882,891]
8718]

$0]
$1,159
$0] $82,891
SO
8:718

}226-060-000-0000__|MCCRILLISHILLROAD
OO
KYLEETAL
82,097]
$0]
$2,009
226-062-000-0000 —|MCCRILLIS HILL ROAD
IKYLE,ETAL
255]
$0]
$255)
105-016-000-0000__|WAUKEWANROAD
TT
CLLC.CENTERHARBORINC
$88,200]
$0] $88,200
1105-017-000-0000___ [LAKE WAUKEWAN
CLC. CENTERHARBORINC
TS
$212,600]
$0] $212,600

230-001-000-0000__|WINONAROAD
206-007-000-0000___|MEADFARMROAD

LAKE
WINONA IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION |
LAKES REGION CONSERVATIONTRUST
|
a

$1,380]
$1,366]

$0]
SO]

$1,380)
81,366

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
M&L

LOCATION

LAND

BUILDING |ASSESSED

209-009-000-0000_ [CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
LAKES REGION CONSERVATIONTRUST
|
$33,158]
$0] $33,158
[211-019-000-0000_ [CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
LAKES REGION CONSERVATIONTRUST
|
$129,701] $49,000] _ $178,701]
211-021-000-0000
1227-027-000-0000__|89 DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY
LAKES REGIONPETRESORTLLC
$117,200] $318,600] $435,800
212-016-000-0000
213-003-000-0000
226-075-000-0000__|292WAUKEWANROAD
ss
CLAMPREY,GEORGES OO
8127,600] $70,400] $198,000)
103-023-000-0000__|239 WHITTIERHIGHWAY_ ss
CILANGAN, PEGGYR_
$157,100] $367,500] $524,600
104-019-000-0037__|WAUKEWANROAD
TT
LANGILLE,ADIN& MAUREEN
|
SO]
$:7,800] $7,800
104-010-000-0000_|40, 42 BROOKSIDELANE
LANZA, CHERYL& RICHARD
$241,200] $117,600] _ $358,800)
[209-018-000-0000_|J65HIGHHAITHROAD_
LAPLANTE REVTRUST,L&R
$36,100]
$55,632] $91,732]
220-018-000-0000
[215-032-000-0000_|KEEWAYDINROAD_CLASKEY
1997 REVTRUST, PATRICIA
|
$314,100]
$0] $314,100)
101-015-000-0000_|24WESTBAY CIRCLE
CLATULIPPETRUST,DONNAL
$756,800] $99,400] $856,200
101-006-000-0000_|STURTEVANT BEACH ROAD
LATULIPPE,MICHAEL
$4,066]
$2,000] $3,066
101-010-000-0000__|7 STURTEVANT BEACHROAD_LATULIPPE,
MICHAEL
$168,900] $61,400] $230,300
212-038-000-0000_|205NEWMANROAD
LAUGHLIN, PHILIPM&DOROTHYM
$1,681,700] $430,200] $2,111,900)
103-027-000-0000__|COEHILLROAD
LAUTERBACH REVTRUST, BARBARA
|
$21,900]
$0]___—$21, 900
103-039-000-0000_|12COEHILLROAD
LAUTERBACH REV TRUST, BARBARA
| —$156,800] $270,300] _$427, 100]
229-001-000-0000__-|27CAMPROAD
CLC
CENTERHARBOR
$195,700]
$93,200] $288,900]
207-004-000-0000
}207-003-000-0000_|509 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD_[LEBARON,
ELIZ J VACATIONRESTRUST ___|_ $1,375,000] _ $146,800] $1,521,800
102-028-000-0000
212-020-000-0000
221-046-000-0000__|[TUFTSLANE
LEIGHTON 1998 TRUST, BRADLEYA
|
$70,600]
$0] $70,600
221-051-000-0000__ [16 TUFTSLANE
LEIGHTON 1998 TRUST, BRADLEYA
|
$88,300] $347,200] $435,500
221-044-000-0000
}221-049-000-0000__[TUFTSLANE
LEIGHTON, BRADLEYA1998TRUST
|
$71,000]
$0] $71,000
105-007-000-0000
105-025-000-0000
}226-030-000-0000_|112 BARTLETTHILLROAD
CILEMIEN,GERALDT
$98,600] $117,000] _ $215,600]
226-031-000-0000_|SPINEKNOLLDRIVE
TT
LEMIEN, GERALD THOMAS
$82,000]
$200] $82,200
104-019-000-0012___
|WAUKEWANROAD
LEONARD, ROBERT&CAROL
|
SO] «$57,800] ___—$:7,800
}222-030-000-0000__|176 MCCRILLISHILLROAD_[LEROUX,
MARYANN &ARMANDL
$104,701] $178,600] $283,301
103-026-000-0000
216-029-000-0000
215-026-000-0005__|19LAURELGLENLANE
LEVY, ROBERTA& GLADYS
$418,900]
$44,100] $463,000
}224-029-000-0000__|786WINONAROAD
LIBBY FAMILYTRUST
$361,300] $178,700] $540,000)
21 1-005-000-0000
208-054-000-0000__|OFFANTHONROAD
LIBERTY HILLINC
83,800]
$0] $3,800
1904-019-000-0028__ |WAUKEWAN ROADS
ILL
WM & JOY
$0} $1,000] $1,000)
220-019-000-0000__|KEYSERROAD
LILLY, MICHAEL &JANE
892,300]
$0] $92,300)
104-019-000-0017__ |WAUKEWANROAD
LINDQUIST, STEVE
SO]
$5,300] $5,300)
}206-017-000-0000_|84MEADFARMROAD
CC ILMLARDENWOODLLC
$1,873,078] $1,407,800] $3,280,878
1227-017-000-0000__ [DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY
SS [LOUDENHILAND PROPERTIES, LLC
|
$68,000]
$0] $68,000
221-001-000-0000__|41 WAUKEWANROAD
TC
LOUDEN, PETERD&DEBRAH
$107,400] $230,700] _ $338, 100]
212-004-000-0000
209-016-000-0000__|[DAIGNEAUDRIVE
OC
LOVETT,CELESTEM
84,200]
$0]
$4,200
101-003-000-0000__|185HIGHHAITHROAD
LOWELL, GREGORYJ&DONNAH
$176,800] _ $306,300] _ $483,100]
}223-019-000-0000__|175, 181 HAWKINS POND ROAD
LOWELL, JOHN& CARRIE
$89,809] $401,600] _ $491,409]
222-012-000-0000
1220-032-000-0000__|135 DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY _[LUDWICK FAMILY REALTYTRUST
$92,000] $24,300] $116,300)
220-027-000-0000
220-028-000-0000
1220-021-000-0000__|150 DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY_[LUDWICK,
JOHN &SALLY
$104,400] $250,200] $354,600
220-029-000-0000
220-030-000-0000
220-031-000-0000__|129 DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY _[LUDWICK, TIMOTHY C&KARENM
$103,300] $31,800] _ $135,100
1230-009-000-0000_|620WINONAROAD
LUDWIG, DAVIDR& PAMELA
$315,800] $29,900] _ $345,700
213-004-000-0000__|DANIELWEBSTERHIGHWAY
LUSCHER, PAUL& HEIDI
|
879,400]
$0]__—$:79,400)
1214-012-000-0000_ [DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY
SC LUSCHER, PAULH&HEIDIL.
|
$42,000] ______—$0]__—$42,000
}220-043-000-0000__|57COLLEGEROAD_
LYNCH, ROBERTA & BALL, CAROLINE
|
$132,200] $127,400] _ $259,600
}225-008-000-0000_|209PIPERHILLROAD
MACDONALD, ERNESTEIREVTRUST
$147,200] _ $133,600] _ $280,800)
104-019-000-0036__ |WAUKEWAN ROAD
[MACDONALD JOHN& JANE
SO]
$3,200] _—$.3,200
}224-011-000-0000_|30 HAWKINS POND ROAD
[MACDONALD, WAYNE V&SUZANNEK
|
_$83,000] __ $232,100] _ $315,100]
223-015-000-0000
$240,500
212-017-000-0000_|76KEEWAYDINRD
MACOMBER, GEOC&MARTHA
$266,045] $201,900] _ $467,945)
}220-038-000-0000_|23 WAUKEWANROAD_
SC
[MADIGAN, DEREK & BRYANT, ELIZABETH
| —_$.95,500] _ $114,700] _ $210,200]
}211-015-000-0000_|224DANEROAD
MAGGI, PAULC TRUST
$341,541] $1,181,900] $1,523,441]
103-011-000-0000_|232 WHITTIERHIGHWAY_
[MAGIC REALTY, LLC
$400,700] _ $375,900] _ $776,600]
}209-015-000-0000_|23DAIGNEAUDRIVE
TC IMAHER, RONALD & BRENDA
$69,100] __$101,900] __$171,000
103-022-000-0000
1203-010-000-0000_‘|421HIGHHAITHROAD
MANNION, MARTINJ &TRISTINL
$2,836,100] _ $600,100] $3,436,200
102-035-000-0000_|29KELSEAAVE
MANVILLE, EUGENEL&PRISCILLAC
|
$81,300] __ $130,800] _ $212,100
}209-011-000-0000__|3OMANVILLEROAD
MANVILLE, LEONE &MELISSA
$134,900] $218,300] _$353,200
}206-015-000-0000_|112MEADFARMROAD
MARCUS REALTYLLC
$2,016,417] $1,320,800] $3,337,217,
206-016-000-0000__|MEADFARMROAD
MARCUS REALTY,LLC
$15,096]
S0]___—*$15, 096
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2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
M&L

LOCATION

LAND

ARCUS, WM M & CYNTHIA S

BUILDING

|ASSESSED

223-006-000-0000

$1,103,800] $412,600] $1,516,400
$556,800]
_ $518,900] $1,075,700
}245-014-000-0000) «= [KEYSER ROAD 50)

5 ug

[220-003-000-0000___ |COLLEGEROAD
1226-063-000-0000___|SKYWATCHRD_

uigunneeaia| MATT SON) LEE (WVmisery Saeein Sern

IMATTSON,
TC

LEEW&RANDYJ

IMAYNARD,GEOR&DEBRAF

mang] Mele $3,101| Soe SO} +$3,101]
$148,315] $245,600] $393,915]
8B]
SO]
$889

$276,900]

$0] $276,900

$1,013,293] $240,900] $1,254,193

1104-019-000-0007__ |WAUKEWAN ROAD
1203-011-000-0000__|HIGH HAITHROAD

214-016-000-0000__ |COLLEGEROAD_

IMCKINNON, JOHNG& JANET
MCLAREN, JOHNM&ARLENEM

CC

$1,530,900
$9,400] $9,400)
S80] _—$8, 200

TSO}
|
$8,200]

MELONEY, KIRKR& JEANS

14M

SO]

$144

1205-016-000-0000__|HIGHHAITHROAD
IMITTELMAN 2004TRUSTSETAL
|
$1,387]
$0] $1,387
[212-046-000-0000___ |NEWMANROAD
IMIG REALTYTRUST OO
$106,700]
$0] $106,700
[212-048-000-0000___ |NEWMANROAD
IMIG REALTYTRUST OO
$82,200]
$0] $82,200
[212-050-000-0000___|NEWMANROAD
IMIG REALTYTRUST OO
$107,000]
$0] $107,000
1226-053-000-0000__ [OFF WAUKEWANROAD
1226-054-000-0000__ [OFF WAUKEWANROAD

MOODY,
MOODY,

WINSHIP
WINSHIP

$36,100]
$66,900]

$0] $36,100
S80] _—$.66, 900

$1,062,400

}205-008-000-0000_ [OWL'SHEADROAD_
101-044-000-0000__|HIGH HAITHROAD

211-030-000-0000__|[BEANROAD

TT

IMURDOUGH, THOMAS &JOYP

MURPHY,

MURPHY,

DANIEL& JEAN

DOUGLAS

214-011-000-0000__ [DANIEL WEBSTER HIGHWAY

INELSON, KENRIC &ZHANG, LYDIA

102-078-000-00B1__|MAINSTREET

NEWHAMPSHIRED.O.T.

}999-888-000-0000__ [ALLOVERTOWN
104-019-000-0008__ |WAUKEWANROAD

TT

INH
ELECTRICCOOPINC
NORDIN, JEFF&DAYLE

$1,823,200] ___—$0]_ $1,823,200]
$35,000]
$0]_—$35,000
$2,254,900] $1,065,800] $3,320,700

81600]

|

$0]

$122,900]

1,600

$0]__—$:122, 900)

$273,000]

____—$0]_—$273,000

$0]
SO]

$1,167,700] $1,167,700
_—«$7,000] __$7,000

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
M&L

LAND

as

BUILDING |ASSESSED

LL OVER TOWN 28 64 ooo
|
____—«$0]_~—«$578,700] |__ $578,700}
—_$578,70
ALDQVERSLOWN
Sar vse 5 I NORTHERN NE TELEPHONE
$539,60
511 PLYMOUTH STREET
STREET SoD a, Seay |]NORTHERN NE TELEPHONE CO
|$539,600
8 KEEWAYDIN ROAD
$515,80
I88KEEWAYDINROAD
——“‘i‘i—sCsCidC NORTON, ELWIN C
| $515,800}
223-027-000-0000
46 HAWKINS POND ROAD
$485,45
M46HAWKINSPONDROAD
—CCCid NOTIS-MCCONARTY, EDWARD & JEAN
|$485,457,
26-065-000-0000
SKYWATCH
ROAD
NOVAK,
JOSEPH
T
&
SHARON
K
|__
$240,000]
—S——
$0]
~_—«$240,00
ISKYWATCHROAD——“‘CSCS*C*SC‘is@CY
| $240,000
25-023-000-0000
252 PIPER
$225,60
ee
ime HILL
HIM ROAD S205 ner os ee ee | O'BRIEN, PAUL & RULE, SALLY A
| $225,600}
05-013-000-0000
WAUKEWAN ROAD
ROAD
| $332,000]
~—— $0 |__ $332,000]
IWAUKEWAN
——“(iwC—C—C—~CSCidC O'DONNELL, SHARON W
05-022-000-0000
546
WAUKEWAN
ROAD
O'DONNELL,
SHARON
W
$447,80
I546WAUKEWANROAD
sd
| _ $447,800}
05-01 1-000-0000
529 WAUKEWAN ROAD
O'DONNELL, SHARON WOODMAN
$256,500
$56,600] |$313,100}
$313,10
I529WAUKEWANROAD
Cid
96 WHITTIER HIGHWAY
03-019-000-0000
O'HAIRE, RUTH
$894,000]
$103,200] |___$997,20
M96WHITTIERHIGHWAY
sd
$997,200]
32 FOLLETT
16-015-000-0000
$83,500
$319,70
32
FOLLES 1:ROAD
ROAD sited ha ep
FEA EN os | O'HEARN, EDWARD L JR & AMY P
| __$319,700]
0
226-083-000-0000
OHNEMUS, WALTER E JR REV TRUST
O'LEARY, JOANNE K
Sr
ee
OLSHESKIE, MARK A REV LIVING TRUST
O'MALLEY, JOSEPH & ALICE
Ly
$0)» $4,100] $4,100
O'NEIL REV LIVING TRUST, JOAN
226-029-000-0000
ORTOLANI, PATRICIA
OSTERMAN, GLENN & MARCIA
| 5 $0]$6,500]
= $6,500]
OUELLETTE, CHERYL L & PROCTOR, JOHN M
WB REO LLC
$166,794
ANGARO, LAWRENCE REV TRUST
PAQUETTE, ANATOLE & MADELYN TRUST
PAQUETTE, ANATOLE J & MADELYN S TRUST
|___- $77,600]
$0] ~—S«$77,600)
PAQUETTE, DONNA R
1227-001-000-0000_ _— JDANIELWEBSTERHIGHWAY
—“‘“C;CF [PAQUETTE JSTEWARTT————i‘“‘C*C*C‘ésCL:C§S«C#sS#‘402,7000|
~——_—$0{__—*$ 102,70
1220-024-000-0000_— |DANIELWEBSTERHIGHWAY
———C [PAQUETTE THOMAS & PENELOPE ———“‘(WCid|Ss$78,937| ~——$0]_——«$:78,937'
PAQUETTE, THOMAS & PENELOPE
hat £526 3731 wees SO] er $26,373)
227-011-000-0000_ = |MEREDITHLINE ———“—*é‘“C;™C™CSCSCSC~C~CCCCCCCO PAQUETTE, THOMAS & PENELOPE
———sd|—~Si$1,653,
SOS
$1,653
PAQUETTE, THOMAS A & PENELOPE J
PARADISE, MICHAEL M & BRENDA A
104-002-000-0000
PARENT, ROBERT & LORRAINE
PARLEE FAMILY TRUST, CHARLENE A
224-022-000-0000_—*|6922WINONAROAD—
C—C—~—“‘(STWCCCCOC(PARSONSFAMILYTRUST——i“itCCC*C“‘(SSL_SC#s«C9299,100] = $94,500] _—$393,600)
PARTRIDGE, MALCOLM & GLORIA
|
$109,100]
$0] ~—«$109,100
PAUL, ALAN D & LORRAINE A
PBS REVOCABLE TRUST
1103-028-000-0000_ |17COEHILLROAD—— —S——“;C™—SCSCSC—C—CSCCCCCC(PEACOCK,DONALD——
—“(ssts—~*s~—“‘(CS™C*C#*dCL:«C™~C#éSG 470000 _ $83,300] _ $148,000
PEARCE, GEORGE STUART & CAROLE W
224-021-000-0000
PELCZAR, THEODORE L JR & ROBIN C
PERANELLI, KAREN S
PERKINS TRUST, WARREN J
PERKINS TRUST,BLANCHE PARKER
Rea)
ee
eT
1222-025-000-0000
[MCCRILLISHILLROAD—————“CC
[PERKINS TRUSST,BLANCHE PARKER
ss | $52,855
$0
$2,855
225-001-000-0000_ [PIPERHILLROAD—— s—“—;~sé—s;*—*S~*—*—C—C—C—C—C—CCCCCSYPERKKINSTRUSST,BLANCHEPARKER
—s—s | ~—s$39,846] ~~
$0] «$9,846 |
PERKINS, BLANCHE PARKER TRUST
PERKINS, DAVID W & PAMELA A
$33,200
PERL, CAROL J & WILLIAM C
PEROLD, ANDRE & SUELLEN
PHILLIPS, MELODY & MICHAEL
PIERCE, R WENDELL & LINDA
|
$473,600]
$0] ~—-$473,600]
208-041-000-0000_
|COVEROAD——— ——— ——‘“C*CSC—CSCSCSCC*dPIERCE,RWENDELL&LINDA
——“C‘ésT:«C=C«dS406,400] ~——— $0{ ~—*$106,40
207-009-000-0000_ [567,571 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD__—_——s[PINKARD,ROBERTM
——————“‘(CSCOCCS«‘ 1,386,700 —_—'$179,100] $1,565,800]
PINKARD, ROBERT M
226-015-000-0000
220-037-000-0000 [13 WAUKEWANROAD———“‘(SC*C#PISANELLILMARIO&
NANCY
——“‘CSC‘sdL:«CSC#dS 96,20 $76,300] $172,500]
1104-019-000-0027,_ |WAUKEWANROAD
—————“‘CS™CCUPITMAN, VAUGHAN & DOROTHY ——“‘(SsC*dTCOC#COC(C(#SOY;C~CC‘«SGOONO]|-——«$56,
000
221-002-000-0000__ [59WAUKEWANROAD
———CSCSCSPLUMMER, DAVID WA& JOANNE
————Csd|Ss$3125,100] $234,700] $359,800
226-040-000-0000__—-[64,72BARTLETTHILLROAD
———s—C—CTC—CC POEHLER, BRENDA
—“—‘“‘CS*s~s~s~s~s~s~*~S~S~S~*~S~C~C~C~C~CSCSCCCCCSYT CCS 105,400] ~—$101,600] $207,000
221-016-000-0008
1102-070-000-0000_ |12LAKESTREET
sc s——“‘(SNCCC(POLLOCK,SANDRAAETAL
i
C“‘LS«SC*CéS7G4z3;OO]’ ©~— $547,400] $123,700)
POLO, MARGARET
101-005-000-0000
$1,505,500
212-026-000-0000_-|128FORBESROAD.—
C—~—“‘CSC#*POOLE,ROGERT&JANEA—“‘(™s~C*~*~*~*~CSC*dL:«C*=C«S52BO —_—$B,4| $606, 100)
1102-024-000-0000_ [57 PLYMOUTHSTREET——— ——“‘SC;IPORRTER, LAWRENCEWJR
CdS
$80,800] — $268,900] $349,700)
226-021-000-0000 [9 WHISPERING WIND DRIVE —————S—~—CPOUNDDS, JON VACCQUELINE—“‘C;CSC*dYL:C~C«S‘180,964]
$275,000] $455,961
1208-039-000-0000 — |29ANTHONROAD—C™~—“‘CNCNCCC(POWERS,BRIANJ&GAILM——“‘CSC*dr:CSC#S
186,600 ~—-$192,500 $379,100)
208-040-000-0000
221-034-000-0000_ — |[BEAVERSIDE DRIVE ——
——CSCSCSCSCOC [POWERS JOHHNNFIIJ&DONNAQ
|
$99,900] ~——s $0]~—S $99,900)
1227-022-000-0000_ |6RIDGEBERRYLANE ——~—C~C (PRESTON, SANDRAL&CEDRICE
ssid =~ $96,400] $148,900] $245,300)
1224-030-000-0000 [803 WINONAROAD.——“‘SCCC#CCCC(PROULX,ROBERT&SHARON—“‘“Cé™C™C™C;™C*LSCC‘éS'544100(@™—<=
SSO] $75,100)
1999-999-000-0000_ |ALLOVERTOWN—i—~—“‘(SCCCC(PUBLICSERVICECOr—t—t—“‘(‘“‘(‘(‘(‘(C(C;S*s‘s‘CCYL~CCSOL
«SC$105,700] $105,700
PURCHASE, WM
|
SO]$4,300]
$4,300]
1230-004-000-0000_— |S99WINONAROAD.————~—“‘CSWCOC#dQIGLLEYREALTYTRUST—
—“‘(CSSCOCO*CC#S43;,000/ = $122,700] $165,700]
RAFFAELE, FRANK J JR & ELIZABETH C
102-032-000-0000
102-010-000-0000
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2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
M&L

1227-012-000-0000

LOCATION

LAND

BUILDING |ASSESSED

$1,040,600]
_ $198,800] $1,239,400]
[DANIEL
WEBSTERHIGHWAY_—CSREAL
GREENLAWNA&LANDCARELLC
|
$200] ~—
$0]
«$200

224-013-000-0000_ [HAWKINSPOND ROAD
REILLY,
224-014-000-0000_ |WINONAROADC—C‘“‘CUREILLY,,
[224-017-000-0000_[WINONAROADC“‘CWREEILLY,
REILLY,

DAVID
DAVID
DAVID
DAVID

$1,093]
$0]
$1,093)
ETC
a
EC)
SCS
ee |)

RICH, MICHAEL C & JUDITH
[222-010-000-0000_ [MCCRILLISHILLROAD_C“‘“CS™CCSRICHARRDSSCON,
HARE &PLATT
|
$903]
SO]
$90]
RICHARDSON, HARE & PLATT
RICHARDSON, SAMANTHA
|
$0] $3,100] $3,100
$93,400] $152,300]
1104-019-000-0019

|WAUKEWANROAD

CTROOT, TERRE

SOY

$8,500]

«$8,500

220-010-000-0000
1104-019-000-0006_

|WAUKEWANROADCSIROTH,ED&LINDA
CS
$:7,600] $7,600
$2,107,90
212-014-000-0000__ |KEEWAYDINROAD.C“‘“;W™CC#ROWLEEY,
FHUNTERTRUST
CLS
$235,300]
$0] $.235,30
$362,20
$97,70
$221,30
$318,90
$143,30
1220-023-000-0001__ [130 DANIEL WEBSTERHIGHWAY
CRUEL,PETERJ
—C“‘LSOC‘C#SOY:~
$149,700] _$149,70
$11,200] _$100,90
$419,30
1220-034-000-0000 [149 DANIEL WEBSTER HIGHWAY
CRUST, MICHAEL& SUSAN
CC“‘iL:SCSC#S88,5000|@_—— $0] $88,500
$152,40
$2,760,00
SADKOWSKI, KATHERINE
|
$0]
$5,600
$5,60
$127,70
$497,00
212-028-000-0000 41
C“‘“CW™CUSANNSCCHAAGRRIN,
KLINEROAD_
ERIC
$620,30
226-068-000-0000
$428,80
15-026-000-0002
$336,80
14-026-000-0000
21-016-000-0002
02-044-000-0000
21-040-000-0000
04-019-000-0021

<= EADOW

DRIVE

= [AUKEWAN ROAD

SAVOIE, NORMAND R JR & ROGER JR
SCALZI, BONNIE L & HORMELL, ROBT G
SCALZO, JOSEPH A 2001 REV TRUST
op)CAMMAN, LISA A REVOCABLE TRUST
D CHAEPE, JAMES & MARGUERITE

$101,400] —— $0]
hie)
$8,70

$381,70
$337,00
$155,00
~—«$101,40
$8,70

SCHIMKE, DAVID

[=)
(oj
$302,70
$89,400] ss $0] $8 9,40
216-014-000-0000__|FOLLETTROAD_C‘“‘SCSCHXLEMMMER,
CYNTHIA
$77,400]
$0]
$577.40
SCHLEMMER, JOHN P & CYNTHIA J
$384,60
SCHMIDT, GARROLD W & HILDA C
$970,20
$272,20
$335,10
$1,399,40
SCOTT, JAMES M & LINDA LEE
|
$61,500]
$0]
$6150
$536,60
$1,530,200]
_ $551,300] _$2,081,50
SECORD, FRANCES R 2000 REV TRUST
$397,70
SEELY, JAMES & KENDAL
$268,50
SEGAL, ILENE
Be
eee)
$31
222-004-000-0000
$564,52
$249,90
SHADOFF, MICHAEL & EDWARD
$327,30
$233,40
1221-011-000-0000 __|WOODRIDGEROAD_CC“‘“C#‘dUSHAW,
MICHAEL K&S
ELLIOT.
si] $182,800] _—_— $0] _—«$182,80
SHAW, RONALD E & TAYLOR, LINDA
$197,30

SHELDON, LISA KENNEDY REV TR OF 1992

216-017-000-0000
04-019-000-0023
26-019-000-0000
/

20 FOLLETT ROAD
AAUKEWAN ROAD
7 BARTLETT HILL ROAD

SHEPARD, ROBERT & TINA
SHEPARD, WILLIAM H & DEBRA M
SHOWERS, CRAIG R & JANET L

HUFFLETON, TIMOTHY & ARIANE
HUKRI, SAM & BONNIE
HUTE, ELSIE

-96-

$1,660,400]

|

CSO}

| ae ale.* $0]
$91,800

$111,700] _$1,772,10

«$6,300

$3,100
$64,700]

$1,392,20
$6,30
$193,10
$456,00
$330,70
$3,10
$156.50

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
M&L

LOCATION

LAND

BUILDING

|ASSESSED

[226-052-000-0000_|241 WAUKEWANROAD_
TC SHUTE, KEVINE &CARUSO, BLYTHES
ss |_—_$80,100] $107,700] $187,800)
}226-018-000-0000_|73BARTLETTHILLROAD
OT
SHUTE,TYW
892,600]
$75,400] $168,000]
104-019-000-0032_|WAUKEWAN ROAD
CSIGNER, STEVE
887,300]
_ $7,300
101-023-000-0000__|49BAYDRIVE
CSILBER, MARY KATHRYN 1996 REVTRUST ___|_$801,200] $92,000] $893,200
1227-023-000-0000_|61 DANIELWEBSTERHIGHWAY__SKAWINSKIFAMILYREVTRUST
|
$127,100] $187,100] $314,200)
101-030-000-0000_|HIGH HAITHROAD CISKERRYREALTYTRUST
$58,600]
$16,100] $74,700)
12G MAIN STREET, CONDO #8
102-060-000-0009__|12H MAIN STREET, CONDO #9
102-060-000-0010
$126,000]
__$188,400]
102-060-000-0012__|12J MAINSTREET,CONDO #12
ISKIPTOMYLOO
$103,200]
$167,800] $271,000]
217-008-000-0000
226-003-000-0000_|52RIDGEBERRYLANE
SMITH, DAVIDC
867,700]
$0] _—$67,700
}205-011-000-0000_|88 OWL'S HEADROAD
SMITH, GEORGIAD & FETTING, MARKR_
| $1,195,700] $329,400] $1,525,100
218-007-000-0000_|72SMITHFARMLANE
CC
SMITHINGRIDI
$172,468]
$131,100] $303,568
}208-004-000-0000__|255 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
SMITH, KENNETHJ&PEGGYA_
| $136,600] $103,700] $240,300]
101-011-000-0000
226-048-000-0000
[226-069-000-0000_|[10SKYWATCHRD
SMITH, SALLY ANNE & SMITH, ROYALWM ___|_—$133,200] $269,500] _ $402,700)
218-006-000-0000__|9SMITHFARMLANE
SMITH, SHIRLEY,
$131,200] $111,000] $242,200]
218-011-000-0000
[226-017-000-0000_|63BARTLETTHILLROAD
SMITH, STEVEN& DAWNA
$91,500]
$84,600] $176, 100]
102-011-000-0000_|53CHASE CIRCLE
ISNOW, KURTE & PARENT, SARAHL
|
$89,700] $136,700] $226,400
221-041-000-0000__|38MEADOWDRIVE
OC
ISOUCY, JEANL&SANDRAR
|
$148,300] $221,700] $370,000]
214-002-000-0000__|MEADOWDRIVE
TC
ISOUCY, SANDRAR&JEANL
|
$100,200]
$0] $100,200]
104-017-000-0000__|2MAYOSHORESLANE
SPAULDING, WALTERC&IRENEM
|
$362,500] $284,000] $646,500)
214-035-000-0000
[224-036-000-0000_|775WINONAROAD
SPLAINE, SHIRLEYTRUST
$87,800] $165,400] $253,200
101-012-000-0000_|2 STURTEVANT BEACH ROAD
|SPRANGEL, CHRISTOPHER J & MANSELL, LIBBI__|__ $655,600] __$76,100]__ $731,700
89 ANTHON ROAD
[205-006-000-0000__|87 OWL'SHEADROAD
TC
SQUAMLAKELLC
$2,241,300] $631,500] $2,872,800
215-007-000-0000__|DANEROAD
TC
ISQUAMLAKES ASSOCIATION,
$13,200]
$0] $13,200
215-025-000-0000__[DANEROAD
TC
SQUAMLAKES ASSOCIATION,
T8251]
80]
$251]
}206-005-000-0000__|MEADFARMROAD_
ISQUAM LAKES CONSERVATION SOCIETY
| $13,850]
$0] $13,850)
}208-046-000-0000__|COVEROAD
TC
ISQUAM LAKES CONSERVATION SOCIETY
| $158,200]
$0] $158,200)
101-035-000-0000
215-004-000-0000__|437DANEROAD
STAIRS, TIMOTHY J&LAURAA(ROYEA)
| __$:90,300] $187,900] _ $278,200)
[208-032-000-0000_|334 CENTER HARBOR NECKROAD
STARBUCK, RICHARD
$769,897] $420,300] $1,190,197
208-034-000-0000__|CENTERHARBORNECKROAD
STARBUCK, RICHARD
$40,000]
$0] $40,000
223-032-000-0000__|HAWKINSPONDROAD_
OO
ISTATEOFNHFISH&GAME
$205,200]
$0] $205,200
221-014-000-0000_|116 WOOD RIDGEROAD
STEARNS, BRENTASHLEY
$213,900] $366,100] $580,000
219-002-000-0000
[224-024-000-0000_|704WINONAROAD
CSTENQUISTETAL,RUBYJ
$246,800]
$32,000] $278,800
101-042-000-0000_|HIGHHAITHROAD
STEPHENS, RICHARD &APRIL
|
82,700]
$0] “$2,700
226-088-000-0000
[214-034-000-0000_|[7OVERLOOKDRIVE
STITT, JOSEPHS &TANYAJ
$86,800] $170,800] _ $257,600)
226-001-000-0000_|35RIDGEBERRYLANE
STOCKER, DANIELF&SUSAN
|
$98,800] $222,400] $321,200)
[203-009-000-0000_[441HIGHHAITHROAD_
STONE, JAMESM&CATHLEEND
|
$2,869,400] $2,009,100] $4,878,500)
[206-004-000-0000_|631 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
|STREHLE,GLENN& KATHERINE
$1,376,400] _ $247,700] $1,624,100
226-085-000-0000
208-043-000-0000
$1,055,300
$69,000[ $388,500]
215-008-000-0000
208-053-000-0000__|OFFANTHONROAD
SULLIVAN, CATHERINEE
81,500]
$0]
$1,500
208-007-000-0000__|281 CENTER HARBORNECKROAD
SULLIVAN, ELOIS,
$135,700]
$203,800] $339,500
104-008-000-0000__|48BROOKSIDELANE
SULLIVAN, MONICAL&PAULM
$216,000] $113,400] _$329,400
215-026-000-0003__|15LAURELGLENLANE
SULLIVAN, THOMASP
$300,000] _ $52,900] _ $352,900
1104-013-000-0000__|24MAYO SHORES LANE
SUTCLIFFE, CAROLYN FAMILY TRUST
|
$371,500] __ $37,300] _ $408,800]
215-024-000-0000
221-005-000-0000
1230-008-000-0000_|616WINONAROAD_CISWEENEY,
PAIGE
$03,300]
$172,900] $476,200]
216-026-000-0000
226-025-000-0000
209-014-000-0000__|OFFBEANROAD
TT
CTALBOT,LAURENCE
|
$54,900]
S0]_—$1, 900
[203-008-000-0000_|453HIGHHAITHROAD
TS
TARICANHREALTYLLC
|
$2,176,788] _ $272,700] $2,449,488)
226-07 1-000-0000
221-016-000-0004__|iSEAGLERIDGEROADUNIT4
Os
STATE,EVELYNJ
$160,000] _ $195,000] _ $355,000]
214-017-000-0000
101-040-000-0000
1224-027-000-0000__|774WINONAROAD
OO
CTHIBEAULT, DONALD &BEATRICE
$199,500] _ $117,100] _ $316,600
102-013-000-0000_|71CHASECIRCLE
THOMAS, SHERRYL
|S
$107,700] _ $137,900] _ $245,600]
212-001-000-0000
$1,733,400]
_ $617,500] $2,350,900
1224-038-000-0000__ [440 PIPERHILLROAD
THOMPSON, ANNA& ROBERT
867,100]
$8,700] __—$75,800
1214-014-000-0000__|COLLEGEROAD
THOMPSON, JOHN& CAROL
81568]
S80] _—$1,568
[211-008-000-0000_|23GARDENWALLLANE
THORNDIKE, PETERC&LAURAM
|
$121,100] $150,200] _$271,300]
214-029-000-0000
212-009-000-0000
$1,836,800
-97-

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
M&L
16-011-000-0000
26-074-000-0000
26-044-000-0000
08-006-000-0000
01-041-000-0000
15-026-000-0004
05-020-000-0000
11-003-000-0000
14-033-000-0000

LOCATION

202, 204 HIGH HAITH ROAD

o 83

DANE ROAD

LAND

REVOR, KEITH FREDERICK

SW INVESTMENTS LP ET AL
URCOTTE, ANNMARIE PINTAL REV TRUST OF 2
WOMBLEY ET AL, ROBT G
WOMBLY Ill ET AL, ALEXANDER
HLENDORFF, JAMES
LM, R LEIGH
LM, R LEIGH
LM, RONALD E & DEBORAH L
URSILLO, PAUL C & ELFINE, AMY L
VALPEY, ROBERT & ALICE REV TRUST
VALPEY, ROBT W REVOCABLE TRUST ET AL
VALPEY, ROBT W REVOCABLE TRUST ET AL
VAN OTTERLOO, EYK A DE MOL
VANASSE, RONALD & VIRGINIA
VAUGHN, JEFFREY & PAMELA
VIENS, HARRY H & KATHLEEN E
VOGLER, ROBT L & JOAN E TRUSTS OF 2001
VOLZ ET AL, BERNARD E
VOLZ ET AL, BERNARD E
VOLZ, BERNARD & CRIASIA, MAUREEN
VOLZ, BERNARD & CRIASIA, MAUREEN
VOLZ, BERNARD E & CRIASIA, MAUREEN A
VOLZ, BERNARD E & CRIASIA, MAUREEN A
VOLZ, BERNARD E & CRIASIA, MAUREEN A
VOLZ, BERNARD E & CRIASIA, MAUREEN A
VOLZ, BERNARD E & CRIASIA, MAUREEN A
WACHMAN, JOSHUA S 2005 REV TRUST
WAGNER, JOHN & MELISSA
WALDRON, JAMES
WALKER, DAVID L
WALKER, ROBERT | & JEAN F
WALMSLEY, ROBT J LIVING TRUST ET AL
WALSH, JOHN
WALTON, CRAIG S
WARD, THOMAS F III
WARNER, SCHUYLER F ET AL
WARNER, SCHUYLER F ET AL
WARNER, SUSAN LINEN
WATKINS, FRANK K & DEBORAH J
WATSON, HAROLD E & DEBORAH C
WATT, DANA & ELAINE
WAUKEWAN GOLF CLUB INC
WAUKEWAN HOLDINGS LLC
15-022-000-0000
26-064-000-0000
26-072-000-0000

DANE ROAD
SKYWATCH RD
66 PIPER HILL ROAD

1214-032-000-0000
|667 , 679 DANE ROAD

02-046-000-0000

20 KELSEA AVE

$83,300

Sees: $0]

Sete tat’ $O

RCS TRSO|

$187,80
$155,30
$132,40
$157,60
$319,70
$36,50
$167,900]
$287,30

$283,10
$300,50
$227,50
$300,10
$430,80
$336,50
$1,554,60
$412,30

$37,30

$120,60

$608,80
$549,80
$192,00
$42,50
$84,40
$99,00
$201,40
$148,40
$280,000]
__$387,700}
$5,150
$76,50
$511,60
$4,50
$59,20
$441,20
$227,70

$596,30
$123,90
$6,80
$100,60
$298,90
$378,60
$121,90

$38,60
$227,90
$1,000,500]

nia

7 $0]

WEATHERBIE, MATTHEW & SUSAN B

$1,215,216]

WEATHERBIE, MATTHEW & SUSAN B
WEEKES, JOHN H & LORY M
WEEKS Ill, IRA & KATHERINE

$10,969
$275,000
$149,800

_$135,50
$189,50

$650,20
$7,10
$149,90

$301,700]

$1,516,916

$239,30

$10,96
$275,00
$389,10

WEEKS, IRA Ill & KATHERINE

$489,00

$591,40

WEEKS, IRA M Ill & STEVEN W
WEEKS, ROBERT A JR & JUNE A
WEEKS, SUSAN
WEIN, DAVID R & MARTHA J REV TRUST

$26,40
$169,800]
$107,600]
$31,400]

$97,80
_$262,90
_$190,20
__$393,70

$129,30

$208,50

WELCH, HARRY A JR & ELEANOR V

212-024-000-0000__|i65FORBESROAD—C“‘“CSW™CC#4WEELLOONN, KENT.
& MEGHAN
212-023-000-0000__—*|i59FORBESROAD—
CC“‘SCC#NCWELDONN, MEGHAN
WEST CENTER HARBOR REALTY TRUST, LLC
WESTVIEW CENTER PROPERTIES LLC
WHALEN, SALLY & THOMAS
WHALEN, WENDY G
WHITE, GARY T & LYNN R
WHITE, JOHN & MELANCY
WHITE, RICHARD L & SYLVIA G
WHITE, ROLAND L & ALTA C
WHITE, SHIRLEY 1995 TRUST
216-031-000-0000

BUILDING |ASSESSED

ILTON, MICHAEL W & SUSAN K
INKER, ERIC J & HEATHER L
INKER, ROBERT T JR
OCZKO, GARY & PAMELA
OWER, HARRY L Ill REV TRUST
OWNSEND, BARBARA T
OWNSLEY, EDWIN S REV TRUST
REVOR, KEITH & JACQUELINE

WHITEHEAD, FRANK C MANAGEMENT TRUST
|72COEHILLROAD
~~ ~———___ [WHITING, JOHN & MARIE

WHITING, LELAND & STEPHANIE
WHITLESS LLC
Oe

$79,200

$1,040,400]
$121,700

$1,021,10
$171,90
$256,60
$84,50
$246,90
$148,00
$125,10
$274,90
$160,10
$169,60
$126,40

$615,10
$98,90

$101,30
$490,50

2011 CENTER HARBOR VALUES
M&L

LOCATION

LAND

BUILDING |ASSESSED

wh,

oO

=

o

pers02-060-000-0002
onli02-060-000-0003

02-068-000-0000
= 05-006-000-0000
=

12B MAIN STREET, CONDO #2
12C MAIN STREET, CONDO #3

1 8 LAKE STREET
479 WAUKEWAN

ROAD

N

}208-052-000-0000__ [OFF ANTHONROAD
N
224-002-000-0000__
[FOGG HILLROAD_
N
WAUKEWAN ROAD
NO

N 28-002-000-0000
= 01-034-000-0000

02-042-000-0000

=k

44, 46 WINDY ROW LANE
246 HIGH HAITH ROAD

40 KELSEA AVE

nN
}220-013-000-0000__
[OFF KEYSERROAD
02-065-000-0000

WHITMORR LLC
WHITMORR LLC
WHITNEY, SUSAN J
WHITTLESEY, CHARLES & MAGUIRE, CINDY J

$62,400
$476,200
$80,800
$457,000

ST
CJWIEDMAN, LORNAL TRUST
WILKINSON, ALLANR&SUSANM OT
WILLIAMS, CHRISTOPHER &ANN
|
WILLIAMS,
WILLIAMS,

WILLIAMS, RACHEL B

$685,200
$80,200

$63,300]

|

$84,100]

$223,90
$1,413,20
$119,90
$507,50

oO
{=)

(2)
oO

oO

878,300]
8:79,300[
SO]

CHRISTOPHER & ANN
DONALD T & PAMELA J

CWWILSON, ROBERTH&REBECCAL

$161,500
$937,000]
$39,100
$50,500

$0] $78,300(=)
$0] $79,300(=)
S80
$346,200]
$208,60
,600

$113,500]

=h

$0]
,400

$1,031,40
$288,80

Oo
=)

$176,800}oO

$84,100oO
i=)

nN

(2)

N

(2)

N

oO

N

(=)

N

(2)

os

oh
104-019-000-0035__
|[WAUKEWAN ROAD

CJYOUNG, RICHARD &CAROL

N

N
encore
me OOWie PIPE HIE ROA 0 paermmine wiry rete oc, YYOUTZ, PHILIP Ras

yee

8]
ar Ps $800] =.

$6,000]

oO

$6,000j=)
oO

oO
$0] «5, $800)

No
N
ak

oO

ZILONIS, PETER & PAM

-99-

|

SO}

$4,400]

84,40

(=)
oO

Notes

-100-

DATE DUE

3

g
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a RINTED IN U.S.A.

iii
TOWN OF CENTER HARBOR
TO REPORT FIRES
OR CALL EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

DIAL 911
AMBULANCES — HOSPITALS
AMBULANCE

FOR EMERGENCIES ONLY -— 911

Stewart’s Ambulance — (603) 279-5901
Lakes Region General Hospital — Laconia — (603) 524-3211
Huggins Hospital — Wolfeboro — (603) 569-2150
Spears Memorial Hospital — Plymouth — (603) 536-1120

POISON INFORMATION

CENTER

Hanover — (603) 643-4000
Boston — 1-617-232-2120

POLICE OFFICIALS
Center Harbor Police Department — Emergency: 911, Dispatch: (603) 527-5454
Office: (603) 253-9756
State Police (Tamworth) — (603) 323-8112
State Police (Concord) — (603) 271-3636

FIRE OFFICIALS
Center Harbor Fire Chief — (603) 253-4451 or (603) 455-8344
Center Harbor Fire Station — (603) 253-4451
Burning Permits (issued to property owners during regular Town Office hours) — (603) 253-4561
At all other times, call the Forest Fire Warden — (603) 253-4451 or (603) 455-8344
Emergency Management Director — (603) 253-4561 or (603) 455-6823

BLOOD PRESSURE CLINIC
Ist Monday of the month
Cary Mead Meeting Room
11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. (Noon)

